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A teenager from an Austrian village shares 
his ambitions with his father:

My father was baffled by my eagerness.. “But what will you 
do with all these muscles once you’ve got them?”
“I want to be the best-built man in the world,” I said frankly. 
That made him sigh and shake his head.
“Then I want to go to America and be in movies. I want to 
be an actor.”
“My god!” he cried.
He went into the kitchen and told my mother, “I think we 
better go to the doctor with this one, he’s sick in the head.” 
He was genuinely worried about me. He felt I wasn’t normal. 
And of course he was right. With my desire and my drive, I 
definitely wasn’t normal.

From “Arnold: The Education of a Bodybuilder" 
by Arnold Schwarzenegger



Abstract

This thesis attempts to address two major themes: firstly, the intrinsic 
dynamics of switching in meso/nanoscale ferroelectrics incorporated into device 
geometries, and secondly, the development of control over the precise 
mechanics of switching by altering the ferroelectric morphology therein.

In addressing the first theme, thin single-crystal slices of BaTiO^ (or 
‘lamellae’), have been incorporated into co-planar electroded test structures. 
Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) imaging revealed that switching was 
carried out by redistribution of highly-ordered packets of 90° ferroelastic 
domains, or ‘superdomains’, which exhibit a net in-plane polarisation aligned 
(or anti-aligned) with the switching field. Ferroelectric switching was mediated 
mainly by the motion of boundaries separating these superdomains whilst the 
ferroelastic substructure remained largely inactive. In-situ PFM (i.e. imaging 
during planar switching) revealed that superdomains exhibit the classic 
nucleation, forwards growth, and sidewards growth modes observed in simple 
180° domain switching experiments. Real-time imaging of field-driven 
superdomain boundary motion showed that the boundary slowed down 
dramatically after it was set into motion. This bore a striking similarity to the 
ballistic dynamics of a particle. Hence Newtonian equation of motion fits were 
attempted to describe the dynamics. However, such an inertial description of 
the boundary dynamics was found to be unphysical. Instead, interplay between 
applied and residual depolarising fields in the system was suspected to be at 
the heart of the apparent ballistic-like dynamics.

In studying the long-term relaxation of switched states a large flux
closing quadrant domain configuration was seen to form, spanning micrometre 
spatial scales. Its development was rationalised to be driven by residual in
plane depolarising fields in the system due to incomplete bound charge 
compensation at the electrodes. The unusually large size of the quadrant 
configuration was facilitated by the observed fine subdomain structure within 
each quadrant which offset the otherwise prohibitively large stresses associated 
with this geometry. Detailed study of the relaxation dynamics showed that 
both single and double closure patterns could form depending to some extent 
on the initial post-switched domain configuration.



In addressing the second theme in this thesis the influence of 
antinotches on switching dynamics in FIBed ferroelectric nanowires has been 
investigated. This provided a complementary study to an ongoing body of 
work at QUB which previously characterised switching in simple and notched 
BaTiO^ wires. By combining capacitance-voltage hysteresis measurements and 
Rayleigh analysis (of capacitance as a function of a.c. bias) it was determined 
that antinotches serve to inhibit switching compared to plain wires without 
antinotches. This behaviour could be described by a finite-element modelled 
depression in electric field strength in the vicinity of the antinotch feature. 
Furthermore, this is completely consistent with the conclusions of the notched 
wire study [McMillen et al. Appl. Phys Lett. 96, 042904 (2010).] where an 
enhanced switchability was correlated with a local field amplification in the 
region of the notch. In general, it seems that manipulation of wire morphology 
in ferroelectric wires affects switching indirectly, through the manner in which 
the spatial electric field distribution is altered.

This idea of ‘field-engineering’ culminated in a final investigation 
attempting to control the number and position of domain walls created during 
switching of single-crystal KTiP04 lamellae (chosen for displaying only simple 
180° domain patterns). Finite-element field models were used to develop 
patterned lamella designs, based on simple triangular and circular hole 
features, with consideration as to how these factors would affect field 
amplitude distribution under an externally applied field. In real KTiP04 
lamellae, with FIBed circular holes, domain walls imaged using PFM were 
repeatedly observed to rest along regions of high field amplitude. By this 
means a predictable and repeatable domain configuration could be obtained. 
Furthermore, in-situ PFM imaging strongly implied that domain nucleation 
was initiated at these regions of high field amplitude adjacent to the patterned 
holes, rather than at the electrodes. This deterministic nucleation behaviour 
contrasted strongly with the unpredictable stochastic nucleations observed by 
PFM in unpatterned KTP lamellae. Finally, the effect of field-engineering on 
domain wall mobility was investigated by in-situ PFM imaging of field-driven 
domain walls in regions of differing local field amplitude. It was seen that a 
domain wall moving through a region of higher field amplitude travelled with a 
higher velocity. This provides direct confirmatory evidence for the previous 
interpretation of how domain wall mobility is affected by field-engineering in 
notched and antinotched wires.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ferroelectrics are often overshadowed by the analogous ferroic subgroup of 
ferromagnets, perhaps because they are relative newcomers, having only been 
seriously investigated for the last seventy or so years. Ferromagnetic materials 
underpin digital information storage in the modern world, and although 
ferroelectric memories exist, they have so far not been widely manufactured, 
owing to a combination of their comparatively complex oxide crystal structure, 
degradation in functional properties with reduced size, and perpetual difficulty 
in separating the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that affect their performance. 
Current interest in ferroics for conventional data storage relies on manipulation 
of domain structure. However, a new paradigm is emerging where ferroelectrics 
may offer distinct functionalities not present in ferromagnets: interfaces 
separating domains are starting to be considered as the active device elements 
in their own right. In ferroelectrics (often in the guise of multiferroic materials) 
domain wall conductivity and photovoltaic effects have opened-up exciting 
avenues for fundamental research and new device concepts. To fully exploit 
ferroelectrics, an understanding of the intrinsic dynamics of domain switching, 
as well as methods to control the number and positioning of the active domain 
wall elements, therefore seems timely.

In this chapter some fundamental concepts related to ferroelectric 
materials, that are relevant to understanding the experimental results in this 
thesis, are discussed. An overview of the thermodynamics of ferroelectric phase 
transitions, domain formation and domain switching is presented.
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1.1 The ferroelectric state

Ferroelectrics are considered to be insulating materials that exhibit a net 
dipole moment, or ‘spontaneous polarisation’, in the absence of an electric field 
due to a cooperative alignment of permanent electric dipoles. An additional 
corollary is that this polarisation must be ‘switchable’ between (at least) two 
energetically degenerate non-volatile states. Analogous to the
magnetisation/magnetic field hysteresis (M-H hysteresis) characteristic of 
ferromagnetic materials (from which ferroelectrics derive their name), 
ferroelectrics display polarisation hysteresis when subject to electric field 
cycling (P-A1 hysteresis). The form of a typical hysteresis loop is schematically 
illustrated in Figure 1.1 from which some key physical parameters can be 
extracted: Ps, the ‘spontaneous polarisation’, is the fundamental non-zero unit
cell dipole moment per unit volume, P,h the ‘remanent polarisation’, is the 
zero-field net polarisation that persists in the material after a saturating field is 
applied and subsequently removed; PSHt is the maximum ‘saturation’
polarisation that can be sustained by the ferroelectric; Ec is the applied 
‘coercive field’ that will result in a net-zero polarisation. ±Pn can be identified 
as the two non-volatile degenerate polarisation states that are stable in zero- 
field. Measurement of polarisation hysteresis loops using a capacitor test- 
geometry is a common diagnostic for detecting ferroelectricity although it is 
not necessarily conclusive; similar P-E profiles may be obtained from lossy (i.e. 
partially conductive) dielectrics and electrets [1].

In order to support a switchable spontaneous polarisation, ferroelectric 
materials must belong to non-centrosymmetric crystal classes otherwise a 
unique polar axis cannot exist (and no net-volume-dipole-moment results) [2]. 
Ten of the thirty-two crystallographic point groups support ferroelectric 
behaviour; these point-groups are also ‘pyroelectric’ meaning they develop a 
spontaneous polarisation with temperature change. Furthermore, these ten 
groups are a sub-set of a larger family (twenty) of ‘piezoelectrics’ which 
develop a polarisation with applied strain. The converse effect is equally valid, 
where an applied field generates a mechanical strain, and how this is exploited 
instrumentally for ferroelectric domain imaging is described in the next 
chapter. Only one of the non-centrosymmetric point groups does not display 
piezoelectricity. All thirty-two point groups, including the centrosymmetric 
classes, display ‘electrostriction’; here an electric field generates a strain but 
crucially this does not change upon field reversal, unlike for the piezoelectric
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of a steady-state ferroelectric hysteresis loop plotting 
polarisation P versus electric field E. Remanent polarisation {PR)-, spontaneous 
polarisation (Ps), saturation polarisation (P^,,), coercive field (£’.), are labelled on the 
loop. The existence of two zero-field polarisation values +Pn and —PR forms the basis 
of non-volatile ferroelectric memory.

32 point groups
All crystalline materials

Electrostrictive

11 point groups
Centrosymmetric

21 point groups
Non-centrosymmetric

1 point group 
Non-piezoelectric

20 point groups 
Piezoelectric

10 point groups
No polar axis

Non-pyroelectric

Polarisation reversible in 
£-field

Ferroelectric

10 point groups
Polar axis

Pyroelectric

Polarisation non-reversible 
in f-field

Non-ferroelectric

Figure 1.2 Classification of the crystallographic point groups by their electric 
properties and relationship to each other. The panels outlined in orange tracks the 
pathway to crystal groups capable of displaying ferroelectricity.
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classes. The relationship between the different crystal classes is illustrated in 
Figure 1.2.

1.2 Thermodynamic description: 
Landau-Devonshire approach

Upon cooling, most ferroelectric materials will undergo a structural phase 
transition from a high-temperature paraelectric state to a low-temperature 
ferroelectric state at a temperature known as the ‘Curie temperature’ (T(). In 
general, the low temperature ferroelectric state has a lower symmetry than the 
parent high-temperature paraelectric state [3]. An important aspect of the 
associated thermodynamics is the extent to which a structural phase transition 
affects the overall free-energy of the system. In Landau theory [4],[5], changes 
in the free energy, F, are described via changes in macroscopic properties 
which can be expressed in terms of an order parameter Q which varies between 
a high-temperature value of zero and a low-temperature value of unity. For 
ferroelectrics we choose the order parameter as the spontaneous polarisation, 
Ps (labelled as P in the following treatment) [6],[7]. Crucially, Landau theory 
assumes that in the vicinity of the phase transition we can express the free 
energy as a polynomial expansion of thermodynamic variables, in the case of 
an unstrained crystal as: temperature (7), electric-field (A), and polarisation 
(P). Assuming the zero-energy to be that of an unstrained, zero-polarised 
crystal, in the absence of an electric field we arrive at the expansion [8]:

F(P) = —aP2 + —bP* + -cPb, Eq. 1-12 4 6 4

where only even power terms are allowed by symmetry since both polarisation 
states in the ferroelectric unit cell are energetically equivalent i.e. F cannot 
depend on the sign of P. In order for Eq. 1-1 to be of practical use we seek to 
express the free energy in terms of known or measurable quantities. We can 
examine the behaviour of P through the phase transition using the 
consideration that equilibrium is achieved when F is minimised i.e. dF/dP=(). 
By this means an expression for the electric field can be obtained. In an 
external field, a polarisation-field coupling term is included that lowers energy 
for polarisation aligned parallel with field:

F{P, E) = F(P) - E.P . Eq. 1-2

4



Differentiating this expression with respect to P to find the energy minimum:

dF(P,E) dF(P) 
dP ~ dP

and setting (IF(E,P)/dP= 0 it follows that:

dF(P) £ 
dP

Eq. 1-3

Eq. 1-4

i.e. by differentiating the free-energy expression in Eq. 1-1 we can obtain an 
expression for the electric field in terms of polarisation:

= E(P) = aP + bP3 + cP5. 
dP

Eq. 1-5

Differentiating this expression with respect to P and setting P—0 allows access 
to an expression for the high-temperature susceptibility:

dF^ \_
dE a

Eq. 1-6

Applying Devonshire’s approximation that around the transition temperature a 
develops linearly in temperature of the form:

a = a0(T-T0), Eq. 1-7

where To is the so-called ‘Curie-Weiss’ temperature at which the a parameter 
changes sign. Inserting this into Eq. 1-6 leads to an expression which describes 
an expression for linear ‘Curie-Weiss’ behaviour of the inverse susceptibility 
around (and above) the transition point and is experimentally verified as 
relevent for most ferroelectrics [8].

- = a,{T-T0). Eq. 1-8
A

We can restate the free-energy expression, Eq. 1-1 and Eq. 1-2, using this 
expression for a such that:

5



Eq. 1-9F(E, P) = ^a,(T- T0)P2 + X~bP*+ ~cPb - E.P,

and the electric-field expansion, Eq. 1-5, becomes:

E = a,(T-T0)P + bP2+ cPs. Eq. 1-10

With ao and c being reportedly positive for all known ferroelectrics, how the 
free energy transforms between the paraelectric (T»T0) and ferroelectric 
transitions (T«T^ depends mainly on the sign of b. This will determine 
whether or not the polarisation develops continuously or discontinuously 
through the transition temperature, thereby determining the ‘order’ of the 
transition.

1.2.1 Second-order (continuous) transition

In a second-order transition b>0 and a spontaneous polarisation develops 
continuously below the transition temperature Tc. In this case the Curie-Weiss 
temperature, is equal to the transition temperature, Tc. Under these 
conditions, and retaining only the two lowest-order terms, the spontaneous 
polarisation that develops in zero-field (-£=0) for T< Tc can be determined from 
Eq. 1-10 as:

P,=±^T^D, Eq. 1-11

noting that the solution generates two equal magnitude but oppositely oriented 
polarisations for the ferroelectric state (Figure 1.3). In the high termperature 
state the minimum free energy state corresponds to zero-polarisation, described 
by a single well potential (Figure 1.3a). Upon cooling through the transition 
temperature the single well splits into a symmetric pair with separation 2PS 
increasing with further reduced temperature [9]. No discontinuity in P is 
observed. Furthermore, looking at Eq. 1-8, the susceptibility is expected to 
diverge to infinity at the transition temperature; in reality x is experimentally 
observed to indeed reach large, but finite, values [8]. Triglycine sulphate is an 
example of a ferroelectric exhibiting a second-order transition [10].

6



(a) (b)

Figure 1.3 (a) Evolution of free-energy (F) as a function of polarisation upon cooling 
through the Curie temperature (T,) for a second-order transition, (b) Continuous 
development of spontaneous polarisation (Pn) through the transition temperature, top, 
and corresponding Curie-Weiss behaviour of the inverse electric susceptibility (j ), 
bottom. After [8].

1.2.2 First-order (discontinuous) transition

The scenario where ZkO and c>0 leads to a first-order transition. In this case 
T0 is less than Tr (not coincident in temperature as with the second-order 
transition case) and non-zero metastable polarisation states occur in the 
vicinity of the transition temperature (Figure 1.4a): at high temperatures 
(7> Tc) the free-energy profile has a single minimum at zero-polarisation, 
however, upon cooling additional non-zero polarisation minima appear, albeit 
at higher energies. At these temperatures paraelectricity is stable and 
ferroelectricity is metastable. At the transition temperature (T= T() all three 
minima are degenerate but upon further cooling the non-zero spontaneous 
polarisation becomes energetically favoured i.e. ferroelectricity is stabilised. 
Even still, until cooled below T0 the zero-polarisation minima remains such 
that paraelectricity becomes meta-stable for T0< T< T(, During this cooling 
regime from high temperature the phase transition to the ferroelectric state 
will occur discontinuously with a sudden jump to the non-zero polarisation 
state (Figure 1.4b) [11]. Once again the low-temperature spontaneous
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polarisation can be determined from Eq. 1-10. However this time (unlike for 
the second-order transition case) the sixth-order term from the free-energy 
expression, Eq. 1-1, must be retained to obtain an energy minimum in the low 
temperature phase when |.P|>0 [12]. The non-zero solutions to the resulting 
quartic equation yields:

-b±jb2-4a0c(T-T0)

2c
Eq. 1-12

Barium Titanate (BaTiO^) is a classic example of a ferroelectric material 
exhibiting first-order transition behaviour into the ferroelectric state and is the 
primary material studied in this thesis.

Figure 1.4 (a) Evolution of free-energy (F) as a function of polarisation upon cooling 
through the Curie temperature (7).) for a first-order transition, (b) Discontinuous 
appearance of non-zero spontaneous polarisation (P,) through the transition 
temperature, top, and corresponding Curie-Weiss behaviour of the inverse electric 
susceptibility ((£~/), bottom. Dotted lines indicate the low- and high-temperature 
inverse susceptibility profiles. The green solid line shows the behaviour expected for a 
real system where a discontinuous transfer between the two profiles is observed at the 
transition temperature Tc (Tt> T„).
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1.2.3 Thermodynamic origin of hysteresis

By plotting the field/polarisation dependence, as described by Eq. 1-10, 
Landau theory can be used to predict dielectric hysteresis for ferroelectric 
materials. The form of this function, displayed more intuitively as polarisation 
versus field (since field is the independent parameter) is plotted schematically 
in Figure 1.5b; as identified in Eq. 1-4, this plot is just the derivative of the 
low temperature free-energy function illustrated in Figure 1.5a. Crucially, 
whenever dP/dE becomes negative {i.e. further increasing the field starts to 
enhance polarisation in the opposite direction) this corresponds to an unstable 
scenario and the crystal switches to a state where dP/dE is positive [9]. This 
field-induced transition is illustrated by the dotted lines in Figure 1.5 and leads 
to the generation of a hysteresis loop. Estimates for the constants in the free- 
energy expression can be made by fitting the predicted P-E hysteresis loops to 
experimentally obtained hysteresis loops, as attempted by Merz [13].

(a) (b)

F P

Figure 1.5 (a) A double-well potential characteristic of a ferroelectric unit cell 
exhibiting two oppositely polarised stable states, (b) The form of the polarisation/field 
profile generated by differentiating the free-energy potential profile in (a). The region 
where dP/dE becomes negative, section ‘c’ to ‘d’, is unstable and the systems jumps to 
a state where dP/dE is again positive. Following the profile from ‘a’ to ‘f (positive 
field application) this jump occurs from ‘c’ to ‘e’ and on the return path from ‘f to ‘a’ 
(negative field application) it occurs from ‘d’ to ‘b’. This leads to the generation of a 
hysteresis loop.
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1.3 Tetragonal perovskite ferroelectrics

With an appreciation of the thermodynamics describing the emergence of the 
ferroelectric state, it is now useful to investigate how a spontaneous 
polarisation is manifested in a real crystal system. Many ferroelectric materials 
of interest, including BaTi03 (the material primarily studied in this thesis) 
have a perovskite structure. Perovskite oxides have a simple AB03 
stoichiometry where A and B are metal ions (where A is monovalent/divalent, 
B is tetra/pentavalent) [2], Looking at Figure 1.6 the perovskite structure can 
be viewed as consisting of BOe octahedra surrounded by A cations in a cubic 
arrangement (in the high-temperature configuration). Note that in this phase it 
has an inversion centre (centrosymmetric) and as a result cannot support a net 
dipole moment. When cooled into the ferroelectric state the ionic sublattices 
are displaced slightly relative to one another. Often distortion of the octahedra 
occurs but in any case the symmetry is reduced as a result. When the sub
lattice shifts are all in the same direction the net charge displacement results 
in a net dipole moment i.e. a spontaneous polarisation [12]. In the case 
illustrated in Figure 1.6, the B ion has two energetically equivalent off-centre 
positions (defining the unique polar c-axis) creating the basic conditions of a 
switchable ferroelectric polarisation. Furthermore, the crystal is

T>TC

c o2-

C A
• B

a.

Paraelectric

T<Tc

Ferroelectric

Figure 1.6 Perovskite structure ABOj shown in (a) in the high-temperature cubic 
phase and (b) in the low-temperature tetragonal ferroelectric phase exhibiting a net 
spontaneous polarisation Ps. The lattice parameters are also labelled where subscripts 
‘c’ and ‘t’ denote cubic and tetragonal phases respectively. Adapted from [14].
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spontaneously strained (arising from the structural transformation between 
crystal classes) with at < a(. < ct where ct is the tetragonal polar axis length and 
at and a, are the lengths of the other two equivalent a-axes for the tetragonal 
and cubic systems respectively (labelled in Figure 1.6). The ferroelectric 
distortion may occur along any of the six equivalent axes of the cubic unit-cell 
with the chosen direction being determined by the specific electrical and 
mechanical boundary conditions imposed on the crystal [3].

1.3.1 Barium titanate

Discovered in America during World War II by Von Hippel and co-workers 
[15], and independently in Russia by Wul and Goldman [16], Barium Titanate 
was the first known perovskite ferroelectric (such as illustrated in Figure 1.6 
where A=Ba and B=Ti). Its ferroelectric properties exist at room temperature 
in the tetragonal phase (point group 4mm symmetry) and it undergoes a 
transition to a cubic paraelectric phase (point group m3m symmetry) at a 
Curie temperature of ~120°C [9]. In the high temperature phase the lattice 
parameter a(, is 4A. Upon cooling through Tc the change in structure is subtle 
with a tetragonality (ratio of ct/at) of only 1.01 with lattice parameters 
at=3.992A and ct=4.036A [17]. As the temperature is reduced other 
ferroelectric-ferroelectric transitions occur, again accompanied by structural 
distortions as the unit cell structure changes to orthorhombic and subsequently 
to rhombohedral. The changes in structure and properties with temperature 
are illustrated in Figure 1.7 where classic first-order behaviour is observed at 
the transition points between each phase. With each phase change, the polar 
direction changes as illustrated in Figure 1.8. For the majority of this thesis 
studies are carried out on BaTiO^ in the room temperature tetragonal state. 
Figure 1.8c is therefore emphasised which shows the six energetically 
equivalent polar directions, characterised by shifting of the central TiJ+ ion 
along one of the three principle axis.

It is worth noting briefly that an alternative picture has been proposed 
suggesting that the spontaneous polarisation in BaTiOa is not due to a purely 
static displacement of the central Ti ion in the [001] direction, but instead due 
to a time-averaging of spontaneous displacements along the <111> corner 
directions [18],[19]. In the high temperature cubic state, the Ti ion moves 
rapidly between all eight corner sites with equal probability such that the time 
averaged polarisation is zero, as expected. This behaviour has been implied by
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rhombo
hedrai orthorhombic tetragonal cubic

^ 8000

* 2000

100 200 300 400
Temperature [K]

Figure 1.7 Lattice constant (i), spontaneous polarisation (ii), and relative permittivity 
(iii) as a function of temperature for the different phases of BaTi():j. Labels a, b and c 
refer to the respective unit cell axes. After [11].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

------------>
Temperature increasing

Figure 1.8 (a) Rhombohedral (b) orthorhombic, (c) tetragonal, and (d) cubic unit cells 
with allowed polar directions denoted by solid arrows and their symmetry equivalent 
variants by dotted arrows. Adapted from [22].
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance experiments by Blinc and co-workers [20J as well 
as by X-ray measurements with high time resolution (~10'15s) by Ravel et al 
which allow access to the instantaneous local structure [21]. In the tetragonal 
state the Ti ion passes between four corner sites giving a time averaged 
polarisation in the [001] direction. The time averaged polarisation in 
orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases can be described in a consistent 
manner, by oscillation between two <111> sites and restriction to a single 
<111> site respectively.

1.4 Domain switching in ferroelectrics

In the Landau description, when a sufficiently large electric field is applied to a 
ferroelectric material, switching is pictured to occur by the independent and 
simultaneous reorientation of all electric dipoles [23]. The magnitude of the 
switching field that is required to do this can be determined and turns out to 
be around three-orders of magnitude larger than that observed experimentally. 
Clearly this is not the whole story. The apparent paradox is solved by 
recognising that switching in real ferroelectrics is actually a domain nucleation 
and growth process (Figure 1.9). A domain is a region in the crystal where 
dipoles (polarisation) are locally aligned; domains having different polarisation 
orientations are separated by energetically costly interfaces called ‘domain

Initial state

HHHU
Stage-1: Nucleation

-----W-----
A Sl

StagedI: Forward Growth

Stage-Ill: Sideways Growtĥ
 Domain wall

Domain reversal complete

HHHH
Figure 1.9 Schematic illustration of domain switching in ferroelectrics from nucleation 
of reverse polarised domains (stage-I) to forwards needle-domain growth (stage-II) and 
finally to sideways growth (stage-III) to switch the remaining volume. Adapted from
[24]-
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walls’. The real switching process is as follows: firstly, small reverse-polarised 
nuclei appear at the electrodes; nucleation in ferroelectrics is typically 
inhomogeneous and occurs at defect sites/imperfections where the nucleation 
energy is lowered, such as along electrode boundaries and free edges. Under the 
influence of the field these newly nucleated domains travel towards the 
opposite electrode with a high-aspect ratio needle shape. After reaching the 
opposite electrode, a pair of domain walls is generated. These continue to 
(independently) expand more slowly in the lateral direction until the remaining 
volume is switched (this is called the ‘sideways growth’ mode). This process 
indicates that it is energetically favourable to switch by motion of domain 
walls rather than by the independent flipping of isolated dipoles. In Figure 
1.10a different stages of domain switching can be seen to be correlated with 
specific points along a typical dielectric hysteresis loop. In the next chapter, a 
survey of switching experiments in real ferroelectric materials is presented.

Figure 1.10 Schematic polarisation/field hysteresis loop showing switching between 
two oppositely polarised monodomain states. Shematic domain diagrams are included 
at other notable points along the hysteresis loop.
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1.5 Naturally occurring domain patterns

In an ideal infinite crystal, such as that supposed by Landau theory, the 
energetically favoured state has all dipoles co-aligned; in real-crystals 
discontinuities in spontaneous polarisation occur associated with bounding 
surfaces and/or internal defects. This leads to an energetically costly 
electrostatic field which opposes local dipole ordering, lending the title 
‘depolarising field’, as illustrated in Figure 1.11a. As the separation between 
charged-surfaces decreases, depolarising fields becomes larger (scaling inversely 
with separation) ultimately destabilising ferroelectricity at some critical 
thickness. For a ferroelectric integrated into a short-circuited electroded device, 
free-charge flow from the external environment to/from charged surfaces can 
serve to obviate this field (Figure 1.11b). However an isolated crystal also has 
its own internal response to depolarising fields, manifested as the formation of 
ferroelectric domains (Figure 1.11c). When the crystal is cooled into the 
ferroelectric state, a series of domains will develop where neighbouring domains 
have anti-aligned polarisation, known as ‘180°’ domains, causing the polarity of 
the uncompensated bound charge to alternate across the surface. Looking at 
Figure 1.1 Id increasing the domain density is seen to lead to more complete 
self-screening of the bound surface charge, thereby minimising the depolarising

(d)

--++--++

++--++--

Figure 1.11 (a) Stray electric-field emanating from charged surfaces for a monodomain 
state ferroelectric. White-bodied arrow denotes the polarisation orientation, ‘P, red
bodied arrow denotes the resulting direction of the depolarising field, ‘A,/,,/ through 
the ferroelectric, (b) Idealised complete screening of surface charge by short-circuited 
electrodes stabilises a monodomain state. (c),(d) Alternatively, 180° domain formation 
reduces the macroscopic charge-build-up and resulting depolarising field directed 
through the material. Increasing the domain density leads to more complete 
compensation. In reality imperfect screening means that a polydomain state would 
commonly be observed in scenario (b) also.
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field. However, this process by necessity generates more energetically costly 
domain-walls and, as such, some equilibrium domain period can be anticipated. 
Kittel [25] has formalised the energetics of domain formation in ferromagnets; 
the same treatment has shown to be valid for ferroelectrics also by Mitsui and 
Furuichi [26]. These models can be generalised such that the free energy 
component which depends on the domain wall width can be expressed as [27]:

G = Uw + yd
U

Eq. 1-13

where G is the free-energy, U the areal energy density associated with charged 
surfaces, y the domain wall energy density, d the thickness (separation of 
charged faces), and w is the domain width. The optimal domain width (and 
therefore period) can be found by minimising this expression with respect to 
thickness (i.e. put dG/dw—O), yielding:

Eq. 1-14

illustrating a square-root dependence of domain width on film-thickness which 
has been experimentally verified right down to nanoscale thicknesses [28].

Ferroelectric domain walls are very narrow, typically ~lnm thickness, 
especially compared to head-to-head domain walls in ferromagnetic systems 
which can be hundreds of nanometres in width [29]. This can be appreciated 
by considering the relative importance of dipolar exchange and anisotropy 
energies in each system. In ferromagnets exchange energy dominates, making 
anti-aligned immediate spin neighbours unfavourable. Therefore a gradual 
rotation in magnetisation vector across the wall interface is preferred. In 
ferroelectrics the converse is true: crystallographic anisotropy abhors off-axis 
polarisation components, thereby favouring a sharp domain wall to minimise 
the spatial extent over which polarisation reversal occurs. As a result, whilst 
ferromagnetic domain walls may be of the Neel or Bloch variety (Figure 1.12a) 
exhibiting a continuous rotation of the magnetisation vector, ferroelectric 
domain walls are generally considered to be of the Ising variety where the 
magnitude of polarisation reduces to zero through the boundary without 
significant rotation (Figure 1.12b).
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Figure 1.12 (a),(b) Evolution of magnetisation vector through Neel and Bloch type 
domain walls commonly seen in ferromagnets. (c) Ising-type domain wall typical of 
ferroelectric materials (zero-rotation in ideal case). Adapted from [30].

1.6 Ferroelastic domains

As well as for offsetting depolarising fields, domains can form in response to 
mechanical stresses as a means to alleviate the resulting strain imposed on the 
crystal or to maintain its high-temperature shape [3]. In a tetragonal system 
this is achieved by stacking domains together with orthogonal polar 
orientation, consequently being termed ‘90° domains’. In tetragonal systems 
90° domains are actually coupled ferroelectric/ferroelastic domains due to the 
intimate coupling between tetragonality and resulting polarisation orientation. 
Whilst both 180° and 90° ferroelectric domains can both serve to reduce 
electrostatic energy, only 90° domains can alleviate spontaneous strains that 
develop in the system upon entering the ferroelectric state. This can be 
appreciated qualitatively with reference to Figure 1.13. For a monodomain 
state, or even a pure 180° stripe domain arrangement, the tetragonality 
developed in each unit cell is entirely in the same direction leading to a net 
distortion of the crystal. However, if by some means the sample is 
mechanically compressed (e.g. a clamped thin-film), such that the shape is 
unable to macroscopically change upon cooling through the transition 
temperature, ferroelastic domains will form. Because the direction of 
tetragonality varies by 90° from domain to domain the net distortion along 
any particular axis is minimised, see Figure 1.13b. In a manner analogous to 
how 180° ferroelectric domains offset depolarising fields, increasing the density 
of ferroelastic 90° domains leads to more complete compensation of strains 
developed through the transition temperature. A Kittel domain scaling relation 
analogous to Eq. 1-13 can therefore be formulated where the surface energy
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(a)

Figure 1.13 (a) Tetragonal distortion associated with cooling into a monodomain 
state. The high-temperature paraelectric unit cell is illustrated as the dotted line, (b) 
Formation of ferroelastic domains to preserve the original shape. Viewed along any 
edge, alternate domains lead to local expansions and contractions such that the 
macroscopic distortion is minimised. Inset shows close-up detail of the domain wall 
construction for a tetragonal system, Ps is spontaneous polarisation. Inset adapted 
from [3],

term is replaced by an elastic energy term associated with the strain developed 
in the transformed unit cell [31]. By this means the equilibrium ferroelastic 
domain period can also be estimated.

A major part of this thesis deals with how ferroelectric and ferroelastic 
domains co-exist within the same system and how they evolve under switching 
fields. As such it is useful to illustrate how ferroelastic domains will appear 
depending on which crystal face is observed. A fictitious tetragonal-phase block 
is considered with {100}pseudO(.ubic (lx:) bounding faces as illustrated in Figure 1.14. 
The front-face shows ferroelastic domains displaying orthogonal polarisation 
from one domain to the next with both polar components entirely in the plane 
of the face. These domains are called a1a2-doinains (or ‘aa-domains’ for short), 
having domain walls that are oriented along {110}p( planes and are projected 
straight-through the thickness of the cube. On the top-face the same set of 
domains appear with walls projected along <100>pf: directions; the polar 
direction again varies by 90° across adjacent domains but this time one stripe 
component has a polarisation directed towards/away from the viewer whilst 
the other remains wholly in-plane and directed orthogonal to the projected 
domain wall. The same situation is obtained when looking at the third face. 
Viewed in this manner the domains are described as ‘ac-domains’ (the ‘c’ label
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refers to the domain stripe whose polarisation, i.e. c-axis, points towards the 
viewer).

Figure 1.14 (a) A fictitious ferroelectric cube displaying a shape-conserving ferroelastic 
domain pattern. On the front face the domains appear in an ‘a^’ pattern whilst on 
the other two illustrated faces (b),(c) an ‘ac’ domain pattern is observed. Note that 
because of the projection onto the rear faces the domain widths appear larger by a 
factor of 20'5.

1.7 Flux-closure and vortices

We have seen how the electrostatic energy associated with charged surfaces in 
ferroelectric materials can be minimised by formation of 180° domains; 
however, minimisation of stray-fields by this means is incomplete in any real 
system by virtue of the finite number of domains that can be formed. A more 
exotic alternative is to form a correlated arrangement of 90° domains in a 
quadrant geometry where the polarisation vectors track a closed loop 
(predicted for both ferromagnets [25],[32] and ferroelectrics [33]), see Figure 
1.15a. In such a ‘flux-closure’ arrangement the bounding surfaces of the 
ferroelectric material remain uncharged and no depolarising fields are 
generated. The main drawback, however, is that this is a high-stress domain 
configuration where the tetragonality developed in each quadrant causes the 
structure to expand along all its sides. Another flux-closing domain geometry is 
that of the polarisation vortex [34]. The signature of the vortex is continuous 
rotation of the electric dipoles around a core singularity feature which manages
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to close the electric flux without the presence of any distinct domain walls 
(Figure 1.15b). Both flux-closure and vortex domain patterns are anticipated 
to be found only in very small-scale ferroelectrics and are discussed at length in 
chapter 4.

(b)

Figure 1.15 (a) Schematic illustrating a flux-closing quadrant domain configuration. 
Red arrows are the polar orientation in each quadrant and blue lines denote domain 
walls, (b) Polarisation vortex where the polar vector rotates continuously around the 
core. No distinct domain walls are present.

1.8 Applications of ferroelectrics

Possessing two electrically switchable stable polarisation states makes 
ferroelectrics ideal candidates for non-volatile “Ferroelectric Random Access 
Memory” (OFeRAM) where the logic state can be written with electric fields. 
Although simple in concept, commercialisation of high density ferroelectric 
memories has only been possible with the advent of thin film deposition 
techniques. This is because typical bulk ferroelectrics have impractically large 
coercive fields, of magnitudes ~kV/cm, meaning that only sub-micron thick 
films with coercive voltages <~5V can be feasible for integration onto silicon 
chips [35]. Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) has been a leading choice although 
Strontium Bismuth Tantalate (SBT) is also a popular lead-free alternative. 
The original inception of FeRAM involved a simple row and column array 
architecture with a memory cell located at the intersection of each electrically
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Figure 1.16 (a) Circuit diagram of a one transistor, one capacitor FeRAM 
architecture. After [38]. (b) By supplying a set voltage pulse to the ferroelectric 
capacitor the stored memory state can be inferred from the resulting current profile 
registered at the sense amplifier.

addressable line and column (word- and bit-lines) [36]. In its simplest 
incarnation, ferroelectric memory cells are incorporated into a one-capacitor, 
one-transistor design (‘1T-1C’) as illustrated in Figure 1.16a. In order to write 
the binary (polarisation) state to the capacitor a voltage 50% of the nominal 
switching voltage is directed down both the row and column of the cell to be 
addressed, such that a full switching pulse arrives at the designated cell. 
However in using such a cross-point array architecture, disturbing, and 
possibly switching, neighbouring capacitors is a problem. This is remedied by 
putting an access transistor in series with each capacitor [37] which prevents 
unintentional switching of neighbouring capacitors. Raising the word line turns 
the transistor to the ‘on’ state; voltage is applied to the capacitor via the drive 
line and cell memory state is read by measuring output current with a sense 
amplifier on the bit-line (see Figure 1.16a). One disadvantage to FeRAM 
operation is the destructive nature of the readout mechanism: a voltage set- 
pulse poles the capacitor into a defined state from which an output current is 
measured through a small output resistor. This current is directed through a 
sense amplifier to identify a large displacement current, signature of 
polarisation switching, or a small current due to the linear response of a 
capacitor already pre-poled in the same direction [23] (Figure 1.16b). By this
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means the memory state can be determined, however a reset voltage pulse 
must be applied to restore the memory state since the read operation may 
destroy the original information (i.e. polarisation state).

Compared to FLASH, the market leading non-volatile RAM [39], 
FeRAM promises faster write speeds, higher write endurance and lower total 
power consumption [40]. However, FLASH technology surpasses ferroelectric 
memory in terms of storage density (owing to aggressive downscaling and more 
mature process technology) and low power consumption for read operations. 
This means that FLASH will remain popular for applications requiring many 
data reads and minimal writing such as identity cards and portable data 
storage [37]. Nonetheless FeRAM finds application in high-end products such 
as in contactless smart card technology, medical applications, satellite 
electronics (exploiting radiation hardness), and military applications where its 
specific merits outweigh manufacturing cost issues [41].

Besides the ability to switch polarisation, ferroelectric materials are also 
exploited because of their high permittivity. Billions of multilayer BaTiO^ 
storage capacitors are manufactured each year at a cost of less than one cent 
per capacitor [35]. Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) is a volatile 
form of memory storage where the binary state T or ‘0’ is interpreted via the 
presence or absence of charge within a given memory cell (capacitor). In order 
to achieve increased storage densities by reducing capacitor area, detectable 
levels of stored charge within the capacitor must be maintained for reliable 
binary state discrimination. This is achieved by using high-permittivity 
ferroelectric materials since C—s^Co, where C0 is the capacitance without 
material between the plates, facilitating increased stored charge densities to 
offset reduced capacitor plate area [42].

The large piezoelectric coefficients associated with ferroelectric materials 
also makes them suited for application as electromechanical sensors, actuators 
(e.g. fuel injection systems), ultrasound transducers and for use in developing 
MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) [43]. The development of 
polarisation with temperature due to the inherent pyroelectric behaviour of 
ferroelectric/piezoelectric materials (see section 1.1) means they can also be 
used for infra-red sensing as well as the active material in thermistors. 
Ferroelectric materials are also electro-optically active i.e. the refractive index 
changes in applied field, making them potentially useful for e.g. display 
technology and optical switches [10].

In short, the varied properties associated with ferroelectric materials 
suggests a plethora of potential applications. In reality, industry focuses on
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producing simple devices such as ceramic capacitors and thermistors. 
Commercialisation of potentially more disruptive technologies e.g. memory 
applications, suffers where competitive materials already exist, meaning 
ferroelectric devices either fail to be developed or are restricted to niche 
markets [10]. This however, does not provide a barrier to further fundamental 
research and studies of nanoscale ferroelectrics are currently flourishing. Recent 
excitement surrounding the discovery of novel functionalities emerging at the 
nanoscale, in particular those associated with domain walls, may yet provide a 
potential means to making future commercial in-roads.
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

This chapter describes the experimental techniques employed in fabricating 
and characterising planar capacitors incorporating single-crystal ferroelectric 
material. A Focused Ion Beam microscope based synthesis approach for 
preparing nanoscale single crystal specimens from bulk is described, followed 
by descriptions of electron and force probe microscopy techniques for 
characterisation. Emphasis is placed on Piezoresponse Force Microscopy, a 
polarisation sensitive force probe technique that is core in this thesis for 
imaging switched domain states and investigating their dynamics.

2.1 Focused Ion Beam (FIB) microscope

Focused Ion Beam (FIB) instrumentation combines imaging and machining 
capabilities from micro- to nano-scales by rastering of a fine energetic beam of 
Gallium ions (Ga+) over a specimen surface [1]. In this thesis a FEI 
FIB200TEM single-beam FIB was predominantly used. The ion-beam column 
is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1a. Ga+ ions are field-extracted from a 
liquid metal source with an energy prescribed by the accelerating extractor 
voltage (typically 30kV). The ions are collimated into a focused beam by a 
series of electrostatic lenses and are delivered to the target site with a spot size 
on the order of tens of nanometres. The beam can be apertured to produce 
either low-currents for imaging, via beam rastering and secondary electron 
detection, or high-currents, for site specific material removal (Figure 2.1b,c). 
Fundamentally, milling is an atomic collision process between target atoms
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of a FIB column configuration, (b)-(d) Schematic 
illustration of: (b) principle of FIB imaging, secondary emitted particles are detected 
by a biased Multi Channel Plate (MCP), (c) material removal (milling) and (d), 
material deposition. Adapted from [2],

and incident ions; consideration of momentum transfer illustrates why ions 
much more effective for atom removal (sputtering) than the focused electron 
beams employed in electron microscope systems (which image by a similar 
principle). One of the main advantages of FIB systems is their versatility: 
defect repair of optical and X-ray masks, direct maskless implantation of 
devices, circuit/device failure analysis, device cross-sectioning, and last but not 
least, TEM specimen preparation, highlight its diversity in application [3].

Practically speaking, the specimen to be characterised is introduced into 
the FIB vacuum environment where it is mounted on a stage combining three- 
axis translation with rotation and tilt capabilities, opening up the sample for
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investigation and manipulation in three dimensions. Once the sample plane is 
at the eucentric height for the system, spatial imaging can be carried out by 
low current beam rastering to identify the site for material removal/pattern 
definition. Commercially supplied patterning software allows the user to define 
the region to be milled by drawing onscreen shapes {e.g. boxes, circles) and 
specifying tunable mill parameters such as mill current and duration (depth). 
Whilst the small beam size, and hence lengthy mill times associated with FIB 
milling, makes it unsuitable for mass production of nanostructured devices, it 
is particularly useful for research, where one-off novel structures can be 
fabricated with a relatively quick turnaround time that may otherwise not be 
feasible due to the lead-times required by other “mask” based techniques [1]. In 
addition to material removal, the ion beam system can be adapted for material 
deposition (Figure 2.Id). Specifically, the use of a gas injection system delivers 
a chemical compound locally, typically based on organic-metallic molecules. 
Ion beam exposure causes gas decomposition and local deposition of the 
metallic component e.g. platinum or tungsten, in the so-called ‘Chemical 
Vapour Deposition’ (CVD) process [4].

The main drawback of FIB based techniques is that it is an intrinsically 
destructive method for sample investigation, even for simple ‘passive’ imaging 
of the specimen topography. This is because energetic Ga+ ions will both 
sputter surface material and become impregnated to create a damaged 
amorphous layer as the beam is rastered (to generate the secondary electron 
emission upon which image detection relies). The thickness of the damaged 
layer is related to the beam penetration depth, which in turn depends on the 
beam accelerating voltage and the target material in question. For a 30keV 
beam incident on silicon, damage layers of 20-30nm have been reported [5]. 
FIB damage and contamination can be a serious issue when trying to test the 
properties of functional devices. Therefore measures have to be taken to try 
and recover, or at least account for, the resulting damage. This is well 
illustrated in a study by Ganpule et al [6] investigating the functional 
properties of FIBed microcapacitors; post-FIB-patterned capacitors showed 
negligible piezoresponse (attributed to FIB damage) until they were thermally 
annealed, crucially recovering the integrity of the device’s response.
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2.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

In a manner similar to a FIB, in a Secondary Electron Microscope (SEM) an 
electron gun at the top of an evacuated column produces an energetic electron 
beam that is focused by a series of magnetic (rather than electrostatic) 
condenser lenses to a fine spot on the order of Inm on the sample surface. The 
system is operated under high vacuum conditions to avoid scattering of the 
focused electron beam as it traverses the column. The probe spot is rastered 
over the surface and the intensities of various signals produced by 
beam/sample surface interactions is measured as a function of probe position 
[7]. The modest electron energies (compared to Transmission Electron 
Microscopy) of 2-30keV generated in SEM systems means that these signals 
originate from a finite sub-surface interaction volume beneath the point 
illuminated by the focused beam (Figure 2.2a). Imaging is primarily carried 
out by detection of secondary emitted electrons as illustrated in Figure 2.2b. 
Because these electrons are low energy they can only escape from within 5- 
lOnm from the surface and therefore carry surface-specific information from the 
area where the beam was incident, with signal intensity being interpreted as 
brightness. The primary merit of SEM instrumentation is that, because an 
electron rather than optical probe is used, resolutions as high as 0.4nm can be 
achieved. This vastly surpasses the resolution that is achievable by using 
diffraction limited far-field visible light optics (~0.2p.m). Furthermore, with a 
depth of field being typically 2 orders of magnitude better than visible light 
microscopy, rough topography can be imaged in-focus over a broad range of 
magnifications.

Many secondary 
electrons escape

Some secondary 
electrons escape Some secondary 

electrons escape

Sample

Electron beam

•ioA Auger electrons
50-500A Secondary electrons

Sample

-Continuum X-rays

Secondary fluorescence 
by continuum and 
characteristic X-rays

Figure 2.2 Schematic showing the interaction volume between an incident electron 
beam and the sample sub-surface. Imaging is usually carried out by secondary electron 
detection or backscattered electron detection. After [8]. (b) Intensity of detected 
secondary electron emission depends on topographical features and can be used for 
topographical imaging where intensity is represented as brightness. After [9].
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2.3 Dual-beam FIB microscope

A dual-beam FIB microscope combines both FIB and SEM columns in a single 
workstation as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Due to the fact that the ion and 
electron beams have to be prepared in separate columns, design constraints 
force the two beams to be separated by an angle of 52°. They can nonetheless 
be focused to the same location on the sample (so plan and inclined views can 
obtained simultaneously). The main advantage of the dual-beam system is that 
the sample surface can be explored quickly, non-destructively and at high- 
resolution via SEM investigation and then FIB patterning can be carried out 
with minimum intermittent ion beam imaging, thereby minimising Ga+ 
contamination. This can all be carried out within a single sample load-cycle, 
minimising lead-times that would otherwise be associated with FIB 
nanostructuring and SEM characterisation in separate dedicated systems. In 
this thesis a FEI Nova 600 dual beam FIB was used for lamella preparation (as 
well as the single-beam FEI FIB200TEM FIB) and local electron-beam 
induced deposition of Platinum.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of a dual beam FIB system. The central column comprises the 
SEM and the off-axis column the FIB. Inset shows both beams coincident on the 
target substrate albeit separated by an incidence angle depending on the column 
design. After [1].
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2.4 Preparation of thin single-crystal slices 
(lamellae)

Preparation of thin slices of single-crystal ferroelectric, or “lamellae”, was 
carried out with a FEI 200TEM microscope in conjunction with automated 
software (AutoTEM™) normally intended for preparation of TEM cross- 
section specimens on the order of ~100nm thicknesses (i.e. electron 
transparency). Here the same process is used to prepare thicker ~300nm 
lamellae with lateral dimensions ~ 12x1 Opm2 for incorporation into planar 
capacitor structures for functional testing. The process is illustrated in Figure 
2.4. At the site on the bulk crystal where the lamella is to be created ~lpm 
thickness of Pt is locally deposited by the CVD process. This acts as a 
protective barrier to top-down Ga+ ion damage and implantation (Figure 
2.4a). Deep trenches are milled along both long sides of this platinum bar with 
the remaining thin slice of single crystal which separates the trenches defining 
the lamella (Figure 2.4b-d). Final polishing oblique to the lamellar face with 
gentler mill currents strips away damage layers from prior coarse trench 
milling and helps define a more planar face (Figure 2.4c-d). This is a vital step 
for later domain characterisation by Piezoresponse Force Microscopy imaging 
which, operating by probe contact with the lamellar surface, relies crucially on 
optimal surface preparation. The sample can be tilted to 45° (Figure 2.4e) and 
cut almost free except for two remaining tabs holding the lamella to the host 
crystal (Figure 2.4f). Once tilted back to normal beam incidence, the lamella 
can be cut completely free and transferred onto a passive carrier so that its 
nanoscale properties can be investigated separately from the bulk host.
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Figure 2.4 Cross-sectional schematics of FIB lamella fabrication process (a)-(c) and 
secondary electron photos taken during the real process, (a) A CVD deposited Pt bar 
at the designated location protects the immediate material underneath from top-down 
FIB patterning damage, (b) Two trenches are milled either side of the Pt bar by large 
current irradiation, (c) Fine milling with lower currents allows the lamella to be 
‘thinned’ to the required thickness, (d) Plan view of the schematic process illustrated 
in (c). The red box indicates the area where the Ga+ beam is confined to for polishing 
the front lamellar face, (e) A 45° view looking into the trench so that the final lamella 
can be viewed. The Pt bar is still attached and visible on top. (f) The Pt bar has been 
milled away and the lamella partially freed by three through-depth cuts to the 
lamellar face.

2.5 Preparation of co-planar electrode test 
structure

2.5.1 Sputter coating

Prior to characterising an electrode structure, polished MgO single crystals of 
1cm2 in surface area are first covered in a conducting thin-film coating, in this
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case Pt. Magnetron sputtering enables deposition of a wide range of metals, 
alloys, ceramics and polymers onto a variety of substrate materials [10]. In the 
sputtering process, the target material to be deposited is bombarded by 
energetic ions that are produced in a glow-discharge plasma. This causes target 
atoms to be ejected i.e. ‘sputtered’, and then deposited onto a nearby substrate 
to be coated. The process is carried out in an evacuated chamber with 
pressures of order lxlO‘°mBar. Argon gas is introduced to the chamber and a 
plasma is initiated by applying several hundred volts (d.c.) to the target. 
Positively charged Ar ions are attracted to the target causing the sputtering. 
Secondary electrons are also produced during the bombardment process and 
are important for maintaining the plasma. A schematic of the sputtering 
process is shown in Figure 2.5.

Anode

MgO substrate

Plasma Region

Pt atoms

Cathode

Figure 2.5 Principle of d.c. sputter technique. The substrate to be coated is located at 
the anode whilst the material to be sputtered (deposited) forms the cathode. In this 
case Platinum is ablated by collisions with Argon ions and coats the MgO substrate.

This process can suffer from low deposition rates, low ionisation 
efficiencies and substrate heating effects but such problems have been 
overcome by the development of ‘magnetron’ sputtering [11]. In this case one 
pole of a magnet is located at the central axis of the target and the other pole 
comprises of ring of magnets around the core. This generates a magnetic field 
that confines the secondary electrons and enhances the plasma proximal to the 
target enhancing the target deposition rate.

In this thesis magnetron sputtering was used to deposit -lOOnm of Pt 
(over a period of an hour) at dxlO^mBar base pressure, with the introduction
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of Ar gas raising the pressure to 2xl0 3mBar; 65W of power was supplied to 
drive the sputtering process.

2.5.2 Electrode patterning and liftout

After the MgO carrier has been coated in a platinum thin-film it is returned to 
the FIB so that the co-planar electrode geometry can be defined by removing 
platinum around a closed-track. Electrodes need to be large enough to be 
contacted by microprobes for electrical testing and cover an area ~0.5x0.4mm2 
each (Figure 2.6a). For practical reasons these electrode structures are milled 
at high currents e.g. 5-7nA so that they can be manufactured on the timescale 
of a few hours. More delicate milling is carried out to carefully define a 2pm 
wide interelectrode gap across which a lamella is balanced for functional 
testing (Figure 2.6b).

(a) (b)

Pt

lOjim

200p,m

Figure 2.6 Secondary electron image of a FIB patterned electrode structure. The 
‘white’ lines are the tracks along which Pt has been milled away leaving an electrically 
isolated structure, (b) Close-up of the inter-electrode gap region. The sample to be 
tested is rested across this ~2pm gap.
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2.5.3 Lamella liftout

Once a lamella is prepared and cut-free from the bulk single crystal host, as 
described in section 2.4, it must be transferred onto the electrode test 
geometry patterned onto the metallised MgO carrier. The lamella is removed 
from its site in the bulk crystal using a micromanipulator controlled glass 
needle drawn to a fine point (by a heating element). This procedure is carried 
out mider an optical microscope so that the user can carefully guide the needle 
tip to the lamella site and delicately remove it. Finally the lamella is placed 
carefully across the interelectrode gap as illustrated in Figure 2.7.

5 Jim

Figure 2.7 Secondary electron image showing a lamella lifted out from bulk and 
position carefully across the interelectrode gap of a FIB milled electrode structure (as 
per Figure 2.6). Viewing angle is 52°.

2.5.4 Annealing and etching

Before the functional properties of the lamella can be tested, the specimen 
must be annealed to drive out Ga contamination (from FIB processing) and 
recrystallise damaged surface layers. The lamella is housed in a crucible, 
inserted into a furnace and then heated to 700°C (at a ramp rate of 5°C/min) 
for one hour in air. This is found to be sufficient to recrystallise the perovskite
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structure of the damaged layers [12],[13] (Figure 2.8). Additionally the high- 
temperature anneal helps secure the lamella in place across the interelectrode 
gap (by creating a bond where the lamella contacts the electrodes either side of 
the gap). Furthermore the gallium is seen to be expelled to the surface forming 
gallium-rich platelets (Figure 2.9a). At this point the sample can be 
functionally tested, as reported by Chang et a/ [14] where a bulk-like functional 
response was obtained from annealed single-crystal BaTi03 capacitors 
processed in this manner, indicating these surface platelets do not hinder 
domain switching significantly.

Figure 2.8 High-resolution Transmission Electron Microscope image of a BaTi03 
lamella cross section after FIB milling, annealing for one hour in oxygen and 
subsequent plasma cleaning. Image right, shows a fast Fourier transform of the boxed 
region on the left revealing lattice fringes that extend right up to the Pt electrode 
interface i.e. full recovery of crystallinity. After [13].

Whilst the presence of gallium islands on the lamellar surface may not 
be a problem with regards to functional testing, it is a critical problem for 
Piezoresponse Force Microscopy characterisation which relies on direct probe 
contact with the surface for domain imaging. Conveniently, the gallium islands 
can be removed by hydrocholoric (HC1) acid etching in a process developed by 
L. McGilly [15] which leaves the BaTi03 surface in pristine condition. A single 
drop of 3M concentration HC1 acid placed on the lamella carrier substrate, for 
five minutes at room temperature, is sufficient to remove the gallium islands. 
The acid is washed away using ethanol and air-dried. SEM investigation of the 
lamella surface quality before and after the etching process is presented in 
Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Secondary electron images of (a) a FIBed lamella that has been placed 
across the inter-electrode gap of an FIBed electrode structure and annealed. Expelled 
gallium contamination mottles the surface, (b) The same lamella after etching in 3M 
concentration HC1 acid for 5minutes at room temperature. The gallium platelets are 
removed and the surface integrity of the pre-annealed lamella is restored.

2.5.5 Electron beam deposition of electrodes

The next stage of processing is to secure the lamella in place by local electron- 
beam induced deposition of Platinum over the lamella either side of the FIB 
defined interelectrode gap (Figure 2.10). This also ensures a good electrical 
contact with the sputtered Platinum electrodes underneath the lamella if a 
good contact has not been achieved during the annealing process. This 
procedure is carried out in a FEI Nova 600 dual beam FIB. Much like the 
CVD process described in section 2.1, Platinum can be deposited in local strips 
by electron-irradiation of the area where metal is to be deposited. This causes 
local decomposition of a precursor gas at the target site, causing metal 
decomposition, whilst volatile organic fragments are evacuated from the 
chamber. Whilst this platinum deposition process does not have the minor 
surface damage issues associated with the equivalent ion-beam CVD process, 
the deposition efficiency is lower (heavy ions are more effective at inducing
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precursor molecule decomposition). It is perhaps more accurate to describe the 
deposited material as a matrix of carbon containing the metal species [16).

2|Lim

Figure 2.10 (a) Plan view secondary electron image of a lamella that has been placed 
across a FIBed electrode structure interelectrode gap. The lamella has been annealed 
and etched, (b) The same lamella after platinum strips have been deposited either side 
of the interelectrode gap by local electron-beam induced platinum deposition in a 
dual-beam FIB system.

2.6 Electrical characterisation

Hysteresis loops are the most common electrical measurement made for 
characterising switching behaviour in ferroelectrics. However, due to the small 
size of the capacitors fabricated in this thesis, integrated-charge based 
hysteresis measurements are not possible using available in-house equipment 
due to insufficient sensitivity. Hysteresis information was instead accessed by 
measuring capacitance as a function of d.c. bias, measured using an impedance 
analyser. How these ‘capacitance-voltage’ (CV) loops can be interpreted, and 
their relationship with PE loops, is discussed briefly here.

When considering a polarisation/field hysteresis loop, such as Figure 
2.11a, it can be appreciated that when the applied field is incremented by an 
amount AE the polarisation developed will change by a corresponding amount 
AP due to a change in the relative domain population (either by domain wall
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Figure 2.11 (a) Schematic polarisation/field hysteresis loop showing switching between 
two oppositely polarised states, (b) Schematic capacitance-voltage hysteresis loop 
which scales as the derivative of (a) and qualitatively serves as a population map of 
switching as a function of applied bias.
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motion or nucleations). Over a small field increment AP/AE can be viewed as 
representative of the amount of dipolar switching per unit field. Hence in the 
limit, the derivative dP/dE can be seen to scale as a measure of dipolar 
switching population per unit applied field at a specified field value. In a 
parallel plate geometry, capacitance can be expressed as [17]:

C = C0(\ + %) , Eq. 2-1

indicating that C <x Furthermore, since by definition, % <x dP/dE we find 
that:

^ dP dP C oc------ oc--------
dE dV ’

Eq. 2-2

since E=V/d in a parallel-plate capacitor geometry of plate separation <1 and 
applied voltage V. This means that hysteretic capacitance-voltage plots should 
scale as the derivative of polarisation-field hysteresis and therefore can be 
viewed as a map of relative switching (per unit field) as a function of applied 
field.

In terms of instrumentation, electrical characterisation of FIBed 
ferroelectric lamellae, incorporated into co-planar electrode geometries, was 
carried using a micromanipulator controlled probe station situated under an 
optical microscope (photographed in Figure 2.12 and schematically illustrated 
in Figure 2.13). This setup was mounted on an anti-vibration table for 
stability during measurements. Contact to the macroscopic FIBed electrodes 
was made via sharp tungsten-tipped probes (Micromanipulator model 7a). CV 
hysteresis measurements were made by connecting the probe outputs to a 
HP4192a Low Frequency Impedance Analyser (enabling up to 35V(1(. bias 
output). A program written in HPVee allows the user to define the d.c. bias 
range, d.c. bias increment, as well as magnitude and frequency (5Hz - 35Hz) of 
the a.c. test bias (0.1V.J which returns the capacitance value at each bias 
increment. By this means, CV loops could be obtained in a user-controlled 
automated fashion. At each d.c. bias increment the impedance analyser obtains 
values for conductance (G) and susceptance (B) from which the HPVee 
program determines the capacitance and dielectric loss tangent as C=B/co and 
D=G/IBI respectively (where co is the a.c. test frequency, 2nf). Later, in 
chapter 5, capacitance is also measured as a function of a.c. bias magnitude. In 
this case a HP4284a LCR meter is used in place of the impedance analyser as 
it offers superior capacitance resolution over a frequency range 20Hz to 1MHz.
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Figure 2.12 Photograph of the optical microscope and microprobe station 
arrangement, left, used for both lamella liftouts from bulk crystals and for electrical 
testing of electroded test structures. In the close-up photo, right, the microprobes can 
be seen converging on the device-under-test.

Figure 2.13 Schematic illustration (not to scale) of the electroded planar capacitor test 
structure with microprobes contacting the electrodes. The lamella is coloured blue, 
platinum in grey and MgO carrier in pink.
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Its utility for capacitance-voltage hysteresis measurement, however, is limited 
by its restricted d.c. bias range, extending only to ±lVdc (this generates a 
maximum 5kV/cm maximum electric field across a 2pm electrode separation, 
however, the typical coercive field in thin single crytal BaTi03 sheets is 
~10kV/cm [14]). In this case the LCR meter measures impedance Zand phase 
angle 6 from which the capacitance and dielectric loss are determined by an 
interfacing program written in Visual Basic. When capacitance measurements 
had to be made at high temperature, the MgO carrier bearing the capacitor 
structure was attached (using silver paste) to a copper resistance heater block 
which was heated by a d.c. power supply. A calibrated k-type thermocouple, 
also attached to the copper block, allowed the surface temperature to be 
determined by a multimeter voltage readout (model HP 34401 A).

2.7 Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM)

Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) is a polarisation-sensitive Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM) variant that enables imaging of ferroelectric domain 
configurations over micrometre areas with nanoscale spatial resolutions. First, 
a brief overview of contact-mode Atomic Force Microscopy instrumentation is 
presented followed by details illustrating how this technique can be extended 
to domain imaging.

2.7.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

In contact-mode Atomic Force Microscopy a nanometre scale sharp-tip, 
attached to a microscale cantilever, is gently brought into contact and scanned 
over the surface of the specimen under investigation (Figure 2.14). 
Topographical maps are obtained by monitoring changes in the deflection of 
the cantilever caused by interatomic forces as it is rastered laterally over the 
surface. A laser directed onto the rear surface of the cantilever is reflected onto 
a quadrant photodiode; changes in the sample height alter the real-time 
cantilever deflection by virtue of changes in the Van der Waals interaction and 
the laser spot is shifted. This results in a small voltage output which acts as an 
error signal for feedback electronics to maintain a constant cantilever 
deflection. By this means a larger output voltage is determined and used to 
address a piezo-tube scanner which adjusts the probe height, returning the 
laser deflection to a user defined set-point (hence giving rise to the alternative
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Figure 2.14 Schematic illustration of the main features of an Atomic Force Microscope 
setup. A laser spot is incident on the rear surface of a cantilever that rasters the 
surface in the xy plane. Topography related deflections of the cantilever (AZ) are 
recorded as deflections in the laser pointer projection onto the quadrant photodiode 
(AD) as the specimen is scanned. Lateral deflections of the cantilever are detected as 
the voltage difference between the two halves of the vertically bisected photodiode 
(left/right difference) whilst vertical deflections are interpreted from the voltage 
difference between the two horizontally bisected halves (top/bottom) difference (see 
Eq. 2-3 and Eq. 2-4). This is used as an error signal for feedback electronics which 
piezoactuates the cantilever to maintain a constant laser pointer deflection. Adapted 
from [18],

name “constant force mode”). By recording the piezo-tube height as a function 
of rastered lateral position (x) over many lines (each displaced a small amount 
in y) a 2d topography map of the specimen is generated. Using this technique 
topographical details can be readily resolved on scales <0.1nm because subtle 
laser deflections become greatly amplified over the macroscopic laser path 
length [19]. By labelling the voltage output from the four quadrants of the split 
photodiode from a-d (as in Figure 2.14), vertical and lateral deflections can be 
quantified as:
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Figure 2.15 (a) Schematic illustrating how an actuated piezotube scanner can raster 
based on voltages applied to the xy quadrant electrodes. After [20]. (b) Plan view of 
the piezotube showing how z-control is achieved by biasing the inner and outer 
cylinder electrodes (labelled ‘Z’ in (a)). An elongation/contraction of the piezotube in 
the z-direction results, (c) Schematic plan view of piezotube showing how addressing 
individual quadrant electrodes (inner and outer) gives rise to xy displacements as 
illustrated in (a).

{a + b)-(c + d) 
abed

and,

(b + d)-(a + c) 
abed

Eq. 2-3

Eq. 2-4

respectively since the voltage scales with distance from the photodiode centre 
(0V readout).

Whilst an extremely sharp sensitive probe (tip apex typically has radius 
of tens of nanometres) is necessary for nanometre resolution, a means of 
approaching the sample surface carefully and precisely on these spatial scales is 
also essential. This is typically carried out via a cylindrical piezoelectric
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actuator configuration, illustrated in Figure 2.15a. Applying a bias between 
inner and outer electrodes on the tube causes a shortening or elongation 
depending on voltage polarity (Figure 2.15b). For lateral translation the outer 
electrode is sectioned into quadrants where bias application between the inside 
electrode and a specified outer electrode quadrant causes a bending of the 
piezotube scanner (Figure 2.15c). Piezoelectric materials are chosen specifically 
because of their low gain of typically l-400nm per applied volt [19]; however 
this also serves to limit the possible scannable area imaged in a single scan to 
~ 100pm2 i.e. microscopic windows of observation.

2.7.2 PFM overview

In PFM mode, an AFM is operated in contact mode with the addition of an 
oscillating voltage applied to a conductive coated tip. PFM measures local 
mechanical distortions that occur in a piezoelectric material in response to an 
applied electric field by virtue of the Converse Piezoelectric Effect. Being 
described by a 3rd rank tensor, the specific nature of the deformation can be 
expansion, contraction or lateral shearing, depending on the relative 
orientation of the polarisation vector to the applied field direction [21]. In 
formalising the CPE, a field-induced strain can be expressed (in reduced Voigt 
notation as):

S, = d:j E,, Eq. 2-5

where ct are components of the piezoelectric tensor and Et is the applied field. 
Crucially, it has been shown that the piezoelectric and ferroelectric parameters 
couple linearly through the expression [22]:

d,j = £,mQjmk^k > Eq. 2-6

(where ejm is the dielectric constant, Qjmk is the electrostriction tensor and Pk 
the spontaneous polarisation) implying that the domain polarisation 
orientation can be inferred from the direction of the field-induced strain. These 
electromechanical surface distortions give rise to cantilever deflections that are 
monitored in the same fashion as in standard AFM contact mode mapping 
using a split photodiode configuration (Figure 2.16a-c). In PFM mode of 
operation the electric field orientation is fixed, typically being directed from 
the biased conducting tip to a bottom substrate electrode. Therefore local
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Figure 2.16 (a)-(c) Schematic scenario showing the phase relationship between the 
detected piezoresponse of two oppositely out-of-plane polarised domains and the a.c. 
drive voltage during a single cycle. In (a) no sensing voltage is applied and no 
piezoresponse observed. In (b) instantaneous application of a downward oriented 
electric field leads to an expansion (in the field direction) of the domain with 
polarisation co-aligned with the field. The cantilever is deflected upward as a result. 
The measured laser deflection depends on the specific laser/photodiode setup and in 
this schematic configuration registers a downward deflection. The domain with 
polarisation anti-aligned with the field is seen to contract along this axis. The 
cantilever (laser) is deflected downward (upward) as a result, (c) Consistent behaviour 
is observed during the portion of the probe bias cycle when the field is reversed. 
(d),(e) By comparing the relative phase of the piezoresponse trace with that of the a.c. 
sensing bias the polarisation direction of the domain under investigation can be 
determined, (a)-(c) adapted from [23].

domain orientations sensed underneath the (biased) tip as it is rastered give 
rise to characteristic deflections depending on domain polarisation direction. 
Whilst this is sound in principle, it is challenging practically because 
deflections associated with domain sensing are convoluted with deflections 
originating from the simultaneously acquired topographical signal. This is 
especially problematic because the piezoelectric tensor coefficients, and
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therefore field-induced distortions, are small e.g. in a PZT film with d33 
constant of about 200pm/V application of IV sensing voltage only causes a 
0.2nm distortion [22]. Whilst it may be tempting to increase the probe voltage 
as a means to increase the domain-specific signal, to maintain non-destructive 
imaging this voltage must be limited to much less than the coercive field to 
avoid nucleation and/or wall motion of domains. A more practical approach is 
to employ an a.c. lock-in technique whereby a low-level a.c. voltage is applied 
to the tip. Because the resulting electromechanical distortion will similarly 
oscillate at this frequency it can be separated from the 
topographical/background signals by extracting solely the oscillatory 
component. A modulated reference signal is supplied to the probe:

V((o) - V0 coscot, Eq. 2-7

having frequency co and amplitude Vg. This in turn causes an oscillatory 
surface deformation of the form:

AZ = AZ0 cos{oyt + cp), Eq. 2-8

where AZ is the amplitude of the resulting distortion and is a phase angle 
between the piezoresponse and the a.c. probe bias which provides information 
on the domain polarisation direction (Figure 2.16d,e). The modulated 
distortion response will lead to a modulated laser deflection on the photodiode. 
Using basic lock-in techniques the amplitude and phase of the field-induced 
piezoresponse can be accessed via the modulated voltage readout.

2.7.3 Lock-in Amplifier (LiA)

Lock-in amplifiers rely on phase-sensitive detection for measuring the 
amplitude of small signals buried in noise by essentially acting as a narrow 
bandpass filter [24]. Crucial to operation of the LiA is production of a reference 
a.c. signal which must be at the same frequency as the signal of unknown 
amplitude to be measured. A demodulator rectifies the signal of interest and 
provides a d.c. output that is proportional to the input signal determined by 
multiplication of the reference and input signals. The reference signal of 
amplitude B and frequency co takes the form:

Vref = B cos cot, Eq. 2-9
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and the input signal, whose amplitude A is to be determined, is also a pure 
sinusoid (ideal case ignoring noise) of the same frequency having a relative 
phase offset (p:

Vm = A cos(cot + cp). Eq. 2-10

These are multiplied together by the demodulator to give the output [25]:

Voul =—ABcos(p+ —ABcos(2cot + (p), Eq. 2-11

which is made up of components having the sum and difference frequencies of 
the input and reference signals. If the two signals are frequency matched then 
the first term is a purely d.c. component (since cos (p=l for 0° phase 
difference). Using a low-pass filter the frequency doubled component is 
removed leaving the d.c. component as the final output:

Vpas, - —AB , Eq. 2-12

from which the amplitude and phase of the input signal Vw can be determined. 
Even though in any real system there will be voltage noise components, these 
will be excluded by the filter since they will not produce a steady demodulated 
output (J.e. the first term in Eq. 2-11 will not be purely d.c.) [25].

2.7.4 Domain imaging with PFM

In order to understand how ferroelectric domains are imaged in PFM we need 
to appreciate the nature of mechanical deformation that occurs when a probe 
bias is applied to the material and how this relates to the polarisation 
orientation under investigation. Recalling the expression for the Converse 
Piezoelectric Effect (introduced in section 2.7.2):

S, = duE,, Eq. 2-5

where i denotes the field components in the Cartesian reference frame (xj, x2, 
xy) and the index j runs from 1 to 6 for mechanical stress/strain. Intuitively, j 
indices 1 to 3 relate to stresses along the x, y, and z directions respectively.
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However, indices 4 to 6 describe mechanical shearing effects that arise by 
virtue of the 3r<i-rank tensor nature of the CPE [26].

The non-zero elements of the piezoelectric tensor depend on crystal 
symmetry and for a tetragonal unit-cell such as room-temperature BaTiOa 
(symmetry 4mm) reads:

■ 0 0 0 0 ^15 0-

0 0 0 dis 0 0
-^31 ^31 d-33 0 0 0.

This can be transposed and inserted into Eq. 2-5 to find the strain tensor as:

fSrl 0 0 d-31
0 0 d-31
0 0 d-33

s4 0 d-i5 0
d15 0 0

Ls6J L 0 0 0

\Ei]
E2

U3J
Eq. 2-13

Working out this matrix will give explicitly the strains generated for applied 
electric fields along the x,y, and z directions (E-field indices 1,2 and 3) of the 
tetragonal unit cell, noting that the tetragonality and therefore ferroelectric 
polarisation is directed along the ^direction in this scheme. If this matrix is 
multiplied out, the resulting strain components can be identified and 
attributed to fields applied in the x,y, and z directions of the unit cell. The 
strain components associated with each non-zero field component are:

s/dj,
E,: S/dJ,
E3: S,(d3l), S/dJ, S3(dJ,

where the associated coupling piezoelectric tensor component is bracketed 
for each case. This implies that for electric fields applied perpendicular to the 
polar axis (components Et and E^) a mechanical shearing will result. For fields 
applied in the polar direction (component EJ) purely longitudinal and 
transverse (with respect to field direction) strains are obtained. Crucially, 
Gruverman and co-workers have shown that the physical electromechanical 
displacement resulting from an applied electric field applied to a ferroelectric 
material follows the same behaviour as described from the above strain tensor
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analysis [27]. The exploitation of this mechanism for PFM imaging is 
illustrated in Figure 2.17. In the above analysis, a fixed polarisation direction 
was considered and the strain developed as a function of applied electric field 
in x,y, and z directions. In PFM imaging the probe-field is fixed (nominally 
directed in the z-direction) and polarisation sensing occurs by monitoring the 
different modes of electromechanical distortion that occur depending on the 
domain under investigation (directly beneath the tip). Figure 2.17a,b and e 
show how out-of-plane polarised domains lead to vertical cantilever deflection, 
this forms the basis of Vertical PFM (VPFM). Figure 2.17c,d, and f show how 
in-plane polarised domains shear under the influence of the tip-field to give a 
torsional rotation of the cantilever, this forms the basis of Lateral PFM 
(LPFM) imaging. One might think that the fact that in- and out-of plane 
polarised domains give rise to orthogonal laser deflections should make it 
straightforward to isolate and extract signals originating from these domain 
variants; this is precisely the objective of the LPFM and VPFM modes of 
scanning where spatial maps of PFM amplitude and phase are generated from 
the associated orthogonal laser deflections. However, this picture only takes 
into account domains that are polarised out-of-plane and those that are 
polarised in-plane orthogonal to the cantilever axis (Figure 2.17c,d). The 
picture can become more complicated when we consider in-plane domains 
having polarisation parallel to the cantilever axis. In this case an induced 
piezoelectric shearing (owing to the dI5 piezoelectric tensor component) along 
the cantilever axis causes a ‘buckling’ (or ‘flexural’) type deflection of the 
cantilever and registers as a vertical laser deflection on the split photodiode 
(Figure 2.18). Correspondingly ‘buckling’ piezoresponse signals are 
indistinguishable from the vertical deflections associated with true out-of-plane 
polarised domains and can complicate interpretations of VPFM information.
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Figure 2.17 (a)-(d) Field-induced piezoelectric distortions in tetragonal ferroelectric 
materials and the resulting cantilever deflection as viewed down the cantilever axis, 
(a) For out-of-plane polarised domains a co-aligned applied electric field causes a 
contraction of the domain via the d3:, piezoelectric coefficient and also an additional 
lateral contraction due to the d31 coefficient. This forms the basis of Vertical-PFM 
imaging, (b) When the field is reversed a vertical contraction and lateral expansion is 
obtained. (c),(d) For an in-plane polarised domain (oriented orthogonal to the 
cantilever) the electric field is perpendicular to the polarisation vector and a 
mechanical shearing is obtained due to the d15 piezoelectric tensor co-efficient. A 
torsional cantilever movement results. (e),(f) Schematic illustrations of the cantilever 
deflections observed for the scenarios depicted in (a),(b) and (c),(d) respectively, (a)- 
(d) adapted from [21]. (e),(f) adapted from [28].
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Figure 2.18 (a),(b) Schematic illustrations comparing cantilever deflections resulting 
from out-of plane polarised domains and in-plane domains polarised parallel to the 
cantilever axis under the influence of a probing field in the z-direction. Both domain 
variants contribute to the vertical deflection photodiode signal meaning VPFM 
domain maps may contain information about in-plane polarised domains also. 
Adapted from [28].

2.8 PFM imaging in practice

In this thesis in-house PFM measurements were performed using a homebuilt 
setup based on a Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM system with a Nanoscope Ilia 
controller and EG&G 7265 lock-in amplifier. The homebuilt system was 
designed and implemented by L. J. McGilly and C. Harnagea [15]. Nanosensors 
PPP-EFM Ptlr5 coated probe tips were used and have a stiffness constant of 
~3N/m. A sensing a.c. voltage of magnitude 1-1.5V at 20kHz was typically 
applied to the tips. In Chapters 3, 4, and 6, some PFM images are presented 
that were captured using a commercial Asylum MFP-3D AFM system at 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln operated in single-frequency PFM mode. The 
same probe tips were used (as for the QUB homebuilt system) but operated at 
frequencies near the contact resonance of the coupled tip-surface oscillator 
system to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (670-675kHz in LPFM mode and 
330-335kHz in VPFM mode for BaTi03). These frequencies were beyond the
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range accessible by the QUB system which was operated far from resonance as 
a result.

An example of a Lateral PFM mode image of a single-crystal slice of 
KTiOP04 (KTP) is shown in Figure 2.19 captured using the QUB system. 
Line profiles taken across the image show how domain walls are manifest in 
amplitude images as minima of contrast whereas domains exhibit a non-zero 
piezoresponse (Figure 2.19b). In Figure 2.19b the phase of the piezoresponse 
swaps by -180° upon passing over the domain wall, the recorded phase 
reversal is the manifestation of the polarisation orientation dependence of the 
electromechanical response illustrated schematically in Figure 2.17c,d and f 
previously. Noting the mode of PFM imaging and the cantilever orientation 
relative to the specimen, a set of in-plane polarisation components 
(perpendicular to the cantilever axis) can be assigned (red arrows in Figure 
2.19b). Note that the assignment is energetically equivalent if all polarisation 
vectors are rotated by 180°. The amplitude minima corresponding to the 
spatial location of domain walls showcases that sub-micrometre resolution 
using PFM is routine, however determining the ultimate resolution of domain 
features is more subtle. A number of factors play important roles in resolving 
domain features: the contact area related to the finite curvature of the tip 
radius, force of the probe pressing on the sample surface, mechanical response 
of the material (elasticity), and long-range influence of the tip-field perturbing 
neighbouring domain walls [29]. By exploiting the contact resonance frequency 
of the tip-surface junction, sub-lOnm resolution has been shown to be obtained 
routinely in ambient conditions [30]. Using a more elaborate configuration, 
where PFM is performed in a liquid environment, has been shown to increase 
resolution by up to an order of magnitude. In this case domain walls could be 
attributed widths of ~3nm which, being about a factor two larger than the real 
anticipated wall width, shows that PFM can exhibit spatial resolutions 
approaching the limit of intrinsic domain wall widths in optimised imaging 
conditions [31]. Previous work performed by McGilly [15] using the QUB 
systems suggests a (system-specific) ultimate resolution of ~40nm based on 
comparing the measured widths of domain walls in bulk KTP single-crystal 
with the expected intrinsic widths.
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Figure 2.19 LPFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) of a KTi0P04 single crystal lamella of 
300nm thickness (into depth of page). In the amplitude maps dark contrast denotes 
the presence of 180° domain walls whilst the brighter regions correspond to the non
zero piezoresponse of in-plane polarised domains, (b) The piezoresponse phase is 
opposite either side of the domain walls, indicating anti-parallel polarisation 
components. Noting the cantilever orientation schematic in (a) the direction of sensed 
polarisation components can be identified and correspond to the black arrows on the 
cantilever motif (in LPFM mode). This allows relative polarisation directions to be 
allocated to each domain in (b) by the red arrows, (c) An amplitude line profile is 
shown for the 5p.m dashed region in (a), the sharp dips in amplitude (ideally to zero) 
betray the presence of the three domain walls within this region, (d) The same line- 
profile for piezoresponse phase reveals neighbouring domains are in anti-phase i.e. 
opposite polar orientation (red arrows).

2.8.1 Vector-PFM

For any fixed relative orientation between the cantilever and specimen to be 
scanned, VPFM enables access to any out-of-plane (PJ polarisation
components and LPFM allows imaging of any in-plane polarisation
components that are orthogonal to the cantilever axis (call these Pv). If we 
want to fully reconstruct a 3d polarisation map for the sample under scrutiny, 
in so-called Vector-PFM [27], the third orthogonal in-plane polarisation
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Figure 2.20 (a) The principle of Vector-PFM is that to fully reconstruct an unknown 
3d polarisation vector Puct, Px, Py and Pz components must be determined using a 
combination of LXPFM, LYPFM and VPFM measurements respectively, (b)-(e) 3d 
Vector-PFM carried out on the same area of a BaTi():i bulk single crystal. Images (b)- 
(c) are in-plane LPFM maps with the relative scan orientation rotated 90° to obtain 
Px and Pv components, (d) is VPFM detecting out-of-plane polarisation components, 
Py. Arrows on cantilever motif indicate polarisation component directions sensed in 
that imaging mode. Arrows within the scan window label the stripe domain 
polarisation component identified by the respective scan mode. Using (b)-(d) a 
schematic (e) can be constructed where the polarisation components within each 
stripe are identified and a net polarisation direction, Plv.tj, can be assigned, (b)-(e) 
adapted from [33].

component Px must also be determined (Figure 2.20a). The most 
straightforward manner in which to do this is to physically rotate the sample 
by 90° and perform LPFM again (this time sensing the Pv component through 
torsional distortion of the cantilever). For an arbitrarily oriented sample the 
relative amplitude of P^ Pv and Pz components must be determined in order to 
obtain the true net-polar-orientation. Although LPFM and VPFM maps may 
qualitatively reveal non-zero polar components in the x, y, and z directions, 
simple combination of these signals is insufficient to reconstruct the 3d polar 
vector since the proportionality between the electromechanical displacement 
and measured signal are generally unknown [32]. Performing Vector-PFM 
reliably is challenging, requiring careful calibration of vertical and lateral 
sensitivities, and is only really effective with good degree of knowledge of the
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Figure 2.21 Comparing information from Lateral- and Vertical-PFM images obtained 
with orthogonal cantilever scan orientations allows in-plane flexural contrast to be 
identified as the origin of the unexpected VPFM contrast in the left image. In both 
images the contrast is seen to be nearly identical. This can be explained by in-plane 
domains causing a flexural distortion parallel to the cantilever axis that is detected as 
a VyPFM signal but are also responsible for a torsional distortion that is detected in 
LJPFM when the sample is rotated 90°. The VPFM signal is therefore identified with 
in-plane domains rather than out-of-plane domains as may be interpreted superficially.

crystal orientation as well as the permitted domain variants in the system 
under study. Due to these stringent requirements only a few studies have 
successfully implemented vector-PFM [27],[33]-[36]; as an example, Eng et al’s 
approach [33] is illustrated in Figure 2.20b-e. As a final note, vector-PFM can 
be used to identify the presence of flexurally induced contrast from in-plane 
oriented domains in VPFM images. A good example is in the vector-PFM 
study by McGilly et al [37] looking at naturally forming domain states in 
BaTiOa. Combining crystallographic considerations with LXPFM and LyPFM 
domain image maps would appear to confirm that the domains have an 
exclusively in-plane orientation as expected. However, captured VPFM 
contrast maps suggest that there is also a non-zero out-of-plane domain 
component as illustrated in Figure 2.21. Cross comparison of the measured 
LXPFM map obtained with the cantilever scan axis orthogonal to that of the 
captured VvPFM image map shows an identical domain pattern; this means 
that the VPFM data can be attributed to in-plane flexural response rather 
than the usually prevalent out-of-plane domain contrast. If flexural signals are 
troublesome for VPFM analysis their influence can be minimised by using
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short, stiff cantilevers to suppress this mode of cantilever distortion. This 
analysis also highlights the importance of having good knowledge of the crystal 
orientation under study such that the number of interpretations of the PFM 
data can be minimised and unphysical solutions excluded.

2.8.2 Further applications of PFM

In this thesis, PFM is used solely for passive imaging of native and switched 
ferroelectric domain states although a brief overview of other advances and 
applications of the technique is worthwhile. First and foremost is the fact that 
PFM based techniques permit interaction with the domains under study 
(unlike in TEM, SEM or optical microscopy). Instead of using a low amplitude 
a.c. sensing bias, larger d.c. biases can be directed through the tip to drive 
switching processes in the specimen. Using a sequence of d.c. biasing and a.c. 
passive imaging is a means to study domain dynamics in ferroelectric materials 
and is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. Additionally, combining 
d.c. probe biasing with controlled cantilever motion allows switched patterns 
or arrays to be lithographically defined without altering the surface topography 
[23].

An alternative approach to mapping local switching dynamics is via 
spectroscopic techniques based on locally generating piezoresponse hysteresis 
loops in ferroelectric samples. In Spectroscopic-PFM (SS-PFM), detailed in 
Figure 2.22, each pixel point in the PFM map corresponds to captured 
hysteresis information (using a stepped triangular d.c. voltage profile with a.c. 
sensing voltage superimposed) allowing spatial maps of imprint, nucleation 
biases, work of switching, and coercive field, to be obtained [38]. Separate 
techniques have also been developed to improve resolution in PFM as well as 
the frame capture speed which can be notoriously slow, taking tens of minutes. 
In Dual-Frequency Resonance-Tracking (DFRT) mode [39] the a.c. cantilever 
drive voltage is composed of two frequency signals each monitored by separate 
lock-in amplifiers. The lock-in frequencies are selected either side of the 
cantilever vibration resonance peak and the amplitude difference between the 
two signals is used as an error signal for feedback electronics. This allows the 
tracking a.c. frequencies to be tuned so that the cantilever is always driving 
on-resonance despite changes in the resonance frequency across the sample 
surface. By this means the piezoresponse signal-to-noise signal can be enhanced 
and effective resolution improved. In order to address the slow frame rate issue 
common with PFM capture Huey et aJ [40] have developed
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Figure 2.22 (a)-(c) Schematic illustration of the SS-PFM approach, (a) Local 
switching properties are investigated by dividing the sample surface into an array 
where hysteresis information is collected at each pixel, (b) The d.c. biasing waveform 
with a.c. overlaid (inset) used to generate local hysteresis loops at each spatial pixel 
location, (c) Schematic of hysteresis loop obtained at each pixel by this technique, (d) 
AFM measured topography of a polycrystalline PZT film showing a single grain 
boundary (running diagonal from top-left) (e) A map showing the ‘work of switching’ 
(area of local hysteresis loops measured as described in (a)-(c)) indicates that 
switching is more difficult in the vicinity of the grain boundary, (a)-(c) adapted from 
[38], (d)-(e) adapted from [41].

High-Speed-PFM (HSPFM). This allows around two orders of magnitude 
increase in acquisition speed by utilising a very high frequency (GHz) a.c. 
probe sensing voltage and by turning off the feedback electronics, thereby 
removing any response time issues associated with piezo-actuation. 
Consequently very flat samples are required such that active feedback is not a 
vital requirement for scanning.

2.9 Wire bonding

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to combine PFM imaging with in-situ 
switching experiments so that domain dynamics can be explicitly visualised 
and studied at the nanoscale. In order to do this an external d.c. field must be
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supplied to the co-planar electrodes of the test geometry (to generate a planar

pr#\ i V/ UltraUltrasonic

Figure 2.23 The principle of wire bonding for creating conducting pathways. A needle 
threaded through a flat bonding face is pressed onto the contact area. Ultrasonic 
vibrations assist by heating the wire making it more amenable to bonding. Adapted 
from [42].

switching field) whilst the PFM scan probe rastor images the ferroelectric 
material between the electrodes. Due to design of the AFM scan head it is not 
possible to contact the FIBed electrodes directly using the microprobe setup 
that is used for hysteresis measurements described in section 2.6 (there is 
insufficient clearance under the AFM scan head). Instead, a wire bonding 
approach is employed. Fine wires with diameters as small as 15pm are 
connected from the FIBed electrode pads to macroscopic metal-coated glass 
slide electrodes. These large electrodes outside the AFM scan head area can be 
easily contacted using microprobes or a soldered wire connection.

The wire bonder used in this thesis is a Kulicke & Soffa Model 4526 
wedge-bonder. Almost like a sewing machine, a taught length of fine-wire is 
pressed into the (metal) target contact area under ultrasonic vibrations which 
locally heat and bond the wire, illustrated in Figure 2.23. The sample stage is 
also heated to 100°C to help make bonding more efficient. Once the first bond 
is made, the wire is drawn across to the point where the second contact is to 
be made. Again the wire is pressed into the target area, severing the wire from 
the spool leaving a conducting wire pathway between the two points. Contact 
bonds can be readily fitted into an area of ~50pm2, so wire bonding to the 
400x500pm2 FIBed contact pads in the fabricated test structures here is 
straightforward. The final macroscopic electrode configuration used for in-situ
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PFM observation of domain switching is schematically presented in Figure 
2.24.

Platinised MgO with 
FIBed electrodes

wire bond

macro-electrode

Figure 2.24 Schematic of the final wire bonded macroscopic electrode structure 
mounted on a glass slide that is inserted under the AFM head (not to scale). The 
(partially-transparent) green disk represents the chip the cantilever is mounted 
beneath and restricts direct microprobe access to the FIBed electrodes (~0.5p.rn lateral 
size per electrode). Wire bonds provide a conductive path between the hidden FIBed 
electrodes (and the ferroelectric lamella therein) and external macroscopic electrodes 
on a platinised glass slide. These electrodes are cm scale and easily contacted for d.c. 
biasing the co-planar electrodes.
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Chapter 3

Superdomain switching in 
BaTi03

In this chapter we look at the switched states that develop in thin single
crystal slices (lamellae) of BaTiO^ incorporated into a coplanar capacitor 
structure and subjected to a nominally homogenous planar switching field. 
Switching is seen to be facilitated, within an ordered framework of ferroelastic 
domains, by redistribution of groups of ac-type domains, called ‘superdomains’. 
Motion of the boundaries between superdomains allows effective 180° switching 
of the in-plane polarisation component. A more complete survey reveals that 
these composite boundaries can mimic all the main processes of simple 180° 
domain switching including nucleation, lateral growth and annihilation. Under 
field stimulus the velocity of these boundaries is observed to vary in time and 
an equation of motion is invoked to describe their dynamics. This is the first 
time this has been attempted in ferroelectrics research by using an in-situ PFM 
imaging approach. This chapter features work carried out in collaboration with 
L. J. McGilly at QUB as well as P. Sharma and A. Gruverman at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, U.S.A. (UNL) and is published in:

R. G. P. McQuaid, L. J. McGilly, P. Sharma, A. Gruverman and J. M. Gregg, 
“Mesoscale flux-closure domain formation in single-crystal BaTi03.”
Nat. Commun. 2:404 (2011).
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3.1 Domain dynamics in ferroelectrics

From a device-oriented perspective, ferroelectrics attract interest due to their 
switchable bi-stable non-volatile polarisation. Since the path between bi-stable 
states is mediated by the growth and shrinkage of domains, studies of domain 
dynamics have been a core aspect of ferroelectrics research for over 50 years. In 
an attempt to characterise switching in BaTiO^ W. J. Merz was the first to 
measure the time dependence of the switching current transient (measured 
under constant electric field) in electroded single crystals [1]. Crucially, he 
combined this with polarised light observations of domain wall movements in 
the crystal [2], initially identifying the observed current transient dependence 
with the forward propagation of many domain nuclei as the switching 
mechanism (Figure 3.1a). Merz showed that the switching time (ts), and 
therefore average domain wall velocity (v), depended on the electric field 
strength (E), identifying a low field regime where v x l/ts x exp[-a/E] and a

Figure 3.1 (a) Merz rendition of newly nucleated 180° domain needles in electroded 
single-crystal BaTi03 observed using stroboscopic light. The electrodes are along the 
long-edge of the crystal schematic. After [1]. (b) Sidewards expansion of a nucleated 
domain nucleated at a dimple in liquid-electroded bulk single-crystal BaTi03 observed 
by a sequence of partial switching followed by acid etching. Electrodes are in the 
plane of the page in this case. After [3].
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high-field regime where v oc (E-E0) (or and E0 are data fitting constants) [1], 
This work was expanded upon by Miller and Savage who employed differential 
etching techniques [3] and optical means [4] to directly characterise domain 
wall motion in bulk BaTiO:j single crystals. They found that a substantial 
amount of domain wall motion occurred through a sidewards growth mode [5] 
(Figure 3.1b) as opposed to just forwards needle growth as in the Merz study 
(attributed to crystal straining conditions in these experiments). In fact the 
crystal could be switched by sidewards growth of a single domain at low fields, 
much like in some ferromagnetic materials [6]. In this context they interpreted 
Merz low-field velocity scaling as originating due to the sidewards growth of 
domain walls (which varied according to v oc exp[-5/E], 5 is a temperature 
dependent scaling constant) rather than from the forwards-growth of many 
isolated nuclei [3],[7]. Taken as a whole, these pioneering experiments allowed 
a three-stage phenomenological description of 180° switching in ferroelectrics to 
be developed [8j. The stages of switching are as follows: firstly, formation of 
reverse polarised nuclei; secondly, rapid forward growth of the nuclei 
transforming into high aspect-ratio needle-like domains; and finally, slower 
sideways domain expansion leading to complete switching of the remaining 
crystal volume.

Whilst these early studies in bulk single crystals have proven invaluable 
foundations for understanding domain switching in ferroelectrics, the advent of 
PFM and TEM methods of investigation have been critical for probing 
dynamics at the device-relevant nanoscale. PFM has proved particularly 
versatile, combining nanoscale positional control of the conductive tip with the 
ability to locally nucleate and switch domains. By this means dynamics can be 
investigated where the tip acts as a mobile top electrode. This is well 
showcased in work by Tybell and co-workers where, by monitoring the 
diameter of written domains as a function of pulse width in PZT, the domain 
dynamics could be identified as a thermally activated ‘creep’ process [9],[10]. 
Nanoscale cylindrical domains with radii as small as 20nm were reported 
(Figure 3.2a). In this scheme the domain wall motion is described as the 
propagation of an elastic membrane through a disordered medium where the 
dynamics are determined by a competition between wall elasticity (trying to 
keep the wall flat) and a pinning potential (which tries to prevent it from 
moving when driven by an external force) [10]. Using data shown in Figure 
3.2b they found that wall velocity scales as v oc exp[-a/Efl (where p is related 
to the nature of the pinning potential in the system). Rather remarkably,
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Figure 3.2 (a) Schematic illustration showing writing of cylindrical nanodomains 
under the influence of the field emanating from a d.c. biased SPM probe tip. After 
[10]. (b) Radius of written nanodomains as a function of field pulse duration. A linear- 
log scaling is suggestive of ‘creep’ type dynamics. After [9].

(a) (b)
Conductive tip

Figure 3.3 (a) Schematic illustration showing nucleation of domains when (a) a 
conductive SPM probe acts as a mobile top electrode and (b) when the probe supplies 
the poling voltage to an electroded capacitor. In (a) the poling field is highly 
inhomogeneous compared to the parallel plate capacitor case in (b), however in (b) 
only a depth averaged piezoelectric response can be sampled. After [11].
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considering the different scales of measurement, when //is set to 1 this 
reproduces the classic low-field scaling of domain wall velocity originally 
reported in bulk single-crystal BaTi03 by Merz.

One of the main drawbacks of using a biased SPM probe as a mobile 
top electrode is that the generated field profile is highly inhomogeneous (but 
radially symmetric), see Figure 3.3a. This means that in order to extract 
meaningful dynamical information the spatial field variation has to be taken 
into account and can lead to complicated analyses e.g. [12],[13]. This is because 
as a domain wall moves under the influence of the tip-field the effective force 
experienced is constantly changing (in accordance with the spatially varying 
field profile).

As an alternative, PFM can also be used to investigate switching 
dynamics in a traditional parallel plate capacitor geometry by applying 
homogenous fields through a deposited top electrode (Figure 3.3b). Here 
through-depth averaged piezoresponse amplitude information can be accessed 
through thin electrodes so domain growth can be monitored [14]. In order to 
bypass the time resolution limitations imposed by slow image capture rates, 
Gruverman and co-workers have developed a stroboscopic technique, 
illustrated in Figure 3.4a, where PFM imaging is carried out between short 
(nanosecond timescale) fixed-amplitude pulses of incrementally increasing 
duration [15],[16]. As each short pulse is preceded by a reset pulse (i.e. in the

Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic of the pulse sequence used in the Gruverman stroboscopic 
PFM approach. Dynamics are investigated by a sequence of short fixed-amplitude 
pulses of increasing length each preceded by a reset-pulse in the opposite direction, (b) 
PFM ‘movie’ snapshots of PZT capacitor switching obtained with this approach. After 
[16]-
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opposite sense) this technique relies crucially on inhomogeneous nucleation 
occurring repeatedly from the same sites in order to generate a meaningful 
‘movie’ sequence of domain images. Since, in ferroelectrics, nucleation is known 
to be inhomogeneous [17],[18] this prerequisite condition can in some cases be 
achieved. This approach was used to map the relative roles of domain wall 
nucleation and motion in PZT microcapacitors both a function of lateral size 
[16], confirming earlier predictions of switching being initiated around the 
perimeter [19] (see Figure 3.4b), and also as a function of shape for circular 
and square electrode patterns [20]. Work by Song and co-workers have 
combined a similar stroboscopic imaging approach with (Merz-style) switching 
current measurements [11] to look at the different dynamical regimes of 
domain wall movement in PZT capacitors, expanding upon the initial 
investigation of the dynamical creep regime by Triscone’s research team at 
University of Geneva. They find that the complete range of ‘creep’, ‘depinning’ 
and ‘flow’ dynamical behaviours (studied as a function of field and 
temperature), expected for an elastic membrane travelling through a 
disordered medium, can be observed in electroded PZT capacitors [21] (Figure 
3.5).

Whilst PFM imaging in an electroded system is effective for observing 
sidewards growth of nucleated domains (motion across the image plane), 
investigating forwards growth is difficult due to the depth-averaged
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Figure 3.5 (a) Schematic illustration of the three velocity/field dynamical regimes, (b) 
The corresponding real data obtained from PZT capacitors using a combination of 
PFM imaging and transient switching current measurements shows good qualitative 
agreement with predictions from (a). After [21].
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piezoresponse measured through electrodes [14], In order to look at both 
forwards and sidewards growth modes a planar-type capacitor arrangement can 
be employed, where the area to be switched lies between co-planar electrodes. 
In essence this is performing PFM of the cross-section of a normal capacitor 
and is the approach used in this thesis for investigating switching. The first 
implementation of this technique was by Gysel et al [22] who studied cross- 
sectional switching of PZT capacitors fabricated by wafer cleavage and FIB 
polishing. However the poor signal-to-noise quality of their PFM amplitude 
images suggests that the FIB processing may have influenced the switching 
behaviour detrimentally. With superior sample preparation of planar BiFeO^ 
thin-film capacitors (Figure 3.6a), studies by Schafer et al [23] showed clear 
PFM imaging of the forwards needle propagation of a reverse polarised nucleus 
between the electrodes (Figure 3.6b). A more complete planar switching survey 
of BiFeO;) thin-films by Balke and co-workers [24] observed directly, using 
PFM, evolution of the nucleation, forward and lateral growth modes i.e. the 
Merz-picture of switching except at the nanoscale. This is nicely complimented 
by in-situ TEM work from the Pan group [25],[26] where this three-part 
sequence was induced by a biased scan probe in contact with the exposed 
surface of a PZT film cross-section [26]; with deep nanoscale resolution the 
pinning interaction between migrating domain walls with defects could be

(a)
Reference signal (w) Torswn (IP) 

lock-m amplifier

Read (u>)

Write
350 kV/em 400 kV/cm 450 kV/cm

Figure 3.6 (a) Schematic illustration of the in-situ co-planar PFM setup used in 
Schafer et al’s experiments. BiFe03 films are deposited on top of embedded SrRu03 
electrodes with a pre-patterned interelectrode gap allowing sensing (ac) and poling 
(dc) biases to be applied, (b) LPFM remanent image sequence showing development 
of a reverse nucleated domain growing forwards towards the opposing electrode as the 
planar field magnitude is increased. (Inset panels are VPFM maps). After [23].
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directly observed. Both groups [24]-[26] find that interface conditions (namely 
charge injection, screening conditions and in-built fields) are important, in 
particular for the location and directionality of growing domain nuclei.

Whilst the characteristics of archetypical 180° domain switching have 
been well explored, such a simple picture of ferroelectric switching may alter 
whenever there is greater complexity in the domain microstructure. Recently, 
studies on FIBed microscale crystals of BaTi03 [27] and PZT [28], as well as in 
polycrystalline PZT thin-films [30]-[33], have revealed the critical role played 
by so-called “superdomains” (or “metadomains”) that are comprised of bundles 
of 90° stripe subdomains. Superdomains have been found to behave as distinct 
functional entities in their own right, being observed to arrange in order to 
minimise stress [30],[31] or depolarising fields [27],[28]; superdomains can even 
demonstrate the same Landau-Kittel scaling laws normally characteristic of 
individual conventional domains rather than domain packets [27]. Dedicated 
switching studies in systems displaying superdomain ordering are only nascent 
but studies in PZT [32],[33] and BiFeOa [34] have so far been illuminating. In 
these systems ferroelectric switching has been seen to proceed by a cooperative 
reorganisation of ferroelastic striped domain bundles. In Ivry et aJ’s 
investigation [33], poling large areas of ferroelastic domains with a biased PFM

(c)

Figure 3.7 (a) Topography, left, and combined VPFM amplitude and phase signal, 
right, of as-grown polycrystalline PZT films, (b) After poling with reverse bias from 
one square region to another in a checkerboard pattern. The ferroelastic stripe pattern 
does not seem highly ordered. Adapted from [33] (c) The different ferroelastic stripe 
patterns that can be repeatedly obtained in (BiFe03 films) by combining local probe 
biasing during prescribed phases of the cantilever motion. After [34].
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tip caused a net reorganisation of the stripe group. However, the accompanying 
reorientation of the ferroelastic stripes was somewhat stochastic, making the 
net superdomain polarisation difficult to predict (Figure 3.7a and b). A more 
controlled approach was demonstrated by Balke and co-workers [34] where, by 
combining local biasing with motion of the scan probe, precise domain 
configurations could be engineered in BiFe03 thin films (Figure 3.7c). 
However, in order to consider how superdomain-type switching may be 
relevant for devices, both of these studies rely on extrapolating measurements 
from very local switching experiments (with inhomogeneous fields). Some 
insight into superdomain switching in more device-relevant planar capacitor 
type geometries has been reported using a sequence of planar field switching 
pulses followed by PFM imaging [35]-[38]. Notably Chen et al have used this 
approach and observed superdomain-type switching mediated through a 
ferroelastic subdomain structure in highly strained Bi09Sm01FeO3 films [35]. 
Here 180° switching of the superdomain net in-plane polar component was 
facilitated by 71° ferroelastic switching of subdomain groupings along with 
coherent rotation of their walls by 90° (Figure 3.8a and b). In contrast to this, 
in BiFe03 thin films studied by the same group [36],[37], the individual 
polarisation in stripe subdomains rotates coherently by 71° whilst the stripe 
boundary configuration remained largely unaltered (Figure 3.8c-e). A similar 
situation is described in Heron et al’s BiFe03 films [38] where 180° reversal of 
the net in-plane polarisation of a ferroelectric superdomain switches the 
magnetisation of a deposited CoFe layer (by 180°). Phase-field modelling 
reconstructs their switching data via a two-stage switching process where a 71° 
switched nucleus within one ferroelastic subdomain grows and proceeds to 
induces a 71° switch in its neighbour. As with Wang et al’s BiFe03 films 
[36],[37], this process facilitates 180° in-plane domain switching whilst crucially 
avoiding reorientation of ferroelastic domain boundaries. Even these few 
experiments show that subtle differences in switching behaviour at the local 
subdomain level can have significant implications for the broad-brush 
description of switching at the superdomain level; we will see that BaTi03 is 
no exception. To harness any potential functionalities offered by superdomain 
structures, it is critical to assess their field-induced switching dynamics, and in 
particular to find out how this compares with conventional 180° ferroelectric 
switching.
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Figure 3.8 (a),(b) LPFM phase of a Bi09Sm01FeO3 film integrated into a co-planar 
electrode geometry (electrodes vertically aligned with page) after application of +60V 
and -GOV at the left electrode respectively. E denotes the applied field direction. 
Schematic overlay illustrates how stripe subdomain walls rotate by 90° within each 
grouping to accommodate in-plane switching whilst maintaining boundary charge 
neutrality. Adapted from [35]. (c)-(e) Co-planar switching in BiFe03 films (electrodes 
diagonal to page) showing opposite poling in (c) and (e) and an intermediate state 
(d). No dramatic reconstruction of the ferroelastic boundary orientations (interpreted 
from the surface wall profiles) is observed in this case. Adapted from [37].

3.2 Observation of superdomain mediated 
switching in BaTi03 lamellae

Single crystal lamellae of BaTiOj were FIB cut from bulk, etched, annealed 
and integrated into a coplanar geometry (Figure 3.9a) as described earlier in 
chapter 2 (section 2.4). After cooling through the Curie temperature the 
lamella is expected to adopt some equilibrium domain configuration in reaction 
to the increased surface confinement (since being released from the bulk host).
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Figure 3.9 (a) False coloured SEM image of a BaTi():j lamella incorporated into a co- 
planar switching geometry. Blue denotes BaTi03, red is exposed MgO and grey is 
sputter deposited Pt. (b) VPFM amplitude (top) and (c) phase images of the virgin 
state of the BaTi03 lamella observed between Pt electrodes (illustrated 
schematically). Cantilever motif in (b) shows polarisation orientations sensed in 
VPFM mode.

An example of such a ‘virgin’ domain configuration is shown in Figure 3.10b-c 
imaged by VPFM between the electrodes (before any switching bias is 
applied). Here, dark lines in amplitude are boundaries between packets of 90° 
stripe domains (superdomains). Individual stripe subdomains are resolved in 
the bottom-left region of the amplitude map. Noting the projection of these 
subdomain walls on the lamellar surface are along <110>p( type directions 
shows these subdomains to be consistent with in-plane aa-type domain 
groupings. Overall, the domain packet distribution seems relatively disordered.

PFM images of the polarisation state recorded immediately after planar 
switching with a voltage of lOV,,,. for ~2min are shown in Figure 3.10a and b. 
CV data, presented in Figure 3.10d indicate that the sample is likely to be 
fully switched under this applied bias voltage. The fully switched state appears 
to be confirmed by the LPFM phase information (Figure 3.10a) in which a 
simple monodomain state is implied, with an in-plane polar vector oriented 
parallel to the switching field (perpendicular to the electrodes). However, there 
is feint horizontal stripe contrast in the LPFM amplitude. VPFM contrast 
(Figure 3.10b) resolves these stripe features more strongly: here, it can be seen 
that alternate stripes have a positive PFM phase. Combining the LPFM and 
VPFM information, it appears that the ‘fully-switched’ state is composed of
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Figure 3.10 (a) LPFM and (b) VPFM amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) images of 
a fully switched domain configuration. While the LPFM images indicate that the in
plane component is co-aligned with the applied field direction i.e. perpendicular to the 
electrodes, the VPFM data reveal an ac-domain structure consisting of 90° stripe 
domains. Schematics of cantilevers are included illustrating the detected polarisation 
components in each mode, (c) A schematic representation of the ac-domain structure 
between the electrodes also illustrating relative position of the cantilever, (d) 
Measured CV switching profile obtained via global switching through the co-planar 
electrodes (averaged over 10 cycles).

highly ordered a-c stripe domains in which alternate polarisation vectors lie in
plane parallel to the applied switching field (a-domains), and out-of-plane 
perpendicular to the lamellar surface (c-domains). This ac-domain structure is 
such that the trace of the domain walls on the exposed surface of the BaTi03 
is aligned parallel to the electrode edges (<100>I>(.). However, the plane of these
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domain walls ({110}p(:) slopes through the lamella thickness at 45° to the top 
surface to maintain charge neutrality at subdomain boundaries. The relative 
dipole and domain wall orientations of these stripes are schematically 
illustrated in Figure 3.10c where the out-of-plane polar component is inferred 
in conjunction with a wall slope orientation (through the thickness) that 
preserves charge neutrality.

Whilst the fully-switched domain arrangement may seem to some 
degree intuitive, visualising how partially switched domain states are 
accommodated within this ordered stripe domain system is not as obvious. 
Figure 3.11 shows a partially switched domain state. Here the combined LPFM 
amplitude and phase contrast makes it clear that a new central band has 
appeared having opposite in-plane orientation (Figure 3.11a). VPFM imaging 
(Figure 3.11b) reveals that the global ferroelastic domain pattern has remained 
largely unchanged so that this new band is a distinct superdomain composed of 
fine a-c domains. We can rationalise that this superdomain is characterised by 
its a-subdomain component which has opposite in-plane polar orientation to

Figure 3.11 3d representation of (a) LPFM and (b) VPFM amplitude images with 
phase information overlaid. Schematic cantilevers are included illustrating the nature 
of the cantilever contortion associated with in- and out-of-plane polarisation detection. 
The original 2D PFM amplitude images are included below. At first glance (a) implies 
a simple 180° domain arrangement (hollow arrows indicate relative in-plane polar 
orientations). However (b) reveals the parent ac-domain stripe structure.
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neighbouring superdomains. The lamella is now apparently sectioned into three 
distinct superdomain bands facilitated by two superdomain boundaries 
oriented perpendicular to the electrodes. With firm knowledge of the behaviour 
of in-plane a-subdomains across the superdomain boundaries, and some careful 
speculation about how to interpret the VPFM information, we can try to 
characterise the nature of these superdomain boundaries at the local level. The 
VPFM information presented in Figure 3.11b shows two distinct phases. One 
of these phases can be attributed to the out-of-plane polarised domain stripes 
(by knowing that these are ac-type domain stripes). The other alternate stripe 
set displaying matching phase must therefore originate from the in-plane 
polarised a-domains. These stripes are therefore responsible for the measured 
LPFM contrast which was previously identified to have an in-plane 
polarisation oriented perpendicular to the cantilever. In the ideal case, where 
the lamella is cut perfectly along crystallographic planes and the cantilever is 
scanning exactly along the <100>pc axis, these stripes would be expected to 
have zero amplitude in the corresponding VPFM map (since in-plane polarised 
domains oriented perpendicular to the cantilever axis are not detected in this 
mode). In reality, it is likely that either (a) misrotation of the cantilever with 
respect to the <100>p(. axes during scanning or (b) FIB miscut of the lamella 
with respect to the bulk crystal axes (during fabrication) may be responsible 
for generating this VPFM phase contrast component, through either flexural or 
true vertical deflections. These issues are addressed in more detail in Appendix 
2 which is associated with the next chapter. It is also a concern that the 
signal-to-noise ratio with VPFM is not as reliable as for LPFM (compare 3d 
amplitude plots in Figure 3.11a and b). As a result, VPFM phase information 
is capable of allowing equivocal interpretations. With the available information 
we consider the two possible scenarios for the superdomain boundary structure 
based on the cases where the out-of-plane polarisation stripes switch by 180° 
across the boundary as opposed to the case where they do not, both illustrated 
in Figure 3.12. We will see that switching behaviour is strongly suggestive of 
the case where the out-of-plane domains switch across the boundary, resulting 
in a continuous 180°-type boundary (Figure 3.12a). However the case where 
the out-of-plane stripes maintain the same polarisation across the superdomain 
boundaries, resulting in a segmented 180°-type boundary (Figure 3.12b), is also 
a possibility.
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Figure 3.12 (a) Schematic illustration of the proposed continuous superdomain 
boundary structure. Relative position of electrodes and PFM cantilever are 
schematically illustrated, (b) An alternative proposed boundary structure where only 
the in-plane a-subdomains are seen to switch across the superdomain junction.

3.3 Nucleation, growth and annihilation of
superdomains

3.3.1 Nucleation of superdomains

It is clear by this point that superdomains are performing the dual role of 
maintaining a ferroelastic domain structure, presumably for offsetting strains, 
and also facilitating ferroelectric switching under planar applied fields. 
However, the precise switching mechanism enabling these superdomains to 
develop and grow when planar switching fields are active is not so obvious; up 
to now we have only observed remanent states i.e. PFM imaging when the 
planar switching field was removed. To investigate the formation and 
dynamics of the superdomain boundaries under the applied electric field, 
initially a saturating in-plane field was applied across the lamella. As a result, 
all superdomain boundaries were flushed out leaving a single a-c-domain 
bundle (Figure 3.13a) where in-plane a-subdomains were aligned parallel to the 
field. Next, the switching field was turned off and evolution of the domain 
state monitored in real time with PFM (Figure 3.13b). It was found that after
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the external field was removed, a needle-like ac-domain bundle (superdomain) 
with the reverse a- (and o) subdomain orientation spontaneously nucleated at 
the electrode. At first its presence was not detected in phase but only as a 
local denudation in LPFM signal amplitude (Figure 3.13b (i) and (ii)). It 
subsequently propagated forward, where its presence was obvious in both 
amplitude and phase (Figure 3.13b (hi)), until it reached the opposite 
electrode. Following this, it continued to expand sideways via the lateral 
growth mode forming two planar superdomain boundaries, (Figure 3.13b (iv) 
and (v)) just like what was seen previously in the intermediate switched

Figure 3.13 (a) VPFM amplitude image of a BaTi03 lamella in the single superdomain 
state, (b) In-situ LPFM amplitude (left panels) and phase (right panels) imaging of 
the area marked by a dotted line in (a) showing nucleation and growth of a new 
superdomain after the planar switching field is turned off. Each of the 64 horizontal 
scan lines represents a time lapse of 2.5s. Black arrows to the right of amplitude 
panels indicate the slow scan direction during PFM imaging (which could be used to 
deduce the time flow direction). In (i) and (ii) a small nucleated superdomain is 
revealed by the local reduction in LPFM amplitude signal but is not yet resolved in 
the phase signal. In (hi) the growth of a needle superdomain is apparent and the 
lateral movement of two distinct boundaries is observed in (iv) and (v). (c) VPFM 
image taken after nucleation/growth sequence in (b) reveals the persistence of 
ferroelastic domains stripes. (d),(e) A schematic illustration of the domain switching 
process visualized in (b).
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remanent state (Figure 3.11). Schematic illustrations of the switching process 
are shown in Figure 3.13d and e. Figure 3.13c shows VPFM amplitude 
measured after the backswitching process and highlights the persistence of the 
a-c-domain stripes throughout. Such observations are completely analogous to 
the switching behaviour observed by Merz, except that switching occurs at a 
superdomain level, rather than at an individual domain level. This is quite 
distinct from the picture of planar switching of stripe domain packets in, for 
example, BiFe03 films by Heron et al [38] where phase field modelling portrays 
a two-step switching process initiated by independent nucleation events within 
alternate domain stripes, rather than the propagation of a continuous 
switching wavefront. The superdomain nucleation and growth model proposed 
here could be possibly used to explain the evolution of the switched domain 
pattern observed in Wang et ah BiFeO, films (Figure 3.8c-e).

3.3.2 Superdomain boundary annihilation

So far, the observed superdomain nucleation and growth behaviour has been 
seen to display a striking similarity to the switching process for simple 180° 
domains as observed by Merz. With this in mind we ask, can superdomain 
boundaries also be forced to annihilate in the same fashion as their analogous 
180° counterparts? Taking a partially switched state exhibiting two 
superdomain boundaries as a starting point, as in Figure 3.11a, we monitored 
the time-dependent position of these boundaries as a function of applied field 
using in-situ PFM imaging. At the moment the external d.c. field is applied a 
large sudden jump in boundary position is observed in (Figure 3.14a (ii)). This 
unequivocally demonstrates that it is primarily the motion of superdomain 
boundaries which facilitates ferroelectric switching in BaTiOa lamellae. Each 
image comprises 64 horizontal scan lines (rows of pixels) with each scan line 
representing a time lapse of 2.5s (at the scan rate of 0.4 Hz). It is important to 
emphasize that the apparent distortion in Figure 3.14a is not an actual 
deformation of the boundary but is simply a representation of its time- 
dependent position in the applied field resulting from line-by-line tip rastering 
during the PFM image acquisition. In this particular panel the boundary's 
spontaneous velocity is much faster than the capture frame rate leading to the 
apparent distortion. We envisage the true boundary motion to be largely 
planar i.e. as depicted schematically in Figure 3.14b. A second boundary is 
seen to move into the field of view in panels Figure 3.14a (iii)-(v) with both 
boundaries approaching each other under the influence of the switching field.
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Figure 3.14 In-situ LPFM amplitude (left panels) and phase (right panels) imaging of 
BaTiO;, showing time-dependent displacement of the superdomain boundary under the 
co-planar external field. Black arrows to the right of amplitude panels indicate the 
slow scan direction during PFM imaging, (b) Schematic representation of the 
boundary movement depicting a rectilinear displacement of the superdomain 
boundary under applied planar field. In the lateral growth mode the boundaries move 
perpendicular to the applied field (movement direction denoted by the green buried 
arrow). Labelled arrows E, P^ and vdw indicate directions of applied field, 
superdomain in-plane polarisation component, and domain wall motion respectively.
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The superdomain boundaries are observed to slow down as they come into 
close proximity of each other, suggesting repulsive interaction between 
domains of the same (in-plane) polarity. In Figure 3.14a (vi) no boundaries are 
visible, indicating they have mutually annihilated leaving a single 
superdomain, in complete analogy to the disappearance of 180° walls in the 
Merz switching picture.

Parenthetically it is noted that in some rare cases lamellae can display 
an aa-subdomain structure after planar switching, as opposed to the ac-variety. 
Nonetheless switching is again facilitated by superdomain boundary motion 
superimposed on an immobile ferroelastic framework and needle-like 
superdomain growth is again observed. This is discussed further in Appendix 1.

3.4 Super domain boundary dynamics

3.4.1 Extracting boundary dynamics information

It is when we come to investigate the dynamics of a single superdomain 
boundary that the advantages of a planar-electroded test configuration become 
really clear. Combining in-situ PFM imaging with a homogenous switching 
Field bypasses the complications associated with probe tip poling experiments 
where strongly inhomogeneous d.c. fields are involved. In this case, information 
about boundary dynamics can be extracted directly and interpreted largely as- 
is. Once created, the sideways switching dynamics of these complex 
superdomain boundaries can be examined as a function of voltage by 
application of a planar switching field and observation of motion in real-time, 
again via in-situ PFM mapping. The time-dependent position of the 
superdomain boundary at different voltages is presented in Figure 3.15. A clear 
oscillation pattern is superimposed on the PFM images and is due to the 
ac-subdomain microstructuring of the boundary. By tracking the domain 
boundary position over several PFM capture frames the observation period 
could be extended to several minutes. A common feature of the superdomain 
boundary dynamics, inferred from Figure 3.15, is a large jump from its initial 
position at the moment the external field is applied. This distinct relatively 
high speed motion lasted a period of a few seconds at most, followed by a 
much slower progression thereafter. The magnitude of this initial jump was 
found to increase with magnitude of the applied voltage (field). Two surprising 
observations can be made: firstly, that the velocity of the boundary does not 
remain constant for the entire duration over which the switching field is
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Figure 3.15 A sequence of in-situ LPFM images showing the superdomain boundary 
dynamics under the influence of a planar switching field (aligned perpendicular to the 
electrodes schematically shown on the left and right sides) as a function of increasing 
pulse magnitude (0.6V, 0.8V and IV). Vertical axis also denotes domain wall 
displacement. Red arrows indicate the instants when the field is applied and blue 
arrows when it is turned-off. Note that schematic electrodes here denote just the 
relative positioning of the electrodes and are not indicative of their separation (which 
is about 3pm). Graphic courtesy P. Sharma.

applied; secondly, that the velocity is maximum at the moment the field is 
initially applied (v0) and rapidly decreases thereafter, either to zero or some 
steady-state velocity that is negligible in comparison to Vg. Finally, when the 
planar switching field is removed some degree of backswitching is observed.

With some consideration as to how a PFM image is rastered, 
superdomain boundary position information as a function of time can be 
extracted for quantitative analysis. Figure 3.16a shows a PFM image displayed 
schematically as a pixel grid. By noting the scan frequency and the directions 
of the cantilever slow and fast scan axes, each pixel (and its associated 
amplitude/phase information) can be attributed a unique collection time. The 
trace of the superdomain boundary can be identified (in LPFM images) as the 
contour along which the amplitude decreases to zero (Figure 3.16b). Given the 
boundary remains perpendicular to the electrode edges, the net boundary 
position is projected as the point of intersection between the boundary and a 
single scan line. By this means the boundary position versus time for a range 
of voltages can be plotted as presented in Figure 3.16c and d. The two broad- 
regimes of rapid initial boundary movement and much slower long-term 
development are made clear in a typical velocity/time plot (Figure 3.17a) 
obtained by differentiation of the graphed position/time information. 
Determination of the effective initial velocity (when t=0) is limited by the time
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Figure 3.16 (a),(b) A sketch illustrating the approach used to reconstruct the position 
of the domain boundary as a function of time. Each image pixel with x,y coordinates 
and corresponding polarisation information P in the PFM map corresponds to a 
certain capture time (t) determined by the rastering speed and path of the scan probe, 
(b) This information can be used to extract the domain boundary contour. With the 
simplifying assumption that the boundary remains planar during its motion, this trace 
of x(t) co-ordinates is interpreted directly as a map of the boundary position as a 
function of time (note t3>t2>t1>t0). (c) Boundary position vs. time profiles for the 
range of voltages studied, (d) Boundary position vs. time plotted for a restricted range 
of voltages shown in (a) to highlight the details of the boundary trajectory profiles.

resolution of PFM measurement. After the moment the applied field is 
activated there is at most a wait of ~2.5s (the time for scanning a single line) 
before the scan probe encounters the boundary for the first time since it 
started moving. This means that we can estimate a minimum v0 by calculating 
this initial measured displacement and considering it to occur over a 2.5s time
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increment. Estimates for the minimum initial velocity plotted as a function of 
time are presented in Figure 3.17b.

(a) (b)

13 40-

Time (s)

^ 200-

S 160-

Voltage (V)

Figure 3.17 (a) Typical form of the velocity/time profile obtained by differentiating 
position/time data (in this case for 2Vdc applied field), (b) Estimates of the minimum 
initial velocity of the boundary as a function of voltage.

3.5 Statistical nucleation & growth 
description of dynamics

In order to understand polarisation switching as a function of time, switching 
current transients are often studied in the framework of nucleation and growth 
models. The Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi (KAI) model [39], based on 
Avrami’s theory describing the kinetics of phase change [40], describes the 
random nucleation and subsequent growth of many nuclei on a statistical 
basis. On the primary assertion that the rate of transformation (switching) is 
proportional to the amount yet to transform, the polarisation is seen to 
develop asymptotically in time:

/5(/) <x 1-exp[(-t//0)"], Eq. 3-1

Where P(t) is the polarisation at time t, t0 is a characteristic switching time 
and n is the dimensionality of domain growth. Integer values of 72=1,2,3
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indicate growth of a (Id) planar domain wall, (2d) cylindrical domain wall and 
(3d) spherical domain wall respectively. Since the switching study under 
consideration involves the lateral movement of a planar boundary we can 
effectively replace P(t) with x(t) in the equation above. Free-fitting the above 
expression to the extracted position/time data (Figure 3.18) it is found that 
optimal fits are found for n<<l for the voltage range studied. This suggests an 
unphysical dimensionality of domain growth and indicates that the KAI model 
does not provide a suitable model for describing the switching dynamics in 
question.

That this is the case should not be surprising since we are dealing with 
the dynamics of a single predetermined domain boundary, not the growth of a 
large number of randomly seeded domain nuclei (as envisaged by the KAI 
model). This point is highlighted in a study of PZT capacitor switching by 
Alexe and co-workers [41] where switching occurs by nucleation and growth of 
a single boundary. Furthermore, one of the principle simplifying assumptions 
of the KAI treatment is that nucleated domain walls travel at a constant fixed 
velocity. This is clearly unsuitable for specifically studying the variation of the 
boundary velocity with time.

Figure 3.18 (a) Fitting the boundary position vs. time data from Figure 3.16c using 
the KAI model in Eq. 3-1. (b) The extracted dimensionality parameter 'ri as a 
function of voltage extracted from the best-fits in (a).
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3.6 Equation of motion (EoM) description 
of domain dynamics

3.6.1 Ballistic equations of motion

In order to try and probe the dynamics of a single predetermined boundary we 
follow Kittel’s proposal that the Equation of Motion (EoM) for domain wall 
propagation used in magnetics may also be applicable for BaTiOa [42], This 
immediately seems a more intuitive approach where the EoM treats the wall as 
an elastic boundary (such as in studies of creep dynamics [9],[10]) moving 
through an effective damping medium. The time dynamics of the boundary 
movement can be tracked by an EoM having the general form:

Eq. 3-2

where in is an effective boundary mass, /? is a viscous damping parameter, n is 
an exponent that determines whether damping scales linearly or quadratically 
with velocity, k is a restoring force constant, and F is the effective force 
exerted on the boundary by the driving field.

There are several specific forms of Eq. 3-2 that offer fits to the 
measured position/time data. These will be considered in turn along with their 
implications for the boundary dynamics. Perhaps the simplest case is to 
examine when velocity damping is considered to be the dominant factor 
influencing the dynamics. In this case, neglecting driving force terms and 
restoring force terms, Eq. 3-2 reduces to:

d2x .(dx^\
—v = —

dt v dt j
Eq. 3-3

or

d2x ,(dxX 
—rv = ~b —
dt2 \dt,

Eq. 3-4
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for the cases of linear (n=l) and quadratic (n=2) velocity damping 
respectively, where & is a reduced damping parameter. The solution to Eq. 3-3 
solved for x(t) is an exponential of the form [43]:

x(/)=^(i-e-d
o

Eq. 3-5

and the solution to Eq. 3-4 describes a logarithmic progression in time [19]:

Eq. 3-6
b

In both cases v() is an initial launch’ velocity of the domain boundary (see 
Figure 3.17b for experimentally extracted estimates of v0) and enters the 
solutions as an initial condition. These expressions are characteristic of ballistic 
projectile motion e.g. the horizontal trajectory of a fired bullet. Using the 
initial velocity information from Figure 3.17b, best-fits for the measured 
position/time data are obtained using OriginI M graphing software, presented in 
Figure 3.19a and b. A quadratic velocity damping is seen to provide a superior 
fit to the data (for the case where no driving or restoring forces are 
considered). This is emphasised in Figure 3.19c where the R2 correlation co
efficient (a measure of how well the data is represented by the fit) is plotted 
for both linear and quadratic damping cases.

Despite the quality of the fit, Eq. 3-6 rather non-intuitively depicts a 
boundary, which is launched with a finite initial velocity at the moment the 
field is applied, but experiences no effective driving force thereafter even 
though a d.c. field is applied throughout. This type of logarithmic position
time dependence for domain wall dynamics has been inferred previously in 
PZT capacitors through impedance spectroscopy data [19] and through direct 
imaging of domain wall motion [41]. In both cases, ballistic motion was 
invoked.

However, in the present experiments we notice that superdomain 
boundary motion ceases whenever the applied field is removed (in fact often 
some degree of backs witching occurs as can be seen in Figure 3.15), indicating 
that forward motion is only sustained for the duration over which the field is 
applied. This may suggest that a solution to Eq. 3-2 which includes a driving 
force (F) may be a more a more physically meaningful representation of 
boundary movement.
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Figure 3.19 ( a) Best-fits to boundary position/time data assuming a ballistic type 
motion with linear velocity damping (Eq. 3-5). (b) Best-fits to boundary position/time 
data assuming a ballistic type motion with quadratic velocity damping (Eq. 3-6). (c) 
Comparing fits from (a) and (b) by plotting the R2 correlation co-efficient for both 
cases as a function of voltage. Assuming quadratic velocity damping is seen to provide 
a better fit to the data.

3.6.2 Driven equations of motion

In the case where we consider a field-driven boundary experiencing only 
velocity dependent damping the parent EoM Eq. 3-2 reduces to:

m
(

F-p
v

dx
dt
Y
/

Eq. 3-7
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The form of Eq. 3-7 is typically used for describing motion under gravity 
(where F=mg). Again we can consider linear (n=l) or quadratic (n=2) cases 
such that Eq. 3-7 becomes:

m F-p ' dx''
Jtj Eq. 3-8

or

m F-P
V

dx'f 
dt,

Eq. 3-9

The solution to Eq. 3-8 (linear damped case) is made up of components that 
develop linearly and exponentially in time [43]:

Kb
Eq. 3-10

whilst the solution to Eq. 3-9 (quadratic damped case) involves the logarithm 
of a combination of purely exponential terms. It can be written more succinctly 
in terms of hyperbolic sines and cosines [44]:

*(0 = 7 log,b
sinh^V/T^) Eq. 3-11

Considering the relative success of the quadratic damping ballistic model over 
that assuming linear velocity damping we will consider Eq. 3-11 first. Best-fits 
for the boundary position/time data are presented in Figure 3.20a showing 
that the data can be well represented by this model. Since this model differs 
from the ballistic approach by the inclusion of a driving force term (F) it is 
instructive to look at how the modelled force is seen to scale with the 
experimentally known applied voltage. The modelled force term as a function 
of voltage is shown in Figure 3.20b. Firstly, whilst it is intuitive to expect that 
that modelled force would increase with applied voltage this is not the case 
with these fits. Secondly, for two of the cases studied, 0.8V and 2V 
position/time data, the driving force is (within uncertainty) modelled to be 
zero. The ballistic (A=0) and driven (F parameter allowed to free-fit) models
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Figure 3.20 (a) Fitting the boundary position vs. time data from Figure 3.16c using 
the EoM solutions described by Eq. 3-11 where quadratic velocity damping is 
assumed, (b) Values for the free-fitted driving force (F) parameter as a function of 
voltage extracted from the best-fits in (a), (c) Best-fits for the 2V position/time data 
using both the ballistic model (Eq. 3-6) and the driven model (Eq. 3-11) where 
quadratic drag is assumed in both cases. Both scenarios converge on the same solution 
suggesting a driving force term is unnecessary for modelling the data, (d) Both the 
ballistic and driven models produce the same trend in the free-fitted damping 
parameter b.

for the 2V case are superimposed on the position/time data in Figure 3.20c. It 
is clear that they converge on the same solution, suggesting the inclusion of a 
driving force term to be redundant. Figure 3.20d shows the modelled reduced 
damping parameter b as a function of voltage for both models; the trend for 
both models is seen to be the same within uncertainty, confirming that the 
inclusion of a driving force has not altered the physical description 
significantly. Nonetheless, even though Figure 3.20b does not suggest an
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Figure 3.21 (a) Fitting the boundary position vs. time data from Figure 3.16c using 
the driven EoM solutions described by Eq. 3-10 where linear velocity damping is 
assumed, (b) Plotting the terminal velocity (analytically determined as the ratio F/b 
in this case) as a function of drive voltage, (c) Values for the free-fitted reduced 
driving force (F) parameter as a function of voltage extracted from the best-fits in (a).

intuitive trend in driving force vs. voltage, it does suggest optimal fits with F 
non-zero for the cases of 0.6V, IV and 1.2V.

Best-fits to the boundary position/time data using the driven model 
assuming linear (rather than quadratic) velocity damping are shown in Figure 
3.21a. The inclusion of a driving force generates satisfactory fits compared to 
the case where a driving force is omitted and linear velocity damping is 
assumed as the only effective force acting on the moving boundary (Figure 
3.19a). Notably the fits are seen to converge on a steady-state non-zero 
terminal velocity (vtei) for describing the later slow-movement portion of the 
data for each voltage (Figure 3.21b). With vter on the order of only ~lnm/s 
across the voltage range studied the inferred initial velocities, (Figure 3.17b),
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are seen to be dramatically larger (1-2 orders of magnitude so). When the 
modelled force vs. voltage is plotted, a positive correlation is apparent (Figure 
3.21c). This is certainly more intuitive than that obtained when quadratic 
velocity damping is assumed for a driven system (Figure 3.20b). Furthermore 
the trend looks almost linear; if, in reality, the force on the boundary is 
directly proportional to the field strength (which in turn scales as the applied 
voltage) this may be expected.

3.6.3 Shortcomings and implications of the EoM 
approach

Taken at face value, the EoM approaches described above, in particular the 
ballistic EoM with quadratic velocity damping and the driven EoM with linear 
damping, would seem promising candidates for describing the boundary 
dynamics. The main difference between these two pictures is whether the 
boundary is seen to come to complete rest (ballistic) or to some steady-state 
terminal velocity as t—»oo. However both models have shortcomings which are 
critical for providing a physically realistic picture of the dynamics. Crucially, 
in order to generate good fits with any of these EoM approaches a large initial 
velocity must be manually inserted into the EoMs as an initial condition. The 
EoM is only capable of describing the motion after this initial ‘launch’. 
Counter-intuitively the initial velocity is seen to be at least an order of 
magnitude larger than any inferred terminal velocity. Traditionally the 
terminal velocity is the highest velocity attained by a system such as in a free- 
fall under gravity situation.

These modelling difficulties aside, the data can still be characterised as 
being largely ballistic in nature where the boundary dynamics appear to be 
determined by a large initial launch velocity followed by a rapid retardation. 
Reports of ballistic-like dynamical behaviour in the literature are scant but 
this type of logarithmic position-time dependence for domain wall dynamics 
has been inferred previously in PZT capacitors through impedance 
spectroscopy data by Scott and co-workers [19], and through direct imaging of 
domain wall motion by Alexe and co-workers [41]. In particular, Scott 
highlights that to show unequivocally that ferroelectric domain wall motion 
adheres to an Newtonian EoM that is 2IK| order in time (i.e. has an acceleration 
term) leads to the profound result that ferroelectric domain walls can be 
considered as inertial objects, i.e. they carry momentum. In the treatment of
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superdomain dynamics thus far the slowing of the boundary after its initial 
rapid launch has been facilitated by such an acceleration term in the EoM. By 
implication this suggests the boundary is behaving as an inertial quasi-particle, 
carrying momentum. As this is no small claim, it merits thorough discussion 
examining carefully the relevant studies in ferroelectrics as well as 
complimentary studies in magnetics.

3.7 Can domain walls carry momentum?

In the review by Catalan et al [45] a simple but powerful argument concerning 
domain wall momentum is presented which provides a good starting point by 
which to approach the issue. They make the point that in ferroelectric systems 
movement of domain walls occurs by virtue of ionic shifts at the unit cell level; 
by implication the boundary has a real momentum associated with it due to 
movement of real mass. In ferromagnetic systems however, domain wall 
movement is facilitated by spin-flipping of electrons, in this case there is no 
movement of mass and therefore no momentum should be involved. This 
rationale suggests rather intuitively that ferroelectric domain walls should 
behave inertially whereas ferromagnetic walls should not (i.e. ferroelectrics 
should exhibit acceleration/deceleration phases in their motion following the 
application of a driving force whereas magnetic systems should react 
instantaneously). As logical as this may seem, in reality nearly all experimental 
evidence paradoxically points to the opposite being true.

3.7.1 Domain wall inertia in ferromagnets

In magnetics the concept of domain wall inertia was introduced by 
Doering [46], and later developed by Kittel [47], following an equation of 
motion treatment for domain wall motion. This is based on the idea that when 
subject to a magnetic field the magnetic moments of the wall are tilted out of 
the wall plane generating a demagnetising field within the wall. This causes a 
precession of the wall moments so that they become parallel to the 
magnetisation of the preferentially magnetised domain [48]. Importantly this 
leads to a finite time for the wall to attain its steady-state velocity, mimicking 
an inertial response. These moving domain walls are seen to be more energetic 
than at rest by an amount proportional to v2 i.e. a kinetic energy term. Going 
further, equating this energy excess to 1/4mv2 allows an effective mass for the 
domain wall to be estimated.
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Early evidence suggesting that domain walls could behave inertially 
came from Rado and co-workers [49] who rationalised an unexpected resonance 
peak in their radio frequency dispersion data to be due to a resonance in 
domain wall displacements. An EoM type description such as Eq. 3-2 was 
invoked to account for this behaviour through an oscillatory response to the 
high-frequency a.c. drive field. Further compelling evidence came from the 
direct observation of ‘ballistic overshoot’ in gradient-field propagation 
experiments of bubble domains in magnetic garnets [50]; bubbles were seen to 
drift micrometre distances over microsecond timescales crucially after the field 
was removed (i.e. a deceleration phase). In magnetic nanowire research, Saitoh 
et al [51] were the first to realise that a domain wall effective mass term was 
required in order to satisfy the reinvent equation of motion for describing the 
current-induced wall dynamics. More recently, the inferred inertial type 
response of magnetic domain walls has been exploited for prototype spin- 
current operated nanowire devices in an ambitious programme led by Stuart 
Parkin and co-workers to control domain wall propagation for use in memory 
devices [52]. They found that domain walls trapped in a potential well driven 
by current pulses would perform damped oscillations [53] and if current pulses 
were injected of suitably tuned length and spacing the wall oscillations could 
be resonantly amplified [54] (Figure 3.22). Remarkably, by this means, walls 
could be depinned using currents less that the d.c. depinning current threshold. 
With the high precision in length and amplitude possible with current pulse 
injection into nanowires, detailed studies of oscillatory wall dynamics have 
emerged and even estimates of the effective mass associated with these domain 
wall quasi-particles have been made [51],[53],[55],[56].

Even though a significant body of work within the magnetics 
community suggests that domain walls can exhibit inertial behaviour in their 
dynamics, the role played by these effects in overall switching picture can be 
subtle and their direct observation often requires careful experimental design. 
Early studies looking at magnetic field driven sidewards motion of domain 
walls in bulk single-crystal ferrites infer a constant wall velocity [57] (Figure 
3.23a). Treating this in the general context of an EoM such as Eq. 3-2 they 
rationalise that the mass-term 'ni is so small as to make the acceleration 
(inertial) term negligible and with large drive fields the effective restoring force 
becomes position independent and reduces to a constant. As such they can 
describe their data with an expression such as [57]:
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.22 (a) Bipolar (top) and unipolar (bottom) current pulse sequences used to 
supply energy resonantly to pinned magnetic domain walls in a nanowire. A map of 
depinning probability (P^) plotted as a function of current pulse length (and pulse 
separation for bipolar (left) and unipolar (right) pulsing schemes. Red shaded regions 
denote pulse parameters that resonantly depin walls whereas in the blue regions the 
wall remains pinned. Adapted from [54],
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Figure 3.23 (a) The linear velocity/field scaling observed for domain wall motion in 
bulk Fe20:i crystals suggests a velocity that is independent of time. After [57]. (b) By 
laser spot observation of passage of a field driven domain wall, a linear evolution of 
the wall position in time in magnetic nanowires is also suggestive of a velocity that is 
constant in time. After [58].
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Eq. 3-12P
'dx 

v dt

\

where Ms is the saturation magnetisation, Hm> the applied field and Hc the 
constant which replaces the restoring force term. Importantly, an EoM of this 
form describes a boundary with a constant velocity for all-time (when field is 
active) which behaves non-inertially i.e. no acceleration or deceleration phases 
in the motion. Analytically speaking, an expression of this form describes a 
boundary which, when the field is applied, instantaneously assumes its 
constant velocity. Accordingly when the field is turned off the boundary 
immediately stops i.e. no acceleration/deceleration is accommodated in this 
picture. Beach et al [58] have shown that this seemingly non-inertial behaviour 
holds right through to the nanoscale by measuring the field-driven domain wall 
velocity in 20nm thick permalloy nanowires. They measured the post field- 
pulsed position of the domain wall (using a laser spot) such that position/time 
plots could be reconstructed (Figure 3.23b). In this case a linear trend to the 
data was interpreted as a constant velocity (observed over 100’s of 
nanoseconds and tens of micrometres distance) with no obvious inertial effects 
observed to within a quoted 20ns from the onset of the switching pulse. This 
same conclusion, of driven wall motion with a constant velocity in nanowires 
was reported separately by the research groups of Shinjo [59] and Parkin [60]. 
In this high-field limit their data could similarly be described by a non-inertial 
EoM of the form shown in Eq. 3-12. The most detailed study conducted so far 
seeking to understand inertial effects in dc driven systems was by Parkin and 
co-workers [61] looking at domain walls driven by spin polarised current pulses 
in 20nm-thick permalloy nanowires. Initially they found that the total distance 
moved by a single pulse was directly proportional to the pulse duration, even 
as short as a few nanoseconds. At face value this seems concurrent with Beach 
et ah [58] complimentary study of field-driven dynamics pointing to non- 
inertial wall behaviour in permalloy nano wires. However using a careful 
sequence of forward and reverse probe pulses to investigate the various stages 
of motion during a single poling current pulse, Parkin et al [61] identified 
acceleration and deceleration phases at the start and end of the motion 
respectively. Remarkably they found that the distance ‘lagged’ during 
acceleration at the onset of the pulse was exactly balanced by an overshoot 
during the deceleration phase after the pulse had ended. The net displacement 
was found to be exactly the same compared to the modelled case where no 
inertial effects were factored in (Figure 3.24), hence an all-time constant
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Figure 3.24 Schematic velocity/time profiles for domain wall motion driven by a 100ns 
current pulse. Expected inertial and non-inertial responses are illustrated in red and 
blue. Acceleration and overshoot phases of motion are observed at the start and end 
respectively of the current pulse for the inertial case only. Crucially the total area 
under both curves is the same indicating that inertial considerations do not affect the 
net displacement. After [61].

velocity would be misleadingly inferred from static measurements of net wall 
displacement (position) vs. time. Rather than consolidate a view as to whether 
or not magnetic domain walls universally exhibit inertial behaviour, this study 
only serves to ‘muddy the water’ in some respect. Any inferences about 
velocity/time behaviour made from displacement/time plots obtained by static 
imaging (e.g. [57],[58]) may not be effective in revealing any inertial 
characteristics of the instantaneous wall motion (if net displacements can be 
independent of inertial effects). This is completely consistent with Parkin et 
al’s [61] determination of the acceleration time of the domain wall to occur 
over the first ~13ns of motion and Beach et al’s [58] time resolution issues 
limiting observation of the domain wall motion to after the first 20ns.

Domain wall inertia in magnetics remains a controversial subject even 
beyond the circumstantial experimental evidence all the way down to what 
may be expected from fundamental considerations. Magnetodynamics in 
ferromagnetic materials is considered to satisfy the Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert 
(LLG) equations which express magnetisation evolution under applied field as 
a function of time. These equations are derived all the way from first principles 
by consideration of how a magnetic moment precesses in an applied field
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(Larmor precession) [62]. The LLG equations are thus considered as the 
effective equation of motion for any magnetic system. Crucially these equations 
are only 1st order in time in magnetisation (i.e. dM/dt); an acceleration-type 
term (2ml order in time) does not appear and therefore inertial effects may not 
be expected [45]. Berger has proposed however [63], using phenomenological 
arguments, that a force exerted on a domain wall does not induce a simple 
acceleration term [i.e. cfx/df) but rather a canting of the magnetisation out of 
the easy plane (of angle (/)) [64]. When the LLG equation is expressed in polar 
spin co-ordinates the wall velocity is seen to depend explicitly on the angle ^ 
[65]. With this in mind it may be more appropriate to consider the evolution of 
the wall velocity in time (i.e. apparent acceleration/deceleration) as originating 
implicitly from the time evolution of the canting angle (d(j)/dt) (which appears 
in the polar co-ordinate formulation of the LLG equations). Gradient 
propagation of bubble domains [50] is particularly illustrative of this point 
whereby with field application the wall spin structure is seen to be distorted; 
when the field is turned-off the spin structure relaxes and this energy is 
transferred to translational motion of the bubble i.e. the apparent inertial 
ballistic overshoot.

3.7.2 Domain wall inertia in ferroelectrics

With this unresolved controversy still surrounding the interpretation of 
domain wall inertia in magnetics, how is the equivalent situation faring in 
ferroelectrics? Looking at the earliest studies of domain wall motion in bulk 
single-crystals [3],[5],[7], monitoring domain wall displacement vs. electric-field 
pulse length, a linear trend is strongly suggestive of a constant velocity (for a 
defined constant field). Analogous to the rationale leading to Eq. 3-12 
(obtained for the equivalent experiments in bulk magnetic crystals) these 
dynamics can seemingly be described by an EoM that is non-inertial (1st order 
in time). However the spatial resolution in these early experiments did not 
allow access to nanoscale information nor could instantaneous (rather than 
average) wall velocity information be mapped (the importance of which is 
highlighted by Parkin’s recent work [61]).

Once we start to examine studies of nanoscale domain wall dynamics we 
must tread carefully. The classic work by Triscone’s group mapping creep 
dynamics in PZT [9],[10] describes a wall velocity which scales with field 
(albeit not a simple proportionality between v and E) but crucially not in time 
i.e. domain walls are pictured to move at a constant velocity which is uniquely
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defined for a given field and temperature. However because of the highly 
inhomogeneous poling field generated at a SPM probe (c.f. Figure 3.3a), where 
the field magnitude is seen to decrease from tip apex, domain walls driven by a 
stationary tip will appear to slow down as they move away from the point of 
contact. In this case apparent deceleration is just due to spatial variation of 
the driving field rather than a time-dependent inertial response of the domain 
wall. This consideration may be very relavent in a study by Woo et al [66] 
where the size of biased AFM probe written domains was studied as a function 
of time. They found that the bit size scaled logarithmically with poling time 
suggestive of a decelerating domain wall {i.e. inertial response). However, it is 
not clear if the spatial inhomogeneity of the poling field has been taken into 
account; if not it may explain the apparent decreasing velocity of the growing 
domains without any inertial implications.

The first serious claim of inertial domain wall motion in ferroelectrics 
came from work by Dawber et al [I'd]. Here they observed a peak in impedance 
spectroscopy data whose frequency appeared to scale with the capacitor 
perimeter. Specifically, the impedance peak frequency scaled exponentially with 
capacitor perimeter; this could be used to infer a domain wall displacement 
that developed logarithmically in time. They interpreted this wall 
position/time dependence as the solution to a ballistic EoM with quadratic 
velocity damping, precisely of the form shown in Eq. 3-4 which was used to fit 
the data presented in this thesis with some success. Subsequent imaging in 
PZT capacitors by Gruverman and co-workers [16] indeed verified a perimeter 
switching based mechanism in capacitors with lateral size of a few pm. 
However, extracting the precise nature of the domain wall velocity is not 
trivial based on the PFM obtained polarisation maps due to there being a large 
number of nucleated domains of irregular shape and size. In fact polarisation 
switching in 3pm and 5pm square capacitors could be described by an 
ensemble statistical ‘Nucleation Limited Switching’ (NLS) model which 
assumes a distribution of constant average velocities for the many nucleated 
domains. Since Dawber et al [19] study commercial capacitors up to 130pm 
square in lateral size it is likely that this statistical approach could describe 
their data. That they incorporate this data into their derivation of a 
logarithmic domain wall velocity for smaller capacitors suggests that 
descriptions not explicitly invoking ballistic domain wall motion interpretation 
are also feasible.

Another candidate study providing tentative evidence for ballistic 
overshoot phenomena in ferroelectrics was provided by AFM poling
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experiments in bulk crystals by Rosenman’s group in Israel [67]-[70]. By 
application of high voltage pulses (in the kilovolt range), supplied locally 
through a biased SPM probe, they could generate long Id ‘string-like’ domains 
that propagated for hundreds of microns through the crystal. However, the 
probe field profile through the crystal suggests that the field becomes too weak 
to drive domains beyond a depth on the order of dozens of micrometres. 
Curiously these string-like domains are therefore pictured to travel in 
approximately zero external field for large distances. One interpretation 
proposed by Scott et al [71] is that this is due to ballistic overshoot of the Id 
domain string once it penetrates beyond the effective driving field region i.e. 
inertial behaviour. Molotskii et al [72] rebuke this viewpoint, calculating a 
relaxation time for ferroelectric domain walls {t ~ 10'1;is) that suggests any 
inertial displacement over this timescale would total less than a single lattice 
parameter (even for domains travelling near the sound velocity ~lkm/s). 
Instead they rationalise that the charged nature of the boundary is at the 
heart of the apparent ballistic overshoot behaviour [73]. They postulate that 
the long range motion is more likely to be driven primarily by a mutual 
Coulomb repulsion of bound charges within the domain needle, beyond the 
region where the external driving field is largely ineffective. In the present 
study this is not anticipated to be a serious issue since the planar superdomain 
boundaries should be nominally uncharged.

In experiments by Kim et al [41], where switching in PZT capacitors 
was monitored by PFM imaging intermittent between field pulses (Figure 
3.25), a logarithmic development of the domain wall position in time was 
reported i.e. the hallmark of ballistic motion. PFM imaging meant this 
logarithmic dependence could be confidently attributed to the motion of a 
single planar boundary rather than as a consequence of nucleation statistics. 
However one crucial consideration prevents this observed motion profile from 
being truly ballistic. In these experiments the time over which the field is 
applied (pulse length) determines the wall position, not the total time between 
the initial application of the field and the subsequent imaging of the domain 
wall (since the wall should be travelling freely even after field removal). 
Importantly this study indicates that a logarithmic time evolution of wall 
displacement (for even a singular wall) is not necessarily diagnostic of inertial 
behaviour.

Unfortunately, it seems that experimental evidence for inertial 
behaviour in ferroelectrics is much more tenuous than in ferromagnetic 
systems. What does modelling have to offer in this context? Zhang et al [74]
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Figure 3.25 PFM maps showing switching of fully-electroded PZT capacitors by a 
single nucleated domain wall as a function of pulse length, (a) shows PFM phase, (b) 
shows PFM amplitude and (c) shows the switching process schematically. After [41].

have studied the a.c. field driven oscillatory dynamics of domain walls in 
ultrathin PZT films by first principle calculations. They find that domain walls 
do indeed exhibit resonant dynamics (inertial behaviour) in the THz frequency 
range, suggestive of a domain wall that carries an effective mass. For films up 
to thicknesses of 7.4nm domain wall vibrations could be enhanced by as much 
as ~45%. Beyond this thickness however, the effective mass of the walls 
becomes ‘too heavy’ and their motion enters a relaxational dynamics regime 
where no resonance phenomena are observed (the walls relax exponentially to 
equilibrium with no oscillations). For considering inertial effects in the d.c. 
driven dynamics of thin ferroelectric-like domain walls we may find some 
useful experimental context in a study by Vogel et al studying magnetic 
domain wall motion in materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [75]. 
Materials exhibiting this magnetic configuration can have domain walls of 
comparable thickness to ferroelectric domains allowing speculative cross
comparison of their dynamics. In their study the current-driven motion of 5nm 
thick magnetic domain walls (thickness reported in a separate study, [76]) is 
observed using time-resolved magnetic microscopy. Transient inertial motions 
(initial acceleration and overshoot phases) were observed over distances no
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larger than 20nm and on timescales of a few nanoseconds. This is certainly a 
far cry from the micrometre distances that were speculated to be inertial 
transients in the ferroelectrics studies of Scott et al [19] and Rosenman and co
workers [67]-[70], [72], [73].

A final, but serious, implication of inertial domain wall dynamics is 
made by Scott [45] by comparing the theoretical limitations placed on domain 
wall velocities in magnetic and ferroelectric systems. Because domain wall 
movement in magnetics should (in principle) be massless there is no 
fundamental limit on wall velocities. This is commensurate with experimental 
measurements of supersonic domain wall motion in magnetics with velocities 
recorded up to 13km/s along with ‘Cherenkov radiation’-like phonon emission 
signature of breaking the sound barrier [77]. In ferroelectrics, since switching 
involves the movement of real mass (ionic shifts) domain wall motion is 
expected to be sub-sonic, otherwise shockwaves would be set up in the crystal 
that would blow it apart [45]. This seems consistent with measurements of a 
near-saturating domain wall velocity/field scaling observed in bulk ferroelectric 
LiNbOj crystals around Ikm/s, supporting the idea that velocities may be 
limited by inertial character. More recently, measurements of switching 
transients also suggest that velocities on the order of km/s are attainable in 
nanoscale thickness capacitors [79]. However it is not clear if this is the 
limiting velocity (the authors did not explicitly study velocity/field scaling). 
Considering that real and proposed ferroelectric memory devices operate by 
domain switching, facilitated in turn by domain wall movement, whether or 
not speeds are capped by fundamental inertial considerations is a critical factor 
for efficient operation.

3.7.3 Conclusions

By using a Newtonian equation of motion to fit the trajectory of field-driven 
superdomain boundaries, measured by in-situ PFM, an inertial picture of 
boundary motion has been proposed to describe the dynamics. Whilst the 
position/time data superficially exhibits the form of a ballistic trajectory, two 
key observations make this description unphysical. Firstly, the fact that the 
extent of the motion depends critically on the duration of field application (up 
to many minutes) means that a purely ballistic picture (zero driving force after 
launch), to which the data shows strongest similarity, is incorrect. Secondly, 
that the boundary counter-intuitively slows-down to a terminal velocity, is not 
consistent with the physical analog of a driven system which should speed-up
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to this final velocity. Furthermore, the distances over which inferred inertial 
transients occur (acceleration phase) are measured to be up to a ~ 1 pm which 
contrasts with simple calculations [72], and sophisticated models [74], which 
suggest such displacements occur on the scale of nanometers at most. How else 
then, could the form of the boundary trajectory be explained?

One possibility that could be is considered is that the net driving force 
exerted on the domain boundary may not be constant even in the presence of a 
nominally homogenous switching field. The net force acting on the boundary 
varying as a function of space and/or time is more likely to account for its 
apparent deceleration rather than through an intrinsic inertial response to a 
constant driving force (as suggested by an EoM that is 2nd order in time). In 
the present experiment, to explain the observed dynamics, the following 
scenario is envisaged. As soon as the planar field is applied, the boundary 
rapidly attains its initial velocity on timescales shorter than the PFM time 
resolution (this seems reasonable given that domain response to applied fields 
has been regularly observed on nanosecond timescales [79]-[81]). Subsequently, 
an opposing force is generated in the system that counteracts the driving force 
from the applied field. This opposing force should arise with a characteristic 
time that is larger than the intrinsic response time of the domain boundary to 
the applied field (hence allowing for the rapid initial displacement). Thus a 
progressive decrease in the net forward driving force on the domain wall would 
result in boundary movement with progressively diminishing velocity and 
could explain the apparent ballistic form of the dynamics, even in the presence 
of a constant applied driving force. A possible form of the EoM in this case is 
shown in Eq. 3-13 below, note that the EoM is now 1st order in time and no 
acceleration term is required to describe the velocity variation in time. Instead 
the net effective driving force is assumed to be described as a function of space 
and/or time and through this means the velocity is altered (a restoring kx 
term can also included but is not essential).

PfdxX 
ydt ,

x F(x,t) Eq. 3-13

One candidate for the origin of this opposing force is depolarising fields that 
are set up in the system during switching. At first thought an in-plane 
depolarising field would seem unlikely due to the electroded geometry but in 
the next chapter we will see that the electrodes used seem to be poor charge 
compensators and this is in fact crucial for the long term evolution of switched
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states in the system. If this is the case then such depolarising fields could 
possibly affect the external field-driven dynamics. Another candidate for the 
source of the opposing field would be an out-of-plane depolarising field 
associated with the out-of-plane polarised c-subdomains. In the interelectrode 
gap region c-subdomain polarisation can only be compensated at the 
ferroelectric surface by adsorption of airborne carriers. As the adsorption of 
these carriers can be slow, redistribution of charged species on the surface may 
be slow to react to domain wall motion leading to a transient non-equilibrium 
state that may account for the boundary velocity profile. Thus, the domain 
dynamics may be determined by the relationship between the rate of screening 
charge accumulation and intrinsic superdomain boundary velocity under the 
applied electric field. The same uncompensated depolarising field could be 
responsible for the relaxation of the superdomain boundary toward its initial 
position after the external field is turned off (see earlier Figure 3.15).

As a final note, no speculation has so far been made as to the possible 
sources of drag in the system that would account for the velocity damping 
component of the EoM. There is almost certainly a significant component that 
comes from disorder in the system, as identified by Triscone’s group creep 
dynamics studies [9]-[10], such as from oxygen vacancy defects or from any 
FIB processing remnants. Another interesting possible source of effective drag, 
in fact being topological in origin, arises from the fine a-c substructure of the 
superdomain boundary. In position/time PFM maps such as Figure 3.15 the 
boundaries are observed to have an oscillatory character originating from the 
coupled a-c domain substructure. Figure 3.26 shows how the amplitude of this 
corrugation is observed to increase when the boundary is set into motion by an 
external field. This boundary ‘roughening’ could be due to the a-subdomain 
boundary component advancing under field application whilst the c-subdomain 
boundaries are dragged along (c-subdomains are expected to be apathetic to 
application of a modest in-plane switching fields).

To summarise the investigation so far, PFM has been used to perform 
in-situ investigation of superdomain boundary dynamics under homogeneous 
external fields in thin single-crystalline lamellae of BaTi03. The nucleation, 
expansion, and annihilation, of superdomains (distinct bundles of a-c stripe 
domains) has been directly observed. The motion of superdomain boundaries 
was found to be closely analogous to ballistic projectile dynamics, as has been 
reported previously in separate studies. However, pure ballistic domain wall 
motion was ruled out on the grounds of being unphysical, primarily because 
the net boundary displacement depended crucially on the duration of d.c. field
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application. Instead, the observed boundary trajectories are proposed to 
originate from a time variation of the effective driving force for domain wall 
motion, resulting from interplay between applied and unscreened depolarising 
fields.

(b)

500nm

Figure 3.26 LPFM maps of a superdomain boundary comparing the extent of its 
oscillatory profile in zero-field (a) and for an applied in-plane d.c. field (Eapp) (b).
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Chapter 4

Superdomain flux-closure 
structures

In this chapter the long-term stability and relaxation of switched superdomain 
states is studied after the switching field has been removed. We will see that 
the strain-compensating ferroelastic subdomains, that so far have remained 
largely passive during ferroelectric switching, crucially enable the development 
of quadrant domain topologies not normally observed on the microscale. 
Vector PFM reveals that these quadrant domain patterns are flux-closing, 
unexpected in an electroded system. Nonetheless, an investigation of their 
growth dynamics after switching fields are removed suggests their formation is 
indeed driven by residual depolarising fields. This is the first time a mesoscale 
flux-closure domain structure has been unambiguously identified in 
ferroelectrics using vector PFM. This chapter features work carried out in 
collaboration with L. J. McGilly (QUB), P. Sharma (UNL), and A. Gruverman 
(UNL), and is published in:

R. G. P. McQuaid, L. J. McGilly, P. Sharma, A. Gruverman and J. M. Gregg, 
“Mesoscale flux-closure domain formation in single-crystal BaTiO^.”
Nat. Commun. 2:404 (2011).
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4.1 Flux-closure and vortex domains

Up to this point we have focused mainly on the appearance and switching of 
planar domains, commonplace in ferroic systems [1]. Whilst domain switching 
is a crucial consideration for device functionality in ferroelectric memories, how 
long term data retention is affected by thermodynamically preferred stable 
domain states in nanoscale geometries is equally paramount. This becomes 
particularly pertinent when we consider that the combined influences of shape 
and size of confining surfaces may lead to the generation of exotic domain 
topologies. Perhaps the simplest example that illustrates deviation from a 
simple stripe domain arrangement towards complexity is that of flux-closing 
quadrants. This domain configuration was predicted by Kittel in the 1940’s 
(Figure 4.1a) to form as a response to demagnetising fields in small 
ferromagnetic platelets [2], This pattern was nicely demonstrated 
experimentally in micrometre sized permalloy platelets using a combination of 
Lorentz microscopy and flux-line mapping [3] (Figure 4.1b) as well as in

Figure 4.1 (a) Predicted domain configuration in small magnetic platelets, after [2]. 
(b) Lorentz micrograph (left) and flux-line mapping (right) of domains in permalloy 
platelets of 2pm lateral size, after [3]. (c) Predicted vortex configuration in spheres 
with negligible crystallographic anisotropy, after [2]. (d) MFM mapping of vortex 
domains in 1pm permalloy disks, after [8]. The out-of-plane core magnetisation is 
identified by the bright/dark spot in the centre.
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ambient conditions using MFM [4]. With field stimulation, a rich display of 
dynamical behaviours can be accessed, ranging from oscillatory modes of 
domain wall motion [5] to precession of the core structure itself [6], suggesting 
these quadrant structures can behave as distinct topological entities in their 
own right.

In addition to quadrant closure patterns Kittel predicted that in 
spherical microdots, of relatively low crystallographic anisotropy, domain walls 
could be disposed of entirely in favour of a magnetisation vector that rotates 
continuously in space about a central core, generating a magnetic vortex 
(Figure 4.1c). Tentative early experimental evidence for such a vortex state 
came from switching data in sub-micron diameter discs [7]. However, it was by 
direct MFM imaging of the core signature associated with a vortex topology, 
where moments are forced out-of-plane, that vortex arrays could be 
unequivocally identified for the first time in 1pm diameter permalloy discs 
(Figure 4.Id) [8]. Wachowiak et al [9] subsequently used a less intrusive 
scanning probe technique to carry out a more detailed investigation of the core 
spin structure identifying a stable out-of-plane magnitised core spanning only 
~9nm in diameter.

Magnetic vortices are not the sole preserve of artificially patterned 
microstructures, but can even be observed naturally occurring in 
submicrometre sized magnetite islands; in each crystal the moments align to 
close flux across several neighbours, creating a large single vortex [10]. 
However, it is the now routine preparation of submicrometre soft circular 
ferromagnetic disks that has enabled magnetic vortex research to drive 
forward. Rigorous mapping of vortex steady state excitations [11], dynamics of 
polarisation/chirality switching [12],[13], and even excitations of 
magnetostatically coupled vortices [14], have become reality.

Whilst the study of closure and vortex domains has flourished in 
magnetics for over ten years, observation of the equivalent structures in the 
analogous ferroic subgroup of ferroelectrics has remained elusive until very 
recently. Interest had been sparked by atomistic simulations by Bellaiche and 
co-workers who predicted that for ultrathin ferroelectric films, having lateral 
dimensions of just a few nm, ferroelectricity could only be stabilised against 
surface-related depolarising fields by forming a flux-closed vortex dipole 
configuration [15],[16]. Expanding on this initial revelation, the modelled 
response of vortex configurations to external factors including temperature [17], 
external fields [18]-[21], lattice strains [22] and nanodot morphology [23],[24] 
have been explored. With such a body of work exploring ferroelectric vorticity
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2 (a) Instantaneous PFM mapped out-of-plane polarisation component at 
different stages of polarisation reversal in a 1 pm disk capacitor, after [29]. (b) 
Schematic of the spin (polarisation) structure in a skyrmion, after [31].

it is reassuring that various modelling approaches by other groups [25]-[28] are 
also converging on the conclusion that significant continuity in dipolar rotation 
is a likelihood in nanoscale ferroelectrics.

Modelling aside, the definitive evidence for existence of toroidal order in 
ferroelectrics lies with experimental observation. The first claim to the 
observation of ferroelectric vortices resulted from indirect measurements by 
Gruverman et al [29], not as a static equilibrium state, but as a transient state 
developed during switching. Here the VPFM contrast ‘movie’ captured during 
switching of thin Ipm diameter circular capacitors via stroboscopic PFM 
(Figure 4.2a) was recreated using modified Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert (LLG) 
equations. Complementary models reconstructing the behaviour of the in-plane 
polar component suggested development of a transient vortex state that 
mediated switching. However, any alternative switching mechanisms consistent 
with the modelled PFM contrast maps were not discussed. In fact, taking into 
account the experimentally observed out-of-plane switching along with the 
inferred in-plane vortex switching, a more complete description would be 
consistent with a transient ‘skyrmion’ switching model [30]. Skyrmions, 
beautifully demonstrated in magnetic Fe05Co0 5Si films [31], can be visualised as 
topological structures that combine both an in-plane vortex (in-plane polar 
rotation around core) and out-of-plane polar reversal, as illustrated 
schematically in Figure 4.2b. Whilst these exotic descriptions of capacitor
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Figure 4.3 (a) Reconstructed map showing atomic displacement vectors of Zr-Ti 
atoms (in PZT) from the centre of projected oxygen polyhedra revealing a continuous 
path in polarisation rotation at the interface, after [34]. (b) Pan-out TEM image 
showing the domain structure (top) in a BiFeO; thin-film and close-up of triangular 
domain region exhibiting continuous polar rotation, adapted from [35].

switching may seem attractive, the evolution of the out-of-plane PFM data 
could also be described by the less profound scenario of a 180° domain wall 
propagating around the capacitor [32]. A similar scheme to Gruverman et a/is 
employed in a study by Rodriguez et al [33], instead looking at static domain 
configurations, where both in- and out-of-plane PFM contrast of a large array 
of much smaller PZT nanocapacitors (50nm diameter) was mapped. Domain 
vorticity was inferred in capacitors whose PFM contrast matched that 
modelled for a vortex state. However, in this case, only a small population 
displayed the simulated vortex contrast suggesting that if vortices were indeed 
present they were not common. The most compelling evidence to date for 
domain vorticity comes from aberration corrected (Cs-) TEM studies in PZT 
[34] and BiFeO^ [35] thin films. In Jia et aJ’s study, images of a 180° domain 
wall intersecting with a non-compensating boundary reveal a continuous 
rotation of the dipole vector that closes flux over an area of order ~lnnr 
(Figure 4.3a). Similar observations have been made in CS-TEM studies of thin 
BiFe03 films where the appearance of flux-closing triangles terminating 109°
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walls, facilitated again by continuous polar rotation, correlate exactly with 
whether or not the substrate acts as an effective charge compensator (Figure 
4.3b). These landmark studies show that continuous dipolar rotation, an 
essential prerequisite to modelled vortex states, is indeed possible. Whilst 
domain vortex states have not been observed directly in isolation, such as in 
magnetic microdots, the observation of local continuous dipolar rotation on 
nanometer scales is encouraging since it is commensurate with the scales 
expected from the existing catalogue of vortex simulation literature.

In retrospect, the lack of direct observations of spontaneously occurring 
vortex states in ferroelectrics may not seem so surprising when we consider 
that observations of the vortex parent structure, flux-closure quadrants, 
remained just as elusive until very recently. This may be appreciated if we 
consider loosely treating ferroelectrics as special ferromagnets where 
crystallographic anisotropy dominates energetically over dipole exchange 
interactions. In this scenario we may expect that quadrant domain patterns, 
which in tetragonal ferroelectrics are high-stress structures that lead to large 
disclination strains [36], may only be stabilised over smaller lengthscales than 
in ferromagnets. This seems reasonable when we consider the stark contrast 
that exists between reports of nearly macroscopic sized closure-type domain 
patterns in bulk magnetic single crystals [37] with the total lack of equivalent 
observations in ferroelectrics at comparable scales. Indeed numerical 
simulations seeking ferroelectric flux-closure states (involving distinct domain 
boundaries) point to these structures being buried deep in the nanoscale [38]- 
[41]. Additionally, a simple calculation by Catalan [42], taking into account 
purely elastic considerations, reveals a critical size on the order of nanometres 
beyond which a quadrant configuration becomes no longer energetically viable. 
Although flux-closing quadrants are usually considered in the context of 2D 
thin films, as modelling moves towards 3D nanostructures [43],[44] (where 
significant depolarising fields are associated with all three sets of opposing 
surfaces), phase field modelling proposes elegant solutions such as six-domain 
closure structures that span multiple faces of the cube [44].

Since both the fabrication and characterisation of isolated ferroelectric 
structures on the small scales that are expected to display predicted closure 
and vortex topologies remains challenging (see for example the electron 
holography study by Schwarzman of synthesised BaTi03 nanocubes [45]), 
researchers at QUB have undertaken another approach. Here studies have been 
carried out in single crystal nanostructmes of BaTi03 [46],[47] and PZT [49]
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Figure 4.4 Scanning TEM images of BaTiO:j and PZT nanodots (a) and (b) 
respectively. The inferred domain polarisation configuration is schematically 
illustrated on the right in each case. Both show quadrant configurations but more 
subtle analysis reveals closure in PZT but a quadrupole centre-type pattern in 
BaTiO^. After [48] and [49].

looking at how groups of superdomains, typically consisting of correlated 
nanodomain stripe patterns spanning up to -micrometre areas, react to 
increasing surface confinement. As lateral size is reduced to the order of 
~100nm TEM studies reveal that quadrant structures can form, not however 
at the single domain level, but rather at the superdomain level where four 
distinct packets of stripe domains can be identified (Figure 4.4). In the BaTi03 
dots, whilst it is tempting to attribute flux closure to the observed quadrant 
pattern, consideration of the orientation of domain walls within neighbouring 
quadrants is more suggestive of net quadrant polarisations that point to, or 
away from, the structure core [48] (see right panel Figure 4.4a). Such a 
quadrupole domain configuration, whilst being able to exhibit a quadrant 
structure, does not facilitate a flux-closing dipole circuit. In a more recent 
rigorous study by McGilly and Gregg [49], PZT with a composition near the 
Morphotropic Phase Boundary (MPB) was used. Near MPB-PZT was 
deliberately chosen for having a weak crystallographic anisotropy in the hope 
of ‘encouraging’ dipolar rotation (away from the major crystallographic axes) 
driven by surface-related depolarising fields in the nanodots. As with the
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Figure 4.5 (a) Domain engineering using a biased AFM probe to create a chain of 
flux-closing domain circuits at the boundary between two packets of stripe domains in 
BiFeOs (top) and a schematic of the domain configuration (bottom), after [51]. (b) 
Creation of centre-type domain structures in BiFe03 by poling locally at a domain 
wall with a precisely positioned AFM tip, after [53].

BaTi03 dots however, TEM inspection revealed that quadrant arrangements of 
stripe domain packets prevailed (Figure 4.4b). Careful dark-field TEM 
analysis, combined with the basic assumption that an uncharged domain 
boundary configuration would be favoured, pointed to a closure type 
superdomain pattern where the net polarisation in each quadrant tracked a 
closed loop. Although the inferred net polarisations within each quadrant were 
not totally co-aligned with the nanodot edge, as required for complete flux- 
closure in this geometry, the domain configuration seemed convincingly driven 
by depolarising fields. In polycrystalline PZT thin-films, imaged in ambient 
conditions using PFM, Ivry et al [50] have observed a convergence of several 
stripe domain bundles upon a grain boundary, interpreting this as a flux- 
closure arrangement. Whilst this may be so, the interpretation of the dipole 
pattern presented appears inconclusive (or at least not unique). Also, with 
these films displaying a largely disordered distribution of domain packets in 
the as-grown state, claims of the observed complex domain pattern being a 
long-range correlated structure seem less convincing.

Beyond seeking naturally-forming closure and vortex type patterns, 
other groups have taken a more direct approach by trying to engineer these
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structures through domain manipulation. Balke and co-workers [51], cleverly 
exploiting the dual ferroelastic-ferroelectric ordering of BiFeO^, wrote domain 
patterns by simultaneously combining a locally applied bias with controlled 
motion of the writing probe. Large (micrometre) sized quadrant packets of 
stripe domains were created but at the centre, local reconstruction of the 
domain pattern occurred, seemingly to avoid a dipole closure configuration. 
Greater success was obtained at the rectilinear junction between two written 
stripe domain packets where a chain of (in-plane) polarisation closing domain 
circuits could be inferred (Figure 4.5a). In a follow-up study [52], such closure 
structures exhibited large local current signals (measured via conducting AFM) 
originating from the quadrant core region and was deemed the hallmark of a 
ferroelectric vortex. Insufficient PFM resolution prevented a conclusive 
diagnostic but with recent TEM evidence of continuous rotation at domain 
junctions (in PZT and BiFeO^) the existence of a vortex core, at the junction 
where the four domain wails meet, remains a possibility. Ivry et al [50] have 
also attempted to engineer flux-closure structures by switching blocks of 
ferroelastic domains in their PZT films; however, the resolved net polarisation 
inferred for each block of stripe domains actually appears to point towards the 
centre of the structure, resulting in a centre-type pattern. Using a more precise 
approach, Nagarajan and co-workers [53] found that ‘centre-type’ domains 
(where the polarisation in each quadrant points to, or away from, the core) 
could be repeatably generated when a biasing AFM probe was positioned over 
a domain wall in BiFeOa (Figure 4.5b), breaking the radial symmetry of the 
probe field profile. Evidence for transient closure-type patterns was also 
obtained but subsequent rapid decay of the structure precluded conclusive 
identification.

In short, whilst experimental studies into novel nanoscale dipole 
topologies have been largely unable to keep up with predictions by the 
modelling community, the resulting effort has nonetheless unearthed 
interesting and unexpected domain configurations generated by either 
naturally-occurring depolarising fields or manual domain manipulation.
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4.2 Observation of flux-closure 
super domains in BaTiOs

Up to now we have seen how ferroelectric switching is accommodated by 
redistribution of oriented packets of ferroelastic subdomains in a superdomain 
structure. Considering just the in-plane polar component of the ferroelastic 
domains the switching process was seen to be completely analogous to the 
classic 180° switching picture, involving largely rectilinear superdomain 
boundaries. A partially relaxed superdomain remanent state observed after 
planar switching is displayed in Figure 4.6. Rather curiously, if we allow the 
domain structure further time to relax (in the absence of applied fields) we 
begin to notice the appearance of a triangular domain pattern at the top of one 
of the boundaries proximal to the electrode (Figure 4.7a). Given further time, 
in this case on the order of hours, another triangular domain structure is seen 
to develop at the base of the boundary (Figure 4.7b). In order to characterise 
these peculiar relaxed domain patterns vector-PFM was carried out, centred on 
the boundary region. The first thing that becomes startling clear when looking 
at Figure 4.8 is that the system has relaxed into a quadrant structure spanning 
micrometres in lateral size. Figure 4.8c shows a three-dimensional rendition of 
combined LPFM amplitude, with phase overlaid, of this structure, illustrating 
that the solid ‘block’ regions of single phase dominate the amplitude signal; 
this phase information is thereby relied on for allocation of the in-plane polar 
component of each quadrant. By this means it can be identified that the 
quadrant structure facilitates in-plane flux closure and by overlaying the stripe

(a)

r_9l

Ipm

(b)

Figure 4.6 LPFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) of a remanent state after removal of 
the planar switching field. VPFM of the inset dashed-box region is presented revealing 
the stripe configuration within the superdomain.
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Figure 4.7 (a) LPFM amplitude (left) and phase (right) images minutes after field 
removal showing a partially formed quadrant structure (for the left-hand boundary), 
(b) LPFM amplitude (left) and phase (right) several hours later showing a more 
developed quadrant structure.

detail from the vector-PFM scans the complete stripe topology of the closure 
quadrants is reproduced (Figure 4.8d).

Taking note of the detectable polarisation components in LPFM (i.e. in
plane and orthogonal to the cantilever axis) and the assigned in-plane 
polarisation directions for each quadrant (see Figure 4.8a,b) using the block 
regions of uniform phase, the observed stripe contrast is actually not expected 
(v'.e. zero amplitude ideally) in this mode of imaging. Therefore the observed 
low-amplitude stripe contrast is suspected to originate from lamella miscut 
and/or minor relative misrotation of the cantilever (he. cantilever not exactly 
parallel to <100>pc type direction). For more details see Appendix 2. Despite 
the subtle means by which the stripe topology appears in LPFM, stripes are 
confirmed unambiguously by VPFM. Whilst LPFM provides compelling 
evidence for in-plane flux-closure, the local orientations of the c-subdomains 
within each quadrant is not always so apparent. In the previous chapter the 
integrity of the VPFM phase information was brought under scrutiny because 
it failed to identify the expected phase reversal associated with flexurally 
detected in-plane domains across 180°-type superdomain boundaries. The same 
concerns are again pertinent here, in this case regarding the orientation of the 
c-subdomain polarisation in the newly developed top/bottom quadrant
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Figure 4.8 LPFM images of the quadrant domain structure for two orthogonal 
cantilever orientations (a) and (b). The dashed line in (a) tracks the boundary 
between the quadrants and the arrows denote relative in-plane polarisation component 
orientation of the labelled domains, (c) 3-dimensional representation of the LPFM 
amplitude map with phase overlay from (a) indicating that the regions of uniform 
phase contrast (block regions) dominate in the amplitude signal over the striped 
regions. The block regions are therefore used for allocating polar vectors, (d) Parent 
stripe structure of the quadrants is revealed by overlaying PFM amplitude images 
which display the stripes from opposing quadrants (lateral mode amplitude image 
corresponding to phase in (a) and an orthogonally scanned vertical mode image are 
used for clarity).

triangles. In fact, in Appendix 3 it is shown that flexural contributions from in
plane polarised subdomains can mask the signal of true out-of-plane polarised 
domains in VPFM mode. Nonetheless we can still speculate on the 
c-subdomain behaviour around the in-plane closure circuit. If the c-subdomain 
orientation throughout the lamella is defined by the charge species of available 
airborne carriers then complicated segmented superdomain boundaries are 
likely. As suggested by the switching dynamics study in the last chapter, 
continuous boundaries seem more intuitive; nonetheless the boundary structure
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may be non-trivial. Visualisation in three dimensions is particularly challenging 
considering that stripe domains in each quadrant will slope through the 
thickness along {101}pc type planes to maintain charge neutrality. In Figure 4.9 
a possible schematic of the dipole configuration is constructed using the 
assumptions that: the superdomain boundary adjoining the flux-closure 
quadrants is a continuous 180°-type boundary, the boundaries at -45° to the 
lamellar edges are continuous 90°-type boundaries and, in general, charged 
boundaries are avoided at the fine- and superdomain scales.

There are two issues related to the formation of this flux-closure 
structure that merit particular discussion. Firstly, that a flux-closing domain 
geometry (that minimises depolarising fields) forms in a system where mobile 
screening charges should be available, via the electrodes, seems counter
intuitive. Secondly, this relatively large-scale flux-closure object forms 
consistently upon relaxation after switching in several samples; its presence is 
obvious and clearly related to quadrant flux-closure. Yet prior investigations 
seeking closure states in ferroelectrics have had to rely on direct writing of 
topological defects [51]-[53] or on pre-established microstructure [50]. Why are 
the flux-closure quadrant structures observed here so obvious and yet in 
previous work they have been so difficult to find?

With regards to the first point, it is worth noting that the electron- 
beam deposited electrodes used in our work have a resistivity reported to be 
six orders of magnitude higher than bulk platinum [54]. It may be possible that 
these electrodes, whilst allowing the application of a switching voltage to the 
BaTi03, are insufficiently conducting to provide effective charge compensation 
after the voltage has been removed. Depolarising fields can therefore develop, 
prompting domain reorientation/redistribution. With regards to the second 
issue, it is very likely that the interior stripe domain structure within each 
quadrant in the flux-closure object is vital for stabilising the structure against 
disclination stresses that are expected to develop at the quadrant boundaries. 
Without these shape conserving domains, flux-closure states should be subject 
to hoop stresses, the magnitude of which increase with the physical size of the 
flux-closure objects [46], illustrated in Figure 4.10. While the almost free
standing geometry investigated here clearly allows 90° shape compensating 
domains to form, this is not the case in most experimental investigations. This 
crucial requirement of a stress-relieving ferroelastic striped domain structure 
can be nicely contextualised by again referring to Catalan et aJ’s simple 
calculation [42], Their rationale, that beyond a few nm in size the large 
internal stresses associated with a quadrant geometry makes it energetically
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Figure 4.9 A possible reconstruction of the fine-scale dipole orientations within each 
subdomain for a quadrant structure such as in Figure 4.8d using assumptions 
described in the text. Blue shaded subdomains are in-plane polarised and white 
shaded are out-of-plane polarised (associated arrows indicate polar orientation). The 
inferred 180°-type and 90°-type superdomain boundaries are indicated in red and 
green respectively. 90° subdomain boundaries are indicated in black whilst dotted 
black lines indicate the inferred projected position of the subdomain walls sloping 
through the thickness to maintain charge neutrality.
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more feasible to introduce additional domain walls, is consistent with the 
observed detailed stripe substructure in these expanding microscale quadrants. 
With the salient features of these quadrant geometries mapped it seems fitting 
to conduct a more thorough survey of the dynamics of growth of these 
structures, especially considering the curiously slow rate at which they develop.

Figure 4.10 Schematic illustration showing the disclination stresses that would develop 
in a closure structure as cooled from above Tc (a) into the ferroelectric state (b), 
adapted from [46]. (c) Schematic illustration of how these stresses are alleviated by 
internal ferroelastic fine-domain structure (white shaded domains have out-of-plane 
polarisation). White arrows are in-plane polarisation directions in each 
quadrant/stripe.

4.3 Dynamics of flux-closure super domains

In order to probe the dynamics of growth of these quadrant structures, samples 
were initially prepoled by an ex-situ set-pulse of 10V into a mono-superdomain 
state. At this point the sample was inserted into the AFM system so that, by 
monitoring domain evolution in PFM mode, a ‘movie’ sequence of images could 
be obtained. This permitted study of the dynamics of the subsequent 
relaxation into a closure geometry. Due to the lead time in inserting the 
sample into the AFM system and the time associated with high-resolution data 
capture, the first image capture could only be obtained ~30minutes after the 
initial pre-poling voltage pulse.
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4.3.1 Overview of the results

In the previous section (4.2) it was highlighted that the development of flux- 
closure structures relied upon the presence of superdomain boundaries in the 
system. Since there is an element of randomness to the position where 
backswitched superdomain boundaries re-nucleate after fully poling, the 
subsequent growth kinetics of flux-closure structures is not always observed to 
be the same from one experiment to the next, even within the same sample. 
For this reason the poling process, followed by in-situ observation of domain 
relaxation, was repeated many times in order to survey the whole range of 
stable states that could be achieved, along with their kinetic evolution. Two 
main factors determined the precise details of the final closure configuration 
that was adopted: firstly, the number of superdomain boundaries that appear 
in the lamella immediately during backswitching, and secondly, the fact that 
the growth is driven primarily by depolarising fields and therefore halts once 
they are obviated. In practice, the latter point means that at soon as the 
closure structures span across the entire ferroelectric/electrode interface no 
depolarising field, and therefore no driving force, should remain. A few distinct 
cases could be identified, these are summarised schematically in Figure 4.11 
and the details of their kinetics is discussed in greater detail in the following 
sections. The most common observed case is when two domain walls are 
injected into the system following the nucleation of a single backswitched 
domain (Figure 4.11a,b). This is presumably a byproduct of the lamella 
dimensions and nucleation rate. Flux-closing triangles are seen to develop 
along both boundaries (Figure 4.11c) but very often one of these structures 
would grow larger at the expense of the other (Figure 4. lid). Sometimes 
however, both structures would develop and a more symmetric double closure 
pattern would be observed (Figure 4.lie). The other scenario that can occur is 
when only a single superdomain boundary remains in the system after 
relaxation from poling (i.e. the other nucleated boundary is flushed out 
through a sidewall). In this case only a single closure structure develops 
(Figure 4.11f-i). In very rare cases this single closure structure continues to 
grow by rotation of the structure by 90° (Figure 4.11j-k). In the following 
section the dynamics of growth of a single closure is first discussed before 
looking at cases where double closure structures develop.
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Figure 4.11 (a) - (e) Schematic illustrating process of nucleation of a reverse polarised 
nucleus which stabilises two superdomain boundaries and subsequently leads to 
development of two anti-chiral flux-closure patterns, (f) - (i) Schematic of the scenario 
where growth of a back polarised nucleus leads to only one superdomain boundary 
being stabilised (due to near/from free-edge nucleation) and subsequent development 
of single flux-closure pattern. (j),(k) In rare cases the structure can be seen to 
continue expanding by rotating by 90°.



4.3.2 Rapid development of single flux-closure

Figure 4.12a panels 1-4 graphically summarises the scenario where growth of a 
single closure structure is observed developing along a superdomain boundary. 
From even the earliest stages we can see that the orthogonally oriented set of 
stripes that facilitate closure along the electrode edge are already ‘seeded’. The 
subsequent growth of the closure object involves two main processes: firstly, 
the growth of these stripes from the edge towards the centre, and secondly, a 
migration of the adjoining boundary from the extremities of the closure 
structure towards its centre to produce a more symmetric quadrant geometry 
on the whole. A second boundary near the right edge of the lamella

(cl) pan (^)

Figure 4.12 (a) LPFM image sequence showing evolution of instantaneous domain 
configuration as a function of time after ex-situ poling, (b) Plotting the vertex 
separation extracted from images in (a) (identified as ‘x’ in close-up panel) as a 
function of time showing a decrease in the rate of growth of the flux-closure 
configuration. Numbered data points refer to the corresponding image panels in (a).
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can be observed but remains largely inactive and does not seem to significantly 
affect the growth of the neighbouring quadrant structure. We can attempt to 
map quantitatively the development of the quadrant structure by tracking the 
length of the adjoining boundary (identified in Figure 4.12a close-up panel) as 
a function of time. The length of the boundary, as measured between the 
vertices where the superdomain boundary meets the quadrant triangles, is seen 
to decrease as the quadrants develop, plotted in Figure 4.12b. A striking 
feature of the plot is that the rate of growth of the quadrant structure appears 
fastest at early stages of growth and begins to slow down thereafter. Within 1- 
2 hours the structure appears to stabilise with no further resolvable changes 
over an observation period of 4 hours. The implication that quadrant growth 
slows down as it continues to develop is commensurate with the proposed 
model of a flux-closing configuration that forms in reaction to depolarising 
fields. As the quadrants expand this leads to more effective compensation of 
the depolarising field which acts as the driving force for the closure domain 
pattern. An equilibrium situation is expected when the depolarising field is 
obviated and no significant driving force remains to drive further quadrant 
development. This appears to be the case in Figure 4.12b after 1-2 hours have 
elapsed.

4.3.3 Long-term development of single flux-closure 
structure

In general, all observations of the early stage development of single flux-closure 
structures show a rapid development with dramatic growth occurring over 
timescales of minutes to a few hours. There can however, be some variation in 
the final configuration adopted when observations are made over longer 
timescales. Figure 4.13 shows a separate observation of a single closure 
structure made ~3 days after initial poling. The domain configuration is very 
similar to that in Figure 4.12 except that in this case the closure triangles have 
continued to grow until they actually meet. In doing so the adjoining boundary 
appears to be annihilated (within PFM resolution limits). The two quadrant 
vertices are now coincident (as in Figure 4.13c schematic) and there appears to 
be a core structure. Although this meeting point may seem like quite a natural 
place for the quadrant growth to halt, this is not always the case. In Figure 
4.14b, for example, the quadrants are seen to continue growing beyond the 
point where the vertices meet. Crucially, this is facilitated by regeneration of
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Figure 4.13 (a) LPFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) captured with cantilever at 45° to 
lamellar edges displays the complete stripe topology in one scan. Here the quadrants 
have grown such that the boundary that initially adjoins the quadrants has 
disappeared. The LPFM phase information allows unambiguous assignment of in
plane flux-closure. Black dotted arrows indicated sensed component of in-plane 
polarisation whilst coloured arrows denote net in-plane polar component for that 
quadrant. The comparison to Kittel’s predicted quadrant geometry (c) is striking. Also 
note that the structure is energetically equivalent with all polarisations inverted by 
180°.
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Figure 4.14 (a) Plot of vertex separation versus time showing transition between two 
growth regimes inferred from PFM maps shown in (b). In (a) the green region 
corresponds to the schematic boundary orientation illustrated in green in (b), panel 1. 
The blue region corresponds to the rotated boundary orientation illustrated in blue, 
panel 3. Numbered data points in (a) correspond to vertex separation measurements 
taken from the respective numbered panel in (b).
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the adjoining boundary except that it develops at 90° to its original 
orientation. This provides a means for the quadrant structure to continue 
expanding laterally (in the direction parallel to the electrodes) to a limited 
extent. In Figure 4.14a the dynamics of these two distinct growth modes, 
where the boundary separating the vertices is oriented perpendicular to, then 
subsequently parallel to, the electrodes, is plotted as a function of time for the 
case in question. The limited time-resolved data available after the top and 
bottom quadrants have coalesced suggests that any long-term development of 
this growth mode is slow, certainly not as dramatic as the early-time 
development directly after the pre-pole pulse nor, in this case, to the extent in 
which the total domain geometry is transformed. It is likely that the 
comparatively slow growth rate is related to the diminished depolarising field 
(driving force) i.e the sample is likely in a pseudo-equilibrium state. However, 
it is also not clear whether or not it is more difficult to expand the quadrant 
geometry via this growth mode.

4.3.4 Topological rotation of flux-closure structure

Figure 4.14 indicates that after the quadrants coalesce any further 
development of the rotated topology seems slow. It is also a concern that any 
remnant driving force i.e. depolarising field, could be so minor by this stage as 
to be easily offset by effects related to the biased scanning probe rastering over 
the domain pattern. With this in mind, in order to ensure full development 
under these delicate conditions a sample was pre-poled into the single-flux 
closure state (i.e. with only one superdomain boundary initially present in the 
lamella) and then left unscanned for ~8 days. Figure 4.15 compares the 
observed single domain state before and after the waiting period. It is 
immediately apparent that the domain structure has undergone a drastic 
transformation. The boundary that was initially oriented perpendicular to the 
electrodes appears now appears to be oriented parallel. As a result the 
quadrant topology has essentially been rotated by 90°; the in-situ PFM images 
shown previously in Figure 4.14 suggests this to occur by reorganisation of the 
superdomain boundaries that delineate the quadrants, rather than by the 
migration (and rotation) of whole domain packets themselves. Figure 4.15c and 
d attempt to schematically illustrate the growth of the quadrants. Extension of 
the single closure structure can be seen to reduce the area of charge 
uncompensated surface (parallel to the electrodes). The rotated quadrant 
topology in Figure 4.15b seems highly asymmetric (a more symmetric
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arrangement would have the boundary centred between the electrodes), 
however it is very likely that the stripe arrangement also develops under the 
electrodes right up to the free edge of the lamella (the presumed source of 
uncompensated bound charge). Therefore, the whole structure may not be as 
asymmetric as implied by the restricted field of view in Figure 4.15b.

Figure 4.15 (a) LPFM amplitude image of a lamella exhibiting a single closure 
structure with no other obvious superdomain boundaries present, schematically 
illustrated in (c). (b) After 8 days, the closure geometry appears to have topologically 
rotated. The top inset shows close-up LPFM amplitude of the rotated composite 
boundary and the bottom inset is PFM phase corresponding to the amplitude in (b), 
still consistent with in-plane flux closure. In (c) and (d) black arrows denote in-plane 
polarisation directions in each quadrant and the green arrow denotes the direction of 
depolarising field associated with uncompensated bound surface charges.

4.3.5 Double flux-closure patterns

So far we have looked at the dynamics of flux-closure development when only 
a single closure structure is observed to grow. In fact, based on studies of 
superdomain nucleation and switching in the previous chapter, it is more 
common to stabilise two separate superdomain boundaries resulting from a 
single backswitching nucleation event after complete poling. Under these 
conditions the growth of two distinct flux-closure structures may be observed, 
one associated with each superdomain boundary. An example of this scenario 
is shown in Figure 4.16, the most marked feature being that the two closure
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geometries appear to grow at comparable rates. It is also noteworthy that even 
after 20 hours there is no observed coalescence of the quadrants, the 
superdomain boundaries joining the quadrant triangles can still be observed. 
The quadrant structures are both quite developed but do not appear to be 
highly symmetric. Nonetheless, the final observed configuration seems 
commensurate with the thesis adopted so far that the primary objective of 
these structures is to cover as much of the long edge of the lamella as possible, 
alleviating in-plane depolarising fields. Once this is achieved (to the extent 
possible), the growth halts. Furthermore, in-plane vector-PFM of the double 
quadrant structure (Figure 4.17) indeed confirms that both domain structures 
are flux-closing, but also, rather elegantly, that they have opposite chirality 
with regards sense of rotation of the in-plane polar vector. This is because they 
each share the central superdomain as part of the flux-closing circuit and this 
determines the chirality that each quadrant structure should develop to ensure 
that the superdomain boundaries remain largely macroscopically uncharged. 
What is perhaps most remarkable is that this shows, for the first time on the 
microscale in ferroelectrics, a departure from Kittel’s classic 180° stripe domain

(a) j (b)

Time (hours)

Figure 4.16 (a) LPFM amplitude showing development of double closure pattern after 
pre-poling. Panel 2 was taken approximately 7hrs after panel 1. The green and black 
arrows identify the measured vertex separations corresponding to the left-hand (LH) 
and right-hand (RH) quadrant structures plotted as a function of time in (b). 
Measured data points from panels 1 and 2 are indicated at the numbered timesteps in 
(b). Uncertainty bars are the same for both series but only plotted for one data set for 
clarity.
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Figure 4.17 (a) LPFM amplitude showing a stabilised double closure pattern, (b) and 
(e) are high resolution scans of each closure structure with respective LPFM phase 
data (c) and (d) allowing the sense of polar rotation around the quadrant to be 
identified. Using the phase information allows the schematic in (f) to be constructed 
which reveals the two closure structure are anti-chiral with regards the sense of 
polarisation rotation around each quadrant (chirality denoted by red and green 
arrows).

pattern as a response to depolarising fields, opting instead for a system of flux 
‘capped’ stripe domains. This sort of domain system where regular arrays of 
flux-closing circuits cap 180° domains at free surfaces has been predicted at the 
unit cell level [39],[40] and is suspected to explain how 180° domain walls in 
unit-cell thick ferroelectric layers in PbTiC^/SrTiC^ superlattices seem
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surprisingly difficult to annihilate [55],[56]. However, the present observations 
exhibit the equivalent superstructure on the much larger microscale, made 
energetically viable against elastic stresses by the ferroelastic substructure. 
Furthermore, from the earliest predictions [57] and observations in magnetics 
[37] right through to sophisticated unit-cell level models in ferroelectrics 
[39],[40], neighbouring closure domain circuits in these closure-type stripes 
consistently display opposite chiralities.

4.3.6 Further considerations affecting growth kinetics

By this point it is clear that uncompensated depolarising fields are the primary 
driving force for the development of closure domains in these lamellae. 
Additionally, the precise pathway to achieving flux-closure appears largely 
influenced by the initial superdomain boundary configuration. Further insights 
may also be gleaned from studies by Srolovitz and Scott looking at the 
stability and evolution of specific topological vertex patterns. Using statistical 
mechanical Potts and clock models they ask whether a four-fold vertex 
structure is more, or less, thermodynamically stable than two connected three
fold vertices. The outcome depends on the specific model assumed but 
essentially depends on whether a core singularity is seen to be energetically 
favoured over a 180° boundary that separates the quadrants. These two 
scenarios are illustrated in Figure 4.18a,b. For superdomain boundaries in the 
present experiments, both of these scenarios are observed at different stages 
during the kinetic evolution of the quadrant structure. The vertex coalescence 
process illustrated in Figure 4.18a is observed during the rapid initial stages of 
the growth whilst the reverse breakup process, illustrated in Figure 4.18b, is 
observed during cases where the structure has topologically rotated 90°. This 
may suggest that the four-fold vertex (c.f. Figure 4.13) state may in fact be 
only metastable, facilitating a transition between two equivalent (but 
orthogonally oriented) three-fold vertex patterns. A less exotic solution is that 
this process occurs purely as a by-product of offsetting depolarising fields in 
the most efficient manner possible, such that the details of boundary energetics 
may only be a secondary consideration.

An additional corollary of Scott and Srolovitz description based on 
topological arguments is that 3-fold vertex patterns should only be observed 
having a specific angle distribution of 90°, 135° and 135°, as indicated in 
Figure 4.18b [58]. The origin of this angle distribution can be appreciated by
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Figure 4.18 (a) Coalescence of two three-fold vertices into a single four-fold vertex as 
described by the Clock model in [58]. Red arrows denote dipole orientations in each 
quadrant, (b) Breakup of a four-fold vertex into a pair of connected three-fold vertices 
as described in the Potts model. Predicted vertex angles are also indicated, (c) 
Representation of the evolution of a single closure structure in a vertex schematic 
where a four-fold vertex is can be observed as the transition point between the two 
energetically equivalent three-fold vertex states.

considering the splitting of a four-fold vertex (consisting of four 90° 
intersections) into two connected three-fold vertices where two of the 90° 
vertices are preserved. Because the reverse process of coalescence is also 
topologically equivalent it is therefore more appropriate to consider the two 
resulting three-fold vertices as split members of a single four-fold vertex. This 
is an important distinction, since two isolated 3-fold vertices, having an equal 
angle distribution of 120°, is predicted by Janovec to be forbidden in 
ferroelectrics [59]. Looking at the data, in cases where a relatively symmetric 
pseudo-equilibrium quadrant geometry has developed, the vertices can exhibit 
angles consistent to within ±5° of Scott and Srolovitz’ predicted distributions 
(Figure 4.19a). Furthermore, in the majority of cases where the vertices have 
coalesced to form a single four-fold vertex junction, all four angles are close to 
90° (Figure 4.19b). However, it is important to note that in some cases, 
particularly during the rapid stages of growth, the quadrant geometries can be 
very asymmetric and the vertex angles deviate significantly from the predicted 
values (e.g. Figure 4.12a, panels 1 and 2). Furthermore, that these angle
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Figure 4.19 (a) A quadrant structure where all four angles exhibit vertex angles of 
90°. (b) A split 4-fold vertex quadrant structure showing vertex angle distribution 
predicted in [58] to within 5° tolerance.

distributions are not strictly enforced may be related to the fact that we are 
not dealing with single domain walls here, but rather more complicated 
composite boundaries composed of many segments; this likely accounts for an 
element of stochastic behaviour in the observed boundary profiles. At first 
thought this does not seem compatible with the electrostatic boundary 
conditions expected at the quadrant boundaries. In the absence of any fine 
ferroelastic substructure the 90° boundaries between quadrants would be 
expected to be oriented strictly along <110>IX. directions (i.e. at 45° to the 
lamella sides) to ensure charge neutrality. This consideration, based purely on 
electrostatics, would actually produce the same expected vertex configuration 
as predicted by Scott and Srolovitz (who used solely topological 
considerations). However McGilly [60] has shown that as long as these 
electrostatic conditions are fulfilled locally across the fine-scale a subdomain 
boundaries the macroscopic junctions between neighbouring packets of ac- 
domains need not be so strictly oriented. As long as these electrostatic 
conditions are fulfilled at the local level, topological constraints may then 
become more obvious in determining the thermodynamically stable 
super domain geometry, and its precise vertex arrangement.
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One factor that is important to the range of final closure states 
attainable in the system, but has not been discussed explicitly, is lamella 
aspect ratio. In a study of magnetic flux-closure states in micrometre sized 
rectangular slabs [61], reducing the lateral size aspect ratio to 1:1 was 
accompanied by a transformation of the quadrant-adjoining vertex into a 
vortex state i.e. a core singularity. In TEM studies of ferroelectric BaTi03 
platelets a quadrant feature whose position depended on aspect ratio was also 
observed [48]. In both studies the transformations could be described as a 2nd 
order phase transition and an effective controlling thermodynamic variable 
could in each case be identified that was intimately linked to the aspect ratio. 
In the present experiments the lateral dimensions of the lamella are such that 
backswitching is carried out by growth of a single nucleation event, often 
leading to the development of a double-closure structure. This suggests that by 
tuning the aspect ratio of the lamella the number of nucleations, and therefore 
the number of superdomain boundaries in the system, could be used to control 
the number of closure structures that subsequently develop. Could reducing 
the lateral dimensions of the lamella and making it square in shape promote 
stabilisation of a single four-fold vertex structure rather that the two 3-fold 
vertex pattern commonly observed? Also, recognising that the double-closure 
configuration is precisely equivalent to the classic Landau-Kittel ‘capped’ 180° 
type domain archetype [57], would instead increasing the aspect ratio support 
more closure structures (by virtue of generating more superdomain boundaries) 
as this picture would suggest? If a lamella was made with an aspect ratio 
sufficiently large such that two reverse nucleations occurred, and therefore four 
superdomain boundaries would result, four closure structures could be 
anticipated.

4.4 Conclusions

We are now in a position where we can summarise the main features of 
superdomain switching dynamics in BaTi03 from nucleation right through to 
long-term equilibrium states. In the majority of cases after a set-pulse flushes 
out all superdomain boundaries, a backswitched superdomain nucleus appears 
leaving two distinct superdomain boundaries after propagating across the 
interelectrode gap. Subsequently, under the presumed influence of remnant 
depolarising fields originating from the lamellar edge parallel to the electrodes, 
these boundaries are seen to develop flux-closing triangles that minimise 
charged surface area. We also noted, in the less frequent case where only one
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Figure 4.20 (a) The three domain arrangements considered in Kittel’s study 
investigating the minimum energy of different domain configurations as a function of 
film thickness. T shows flux-closure stripes, ‘If shows conventional 180° stripes and 
‘III’ shows an in-plane magnetised monondomain. (b) Calculated energy of domain 
configurations as a function of film thickness. After [2].

superdomain boundary remained in the lamella after pre-poling, a single flux- 
closing structure would typically develop. On very rare cases this single closure 
structure could attempt to offset depolarising fields by topological rotation of 
the flux-closure geometry by 90°, however this seemed to occur over much 
longer timescales. The role of topological constraints in determining the precise 
pathways to achieving flux-closure were considered but seemed only secondary 
to the primary drive of offsetting depolarising fields as efficiently as possible. 
Manipulating lamella aspect ratio to determine the number of flux-closure 
structures that could be supported was considered as a possible avenue for 
future investigations.

Considering the observation of closure domains in a broader context, 
Kittel has studied the minimum energy of different magnetic domain 
configurations as a function of film thickness (Figure 3.2) [2]. The possible 
configurations studied (for a film with preferred magnetisation out-of-plane) 
included pure 180° domain stripes, flux-closing ‘capped’ domain stripes and a 
monodomain with polarisation in-plane. Which configuration was energetically 
preferred depended on the thickness, or more specifically, the dimension over 
which the demagnetising field developed. The present investigation has
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identified a closure-stripes type configuration for the lateral dimensions 
studied; however it would be very interesting to see the equivalent plot for 
ferroelectrics explored as a function of lateral thickness over which the 
equivalent depolarising field develops.
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Chapter 5

The influence of morphological 
complexity on switching 
behaviour in BaTi03 nanowires

At this point in the thesis we redirect interest from simply mapping the 
dynamics and topology of switched ferroelectric domain states that emerge 
naturally and place emphasis on their control. As part of an ongoing 
programme at QUB studying how reduced dimensionality and morphological 
complexity affects switching in ferroelectric systems, here we look at how 
‘antinotches’ (protrusions) patterned along the nanowire length affect domain 
switching. This is a follow-up experiment to an earlier study on how notches 
affect switching dynamics in FIBed BaTi03 nanowires; notches were found to 
enhance switching {i.e. reduce coercive field). Inferences on how switchability is 
altered by the presence of antinotches (compared to straight nanowires) are 
made by electrical characterisation techniques, specifically capacitance-voltage 
hysteresis and Rayleigh analysis measurements. The results can be explained, 
in a manner completely consistent with that for notches, in terms of the 
modelled inhomogeneous field distribution associated with the patterned wire 
geometry. This chapter includes work published in:

R. G. P. McQuaid, L.-W. Chang and J. M. Gregg “The effect of antinotches on 
domain wall mobility in single crystal ferroelectric nanowires.” Nano Lett. 10, 
3566-3571 (2010).
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This chapter also references other publications involving the present author 
associated with work carried out as part of an earlier MSci project (also at 
QUB). These are:

M. McMillen, R. G. P. McQuaid, S. C. Haire, C. D. McLaughlin, L. W. 
Chang, A. Schilling and J. M. Gregg “The influence of notches on domain 
dynamics in ferroelectric nanowires.” Appl. Phys Lett. 96, 042904 (2010),

R. G. P. McQuaid, M. McMillen, L.-W. Chang, A. Gruverman and J. M. 
Gregg “Domain wall propagation in meso- and nanoscale ferroelectrics.” J. 
Phys.: Cond. Matter 2A, 024204 (2012).

5.1 Patterned ferromagnetic nano wires

Over the last decade there has been a dramatic surge of interest in how 
domain walls propagate along magnetic nanowire circuits. This has been driven 
partly in the hope that new data storage technologies and logic circuits will 
emerge that exploit the ability to precisely control domain wall motion using 
magnetic fields or, more practically, spin-polarised current pulses. In soft 
patterned magnetic microstructures an additional level of control stems from 
the fact that equilibrium magnetisation configurations depend not only on 
intrinsic material parameters, but also crucially on geometry e.g. in the 
elongated wire structures discussed herein, the magnetisation is often seen to 
be axial. By altering the local geometry via constrictions and protrusions along 
the wire the precise potential landscape through which domain walls move can 
be locally tuned [1]. This idea is a core tenet of Parkin’s ambitious magnetic 
‘race track’ memory concept [2] (Figure 5.1a-c). Comprised of nanowire 
structures extending above the substrate, written domains (the storage element 
bits) are driven in a conveyor belt-like fashion to be addressed by read/write 
heads at the base of the structure. Equispaced ‘notches’ patterned along the 
wire serve as geometric domain wall pinning sites to preserve the discrete 
spacing and positioning of the encoded domains. Figure 5.2 shows how domain 
walls are shunted between notch sites by current pulses directed through the 
wire, exploiting an exotic momentum transfer mechanism between a spin- 
polarised current and domain walls which drives their motion.

There has been substantial effort by Parkin’s team toward realisation of 
this concept, in particular focusing on the dynamic interaction of domain walls 
with engineered pinning sites under d.c. current pulses [3],[4], Remarkably,
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Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic of magnetic racetrack based on a vertical-standing nanowire 
geometry. Blue and red regions denote encoded domains. Current pulses shunt the 
domain train down towards the read/write heads illustrated in (b). (c) The vertical 
array allows close-packed structures whilst exploiting the vertical dimension to 
maximise storage capacity, (d) A d.c. sub-depinning threshold current (top left) is 
unable to release a trapped domain wall from its pinning potential (bottom left). 
Pulse duration and separation can be tuned (top right) to resonantly enhance domain 
wall vibrations allowing their escape from the same pinning potential (bottom right). 
Adapted from [2].
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Figure 5.2 (a),(b) MFM contrast of domain walls trapped at a triangular notch in a 
permalloy nanowire. Dark or bright domain wall contrast signifies (magnetic) charge 
associated with either head-to-head or tail-to-tail domain walls, (c) Injected current 
pulses cause two domain walls to move in the same direction where an applied 
magnetic field would be expected to move them towards each other, (d) The motion 
of a single domain wall back and forth along the wire (schematically illustrated, top) 
is monitored. The current pulse direction was reversed in the ninth MFM image from 
the top. After [2],
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precise tailoring of the duration and separation of nanosecond pulses even 
allows sub-depinning magnitude currents to resonantly amplify domain wall 
vibrations within their potential wells and set them into motion [5] (Figure 
5.Id). In the wake of these experiments, numerous studies have emerged 
describing the dynamical behaviour of domain walls driven by applied 
magnetic fields [6]-[8] or via current induced wall motion [1],[3],[9],[10] in 
ferromagnetic nanowires with surface perturbations. A significant body of 
exploratory work exists mapping how depinning currents/fields are affected by 
the relative roles of wire width and notch depth [7], notch geometry [11],[12], 
and symmetry of the notch configuration [6]. Additionally, the rich and varied 
spin structure that can be observed within magnetic domain walls (much more 
so than ferroelectrics) adds yet additional complexity to the study of 
notch/domain wall interactions. Simple consideration suggests that a domain 
wall will be at its energetic minimum located at a notch where its length is 
minimised, therefore the notch would be expected to present a potential well 
[1], In line with simulations [13], notches in arced nanowires are indeed seen to 
act as potential wells, but only when transverse domain walls are considered. 
When the interaction is with a vortex domain wall the notch behaves as a 
potential barrier, rejecting entry for the vortex domain wall and essentially 
pinning it by this means [14]. In a separate study, whilst a unique depinning 
field is described for a nanowire exhibiting a symmetric double notch, 
symmetry breaking associated with a single notch causes the nature of the 
pinning interaction (and therefore the subtleties regarding evolution of 
magnetisation through the notch) to vary significantly as a function of wall 
type and chirality [6]. Interestingly, similar pinning behaviour is reported for 
‘antinotches’ (protrusions) patterned along magnetic nanowires [7],[15] which 
act as a potential barrier to elongation of the domain wall as it traverses. In 
general, both notch and antinotch structures behave as pinning centers, 
presenting either a potential barrier or well to domain walls depending on wall 
type and chirality. Taking this concept further, Cowburn and co-workers have 
designed the pinning interaction in a nanowire structure to be strictly 
directional with regards to domain wall motion [16]. An asymmetric antinotch- 
type structure incorporated into the junction of two magnetic nanowires of 
different widths forms a ‘domain wall diode’ (Figure 5.3a); the result is an 
asymmetric energy barrier to domain wall motion that permits wall motion in 
one direction only (within a certain applied field magnitude range).

Aside from highly localised pinning sites such as notches, larger scale 
bends [17] and junctions [18] have been fabricated and characterised with
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Figure 5.3 (a) FIB image of a permalloy magnetic domain wall diode structure 
designed such that for a certain applied range walls can only travel left to right. After 
[16]. (b) FIB image of magnetic nanowire network which can perform logic functions 
by migration of domain walls under controlled magnetic field application. After [19]. 
(c) Schematic indicating setup under which remote domain wall pinning can be 
observed in permalloy nanowires. After [20].

regards to their interactions with domain walls. These geometries, combining 
an engineered potential landscape with more complex nanowire pathways for 
domain wall motion controlled by applied field direction, are found to be ideal 
candidates as the basis for prototype ‘domain wall logic’ circuits. Unlike in 
conventional semiconductor electronics these integrate both logic and storage 
in a single circuit [19]. Here, domain walls driven by external magnetic fields 
(where the direction is varied) perform logical operations based on their 
neighbouring domain magnetisations (i.e. the stored data elements) as they 
propagate through complex nanowire architectures, reminiscent of a 
microscopic rollercoaster (Figure 5.3b). A final point to note is that whilst a 
high level of domain wall control is possible through wire geometry and 
engineered surface perturbations, an understanding of the interaction between 
domain walls in closely packed nanowire arrays is vital for proposed domain 
wall logic and data storage applications where cross-talk interactions may 
compromise functionality. A recent study in permalloy nanowires [20] indicates 
that a significant mutual pinning interaction is observed between wires on
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lOOnm separations and below, driven by flux-coupling interactions between 
(transverse) domain wall stray fields (schematically illustrated in Figure 5.3c).

5.2 Ferroelectric nano wires

Whilst ferromagnetic nanowire research has matured to the point where lab- 
level prototypes of commercial devices have been demonstrated, the equivalent 
situation in ferroelectrics is much more embryonic. Unlike magnetics, the 
motivation for nanowire studies in ferroelectrics has primarily focused on 
investigating the critical size beyond which ferroelectricity cannot be sustained 
in confined geometries due to electrical and mechanical boundary conditions. 
In particular, a variety of sophisticated theoretical investigations point to 
nanowire spontaneous polarisation disappearing at a critical diameter on the 
order of Inm due to incomplete compensation of surface charges or strain 
suppression [21]-[27]. In these studies destabilising depolarising fields arise from 
any radial polarisation component modelled within the wire, however this can 
be largely obviated by models prescribing an axially aligned polarisation [28]. 
Even exotic vortex configurations have also been envisaged as pathways to 
sustaining ferroelectricity at the smallest diameters [29]-[30].

Experimental investigations in ferroelectric nanowire systems have only 
become really possible within the last decade owing to the development of 
synthesis techniques for growing Id ferroelectric perovskites [31]. In context 
with magnetics, this may be explained in that ferroelectrics is a relatively new 
field (only really about 70 years old) and that magnetic nanowire studies are 
typically carried out on relatively simple binary alloys (e.g. permalloy) whilst 
ferroelectrics are comparatively more complex perovskite crystal structures 
[32], BaTiOjj nanowires grown by Urban et al [33] using a solution-based 
synthesis, and subsequently characterised by the same group [34],[35], enabled 
one of the earliest studies attempting to identify ferroelectricity at extremely 
reduced length scales, as small as lOnm in diameter. Here ferroelectricity was 
inferred via Electrostatic Force Microscopy (EFM) mapping of 'bits’ written 
perpendicular to the nanowire axis with a biased scan probe (Figure 5.4a). 
Furthermore, a reduction in the ferroelectric transition temperature (T() was 
inferred by noting the temperature at which EFM bit contrast disappeared as 
a function of wire diameter [36] (Figure 5.4b). By this means the critical 
diameter at which ferroelectricity could no longer be sustained was obtained by 
extrapolation to be 0.8nm, in line with theoretical predictions. However Gregg 
[28] notes the possibility that the vanishing EFM contrast may also just be
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Figure 5.4 (a) Top, 3d topographical image of a BaTi03 nanowire imaged by non- 
contact AFM, bottom, 3d EFM map showing electrical signature of non-volatile 
oppositely poled ‘bits’ perpendicular to nanowire axis. After [35]. (b) Inferred 
ferroelectric phase transition temperature (Tc) as a function of wire diameter (dm). 
Inset plot illustrates inverse-diameter dependence of the transition temperature. After
[36].

indicative of the bit polarisation reorienting in-plane rather than being a 
signature of the temperature at which the whole wire becomes paraelectric
(Tc).

Reduced dimensionality does not always have to mean a degradation in 
functional properties as we enter the nanowire regime. Simulations describing 
an enhanced polarisation in PZT nanowires have been reported [37] (compared 
to thin films), likely owing to an enhanced axial tensile strain associated with 
the wire curvature [38]. This correlates well with PFM studies of PZT 
nanotubes which surprisingly show a radial piezoresponse that is nearly three 
times as large as films of the same thickness [39]. Furthermore, rather than 
observe a decreased transition temperature, Tc was curiously enhanced and was 
attributed to curvature-driven polarisation gradients. Additionally, in PZT 
nanowires, enhanced surface tension reinforcing against depolarising fields for 
90° domains (reoriented out-of-plane by local PFM tip manipulation) is 
observed to give rise to a giant piezoelectric strain [40]. In studies of BaTiOa 
and KNbOa nanowires Louis et al [41] have recently reported an unexpected
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X
Figure 5.5 Experimental setup for PFM monitoring of axially biased BaTiOs 
nanowires used in reference [44], Inset is an SEM photo of the real structure. After 
[44].

monoclinic ground phase that they propose may be responsible for this 
unexpectedly large piezoresponse.

So far only Wang et al [42]-[44] have attempted rigorous switching 
experiments on single crystalline BaTi03 nanowires. Attempts to write 
domains perpendicular to the wire axis were observed to be strongly 
suppressed by the preferred native in-plane polarisation [42]. Global axial 
polarisation switching, performed via a coplanar electrode configuration and 
monitored via PFM (Figure 5.5), was found to spontaneously backswitch after 
being poled opposite to the native in-plane configuration. This was rationalised 
in terms of a core/shell structure involving a non-retentive surface region [44]. 
Finally, Johnson et al [45] have carried out an impressive study demonstrating 
magneto-elastic tuning of the ferroelectric response from PZT (or BiFe03) 
nanotubes with a magnetostrictive Co core (Figure 5.6a). Magnetic field 
switching of the core allowed the nanotube piezoresponse to be tuned by a 
factor of two (Figure 5.6b) combined with a near-doubling of the ferroelectric 
coercivity. An exciting possible alternative considering purely single-phase 
multiferroic nanowires is proposed by Rorvik [31]; if the ferroelectric transition 
temperature can be tuned (via wire diameter) to near the magnetic one, 
magnetoelectric coupling can be enhanced by orders of magnitude. Phase
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diagrams in multiferroic rods are therefore expected to be drastically altered 
with reduced size in the nanowire regime [46].

Figure 5.6 (a) Schematic of experimental setup used for testing switching properties of 
composite multiferroic nanotubes in reference [45]. Inset is an SEM photo of the real 
structure, (b) Hysteretic piezoelectric response plotted as a function of applied 
voltage. After [45].

5.3 Ferroelectric nanowire research at 
QUB

Researchers at QUB have taken a different approach to preparing ferroelectric 
nanowires. Rather than ‘grow’ nanowires via a synthesis approach, FIB based 
techniques are used to pattern nanowires into the face of thin single-crystal 
slices of bulk crystal (also obtained by FIB milling). This approach was 
adopted by Schilling et al [47] to look at the domain states that spontaneously 
developed upon cooling through the ferroelectric transition temperature for a 
range of BaTi03 wire thicknesses. STEM imaging of domains consistently 
displayed stripe 90° domain patterns for all thicknesses meaning at least one 
stripe component was non-axial, resulting in a depolarising field. To minimise 
electrostatic energy the polarisation component generating the depolarising
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Figure 5.7 Schematic illustration of domain patterns typically observed in BaTi03 FIB 
cut nanowires via STEM imaging (inset). Black arrows indicate polarisation 
orientations. Considering the scenario on the left, if the nanowire thickness is 
maintained in the x-direction (length Ax) but decreased along y-direction (length Ay), 
energetic considerations suggest a polar reorientation in the stripes when Ay becomes 
less than Ax. This is exactly what is observed experimentally in the STEM images. 
After [47].

field was observed to be oriented perpendicular to the shortest dimension, by 
virtue of minimising the charged surface area. By this means the stripe domain 
configuration could be controlled by local wire aspect ratio (Figure 5.7).

On coarser scales, the present author has been involved in a study to 
see how the switching characteristics of similarly prepared FIB cut nanowires 
compares to planar sheets of BaTi03 [32], The methodology described 
previously in section 2.4 was used to prepare thin single-crystal sheet 
capacitors along with additional direct patterning into the lamellar face to 
define several nanowires measuring ~2xlpm and ~300nm in thickness (Figure 
5.8a,b). Inferences about how switching was affected were made by comparing 
CV data obtained for both the nanowires and planar sheets. Surprisingly, it 
was found that the nanowires were easier to switch despite the increased shape 
constraint (Figure 5.8c).
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Figure 5.8 Schematic of co-planar geometry for testing ferroelectric switching in FIBed 
BaTiOj nanowires, (b) False colour SEM image of sheet-geometry (top, 52° inclined 
view) and false colour FIB image of nanowire geometry (bottom, plan view), (c) 
Relative switchability is interpreted through the width (standard deviation) of 
measured CV loops. Wires are seen to have a narrower switching distribution than 
plates suggesting they are easier to switch. After [32].

Inspired by switching experiments in notched magnetic wire geometries 
(described in section 5.1), the methodology used to study nanowires by 
McQuaid et al [32] was extended to the study of notched ferroelectric wires, 
led by McMillen and co-workers [48]. Switching characteristics were again 
investigated by CV measurements before/after notches had been FIB 
patterned into the nanowire face (Figure 5.9a). Completely opposite to what is 
observed in ferromagnetics, Figure 5.9b shows that the introduction of notches 
along the wires was seen to enhance, rather than inhibit, ferroelectric 
switchability despite the expected pinning interactions with moving domain 
walls inferred from static STEM imaging of domains. This increased 
switchability was attributed to the augmented electrostatic field distribution 
through the wire caused by the notch; the electric field was seen to be 
enhanced in the notch region (Figure 5.9c). This enhancement was therefore 
rationalised to outweigh any direct pinning interaction of domain walls at the 
notch leading to the conclusion that such geometric defects affect switching 
indirectly, through field augmentation, rather than through a direct pinning 
interaction as in magnetics.
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Figure 5.9 (a) Plan view FIB images of the plain wires (top) and patterned notched 
wires (bottom), (b) CV hysteresis measured at 75°C for plain wires (blue) and 
notched wires (red). Notched wires have a narrower switching distribution meaning 
they are easier to switch, (c) Finite-element electric field modelling of the notched 
wire structure in (a). The electric field is seen to be enhanced in the notch centre 
(compared to a plain wire showing a homogenous field distribution throughout the 
wire) and is proposed to explain the enhanced switchability. Adapted from [48].
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5.4 Domain dynamics in antinotched
ferroelectric nanowires

5.4.1 Sample preparation

To perform functional testing of antinotched nano wires a slightly altered FIB 
approach to preparing planar capacitor test geometries was used compared to 
the approach detailed in chapter 2 (section 5.1) and will be described briefly 
here. Single-crystal BaTiO:i lamellae were again cut from bulk using a single 
beam FEI200TEM microscope (measuring approximately 6x10pm in lateral 
dimension and SOOnni in thickness) and transferred to bare MgO single crystal 
carriers. After annealing at 700°C (in air for one hour, to secure lamella in 
place) the lamella and carrier were subsequently sputter coated in Platinum. A 
co-planar electrode structure was then FIB defined and a 2x 1 pm interelectrode 
gap defined by gentle milling on the platinised lamellar face. Two antinotched

2pm interelectrode gap
r*"*i _____

MgO i i(a)

Pt coated BaTi03 single 
crystal lamella

Figure 5.10 (a) Schematic illustration of the capacitor test structure incorporating two 
antinotched BaTiO:j nanowires. Plan view secondary electron images of a BaTi03 
lamella mounted on MgO with coplanar electrodes, wherein (b) antinotched wires 
have been FIBed in the interelectrode gap and (c) the antinotches have been 
subsequently milled away leaving a simple wire morphology. The inset schematic 
shows the dimensions of the real FIBed structure.
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wires were patterned into the BaTi03 exposed in the interelectrode gap (Figure 
5.10a,b) and the specimen was annealed again at 700°C (in air for one hour) to 
expel gallium contamination and recrystallise the patterned lamella. Electrical 
characterisation was then carried out for the antinotched structure. Once all 
functional testing was complete the antinotched wire structure was returned to 
the FIB and the antinotches were ‘cut-off such that only plain (straight) wires 
remained (Figure 5.10c). After an anneal cycle (again 700°C in air for one 
hour) to recover sample crystallinity, functional testing could again be carried 
out for plain wires. By using this approach the switchability of plain wires 
could be compared to antinotched wires using the same sample, thereby 
avoiding difficulties with cross-sample comparison.

5.4.2 Electrical characterisation

CV loops comparing antinotched and plain wires are shown in Figure 5.11 
measured at both room and elevated temperatures. First and foremost, the 
difference in width of the switching loops between antinotched and simple 
wires is subtle. Close inspection, however, suggests that the plain wires have a 
sharper, narrower switching voltage distribution; this is unambiguously the 
case for the CV measurements made at elevated temperature. An intuitive way 
to visualise the change in switchability between antinotched and plain wires is 
via integrated CV profiles; by this means the overall polarisation developed 
during a switching cycle can be mapped as a function of the change in bias 
applied during the switching process. Due to the sensitivity of the 
reconstruction to the bias value at which backswitching is taken to begin (i.e. 
the point at which the hysteresis loop closes in the negative sense in Figure 
5.11), comparisons were made between the manner in which switching 
proceeded after 10% of the polarisation had already been reversed. As can be 
seen from Figure 5.12a, the difference in the switching profile is subtle, but it 
is nonetheless clear that the antinotch lags the wire in total switched 
polarisation fraction across the bias range i.e. the straight wire is easier to 
switch. The equivalent plot for a notched wire/plain wire comparison is also 
included in Figure 5.12b for reference, showing a more dramatic change in 
switchability.

In order to try and consolidate the inferences made from capacitance- 
voltage measurements (made under d.c. bias) we employed “Rayleigh analysis” 
of the capacitance as a function of a.c. field amplitude, in order to specifically 
probe the domain wall mobilities within the nanowire structures. Whilst
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Figure 5.11 Capacitance as a function of d.c. bias applied axially along the nanowire 
length for both nanowires with/without an antinotch at the wire midpoint. The 
measurements are made at room temperature (a) and at an elevated temperature of 
77°C in (b). The difference in switching profiles for the different wire geometries is 
subtle but the plain wire shows a marginally narrower switching distribution. This is 
more obvious in the measurements made at elevated temperatures in (b).
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Figure 5.12 The CV data from Figure 5.11b is used to numerically reconstruct the 
manner in which the polarisation developed during a full switching cycle in (a) for 
antinotched wires vs. plain wires. Only a single branch of the reconstructed loop is 
shown, in each case, for clarity. The normalised polarisation-development-profile maps 
voltage switching between the two oppositely poled final states. Polarisation 
development is compared for profiles after 10% backswitching had already occurred, 
as the determination of the exact point at which backswitching initiates is somewhat 
subjective. Antinotched wires are seen to lag behind plain wires in terms of the total 
switched polarisation as a function of switching bias, (b) For comparison the same 
plot is shown for notched wires versus plain wires. In this case the plain wires are seen 
to lag in switched polarisation. The change in switchability is seen to be more 
pronounced in the notch/wire comparison than for the antinotch/wire case.

measured capacitance-voltage data incorporates contributions from both 
intrinsic lattice polarisability and domain switching, Rayleigh analysis permits 
the irreversible contribution from domain wall motion to be analysed 
explicitly. Although originally formulated for ferromagnetic materials [49], 
Rayleigh’s law can be analogously expressed for ferroelectrics and used to 
probe the role of domain wall contributions to both the dielectric [50] and 
extrinsic piezoelectric responses [51]. In the Rayleigh description of the 
dielectric response, the permittivity e can be described by a linear relation in 
field amplitude E0 [25] under the influence of a weak (sub-coercive) a.c. exciting 
field (E=Elpincot)\

£ = £,+ aE0 Eq. 5-1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13 (a) A rudimentary Id ‘sawtooth’ potential profile used to envision the 
manner in which domain walls move through a defect-ridden medium under the 
influence of an applied a.c. field. The oscillatory motions of the domain walls, within 
the potential landscape, are shown for the cases of ‘reversible’ and ‘irreversible’ 
displacements by red arrows. In an irreversible displacement, the domain wall can 
overcome its confining potential and comes to rest in a different well after field 
removal (indicated by the blue arrow). In a reversible displacement, the field 
magnitude is insufficient for the domain wall to escape and instead just oscillates 
within the well with a net zero displacement after field removal, (b) A graphical 
illustration of how this behaviour would be manifested in a fictitious ferroelectric wire 
for two arbitrarily shaped domain walls. The dotted domain wall profiles indicate the 
extent of their oscillatory motion under the influence of the applied a.c. field.

where represents the intrinsic lattice polarisability and reversible domain wall 
motion contributions (domain wall motion for which, if the field were suddenly 
removed, the domain walls would return to their original positions - those prior 
to the application of the a.c. field) whilst aE0 represents irreversible switching 
contributions (domain wall motion such that, if the field were suddenly 
removed, the walls would be displaced from their initial positions). Re
expressing Eq. 3-7 in terms of capacitance [52]:

C = C,+aV0 Eq. 5-2

Where C, is the zero-field capacitance and V), the amplitude of the applied a.c. 
voltage. In their review, Bassiri-Gharb et al [53] detail how Rayleigh-type
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analyses can reveal, and quantify, the extent to which irreversible domain wall 
movements contribute to the measured dielectric and piezoelectric responses of 
ferroelectric thin films. Kalinin and co-workers [54],[55] have taken this a step 
further by correlating measured Rayleigh-type behaviour in global dielectric 
data with local domain wall mobility maps obtained via PFM based techniques 
in polycrystalline ferroelectrics. This permitted direct insights into the 
microscopic origin, and conditions for observation, of Rayleigh type behaviour.

In a first attempt to provide a physical explanation for Rayleigh’s Law, 
Neel [56] recovered the form of Eq. 3-7 by assuming the motion of a domain 
wall through a medium with a random defect distribution under weak field 
conditions whereby the density and structure of domain walls remains 
unchanged [57]. Under these conditions, the salient features of this description 
may be appreciated by considering the propagation of a domain wall through a 
rudimentary ‘saw-tooth’ potential landscape illustrated in Figure 5.13. 
Reversible polarisation contributions arise when the field amplitude is 
insufficient for domain walls to escape their local potential minima. Instead, 
positional oscillations about the well minima occur. The polarisation developed 
by a domain wall, during these oscillations, is proportional to its instantaneous 
positional displacement from the well minimum (dx). In the ‘sawtooth’ picture, 
the constant gradient of the potential as a function of position (dV/dx) is 
therefore commensurate with the assumed invariance of the reversible domain 
wall contribution to C, (since 1/C <x dV/dP <x dV/dx = constant). Significant 
changes in the capacitance contributed by domain wall motion only therefore 
occur when the applied a.c. field is sufficient to allow escape from the local 
pinning potential minima. The increase in the capacitance with a.c. field 
amplitude therefore correlates with the irreversible domain wall motion 
associated with depinning and pinning during propagation. The a parameter in 
the Rayleigh expressions (seen in Eq. 5-1 and Eq. 5-2) is therefore a measure of 
mobility for irreversible domain wall motion in the presence of an applied field.

The linear regions of capacitance vs. a.c. field amplitude (with 1MHz 
frequency signal) for antinotched and plain wires are presented in Figure 
5.14a,b respectively for different temperatures. Data is omitted for field 
amplitudes below 50mV (due to poor signal-to-noise) as is data beyond the 
voltage at which behaviour becomes distinctly non-linear. The values of the 
extracted irreversible components of the domain wall mobility parameters {a) 
are given as a function of temperature in Figure 5.14c. It is evident that the 
presence of antinotches reduces the domain wall mobility, and that this 
becomes more pronounced with increased temperature. The increasing or with
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Figure 5.14 Capacitance vs. a.c. field amplitude plots at different temperatures 
displayed for (a) antinotched wires and (b) straight wires in the sub-coercive 
“Rayleigh” voltage region where data adheres to a linear trend. Best fit lines are also 
presented, (c) The magnitude of the gradient, a (given in units of Coulombs per 
square Volt), from each of these datasets is plotted as a function of temperature in (c) 
and is representative of the domain wall mobility for irreversible wall displacements in 
each wire geometry. Antinotched wires, having a smaller a, clearly reduce this domain 
wall mobility. This effect becomes more apparent at elevated temperatures.

temperature observed for both antinotched and plain wires is in accord with 
domain wall motion being a thermally activated process [58]; furthermore, this 
behaviour is consistent with previous measurements of domain wall mobility as 
a function of temperature in thin films which report an increased mobility as 
phase transition temperatures are approached [53],[59].

Both the increased difficulty in switching antinotched ferroelectric wires 
(seen in CV measurements), and the overall reduced irreversible component of 
domain wall mobility along the wire length (seen from Rayleigh analysis) seem
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consistent with previous observations in magnetic nanostructures, where 
notches and antinotches both act as pinning centres (albeit with differing 
effectiveness depending on domain wall type and chirality [11], [15]). 
Importantly, the observations also demonstrate that the increased surface area 
associated with features such as antinotches do not enhance switching, even 
though they potentially offer more boundary sites for the nucleation of reverse 
domains.

This behaviour is entirely different to that observed for ferroelectric 
wires patterned with notches, where switchability was seen to be enhanced [48] 
(see Section 5.3). This difference in behaviour prompted a closer look at the 
precise nature of the interactions between surface perturbations and domain 
walls in ferroelectrics. Data from Figure 5.12 is used to calculate the difference 
in switched polarisation as a function of bias between each variety of patterned

Switching bias (V)

Figure 5.15 Using measured CV data for antinotches, plain wires and, from previous 
work, notches, allows the cumulative polarisation developed as a function of bias 
voltage to be determined in each structure. Subtracting these profiles from that 
associated with a plain wire {e.g. using data from Figure 5.12) gives rise to the 
difference plots shown. These illustrate how switching is affected by the alteration in 
wire morphology. It is clear that notches and antinotches alter the switching profile of 
a simple wire in opposite senses and that the degree to which switching is enhanced 
by the presence of a notch is much greater in magnitude than the degree to which 
antinotches reduce switchability (seen by comparing peak magnitudes).
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wire (notch/antinotch) and its respective straight wire. By this means Figure 
5.15 summarises the differences in the switching characteristics of plain wires, 
wires with antinotches and those with notches. Two points should be made: 
firstly, as noted above, the notches enhance switchability whereas antinotches 
diminish it; secondly, the differences between the switching characteristics of 
antinotched and plain wire samples is significantly more subtle than that 
observed between notched and plain wires.

Finite element field modelling (using Quickfield1M software) of the local 
field distribution along the length of the nanowires during switching (when a 
bias voltage is applied along the length) may give the explanation for this 
unusual set of observations. Using this software a 2d plan schematic of the 
structure between the electrodes is firstly defined, based on the real FIBed 
structure. A potential difference is imposed on the electrodes and a consistent 
field solution is worked-out as a 2d boundary value problem solved via partial 
differential equations (based on Poisson's equation). The software package is 
limited to modelling the ferroelectric material as a linear dielectric (i.e. 
constant values for the material susceptibility are assumed). In reality the local 
dipole response to the applied field will affect the local susceptibility 
(depending on domain orientation) and the field distribution would ideally 
have to be solved in a self-consistent manner. This acknowledged, local field 
intensity maps obtained using Quickfield for antinotched and notched wires 
are presented in Figure 5.16a,b. Figure 5.16c shows the local field developed, 
for the same overall applied bias, along the length of plain wires, wires with 
notches and wires with antinotches. According to these models, the local field 
amplitude is seen to be reduced through the centre of the antinotch and 
increased through the centre of the notch. Crucially, in addition, the absolute 
magnitude of the local field variation associated with the morphological 
perturbations was found to be considerably less for the antinotch than for the 
notched wires (for the same applied bias). Both of these modelled features are 
consistent with the domain wall dynamics and switchability measurements 
made experimentally, and the calculated difference functions shown in Figure 
5.15.

The argument that local field modulation is primarily responsible for 
the observed variations in the irreversible component of domain wall mobility 
with surface morphology is three-fold: firstly, that when compared to a simple 
wire, the field focussing of the notch leads to a narrowing of the voltage 
switching distribution [48]; in contrast antinotch behaviour, exhibiting a 
broader voltage switching distribution than that found in plain wires, can be
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Figure 5.16 Finite element modelled 2D maps illustrating variation in local electric 
field when an axial bias is applied to notched and antinotched wires in (a) and (b) 
respectively. Vertical running contours are equipotentials. (c) Variation in local 
electric field, when an axial bias is applied to the wires, is plotted as a function of the 
position along the wire axis for straight wires, notched wires and antinotched wires. 
The axis along which the variation in field intensity in (c) is evaluated is indicated by 
the dashed line across (a) and (b). Strong field enhancement is observed through the 
centre of a notched wire (compared to a straight wire), around x=0.5, whereas a 
relatively weaker reduction in field is observed through the centre of an antinotched 
wire.
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explained by local dilution of the applied field; secondly, that the difference in 
voltage width of the CV switching distribution is greater for the notch/wire 
case than for the antinotch/wire case, commensurate with the absolute 
magnitudes of field variations modelled; thirdly, that Rayleigh analysis, which 
permits direct insight as to how domain wall mobility is affected by the 
presence of the antinotch, indicates that antinotches inhibit irreversible 
domain wall displacements across all measured temperatures. Unlike in 
magnetics, where direct interaction between domain walls and engineered 
pinning sites is seen to occur, the current investigation strongly points to an 
indirect interaction in ferroelectric analogues. In the case of ferroelectrics, it 
appears that variations in morphology primarily influence domain wall 
mobility by altering the spatial distribution of the local field during switching.

5.5 Conclusions

In summary, an investigation as to how antinotches affect the dynamic 
behaviour of domain walls in patterned single crystal ferroelectric nanowires 
was carried out. Both CV characterisation and Rayleigh analysis indicated 
that antinotches reduce the irreversible component of domain wall mobility. In 
conjunction with previous work on notches, which were seen to enhance 
ferroelectric switching, and by using finite element modelling, it is concluded 
that surface morphological perturbations affect domain wall mobility primarily 
by altering the local distribution of applied electric fields. That domain wall 
motion may be enhanced or inhibited by creating local cold or hot spots in 
field suggests that sample morphology could be designed to produce “field- 
engineered” patterns - a new concept for controlling domain dynamics in 
complex ferroelectric nanostructures.
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Chapter 6

Domain wall injection and 
positional control in KTi0P04

In the previous chapter, the manner in which morphological variations altered 
switching behaviour in ferroelectric wires was investigated using purely 
electrical measurements. This indirectly suggested that local alterations in 
electric field intensity, being intimately linked to local wire morphology, 
influenced domain wall propagation along the wire. In this chapter this concept 
is developed further to see if patterned lamellae, with designs conceived using 
electric field-modelling, can be used to precisely engineer the position where 
domains nucleate in planar electroded devices. In the interest of making the 
interpretation of domain patterns and switching dynamics in FIB patterned 
lamellae as straightforward as possible, a complex superdomain structure such 
as that observed in BaTi03 (chapters 3 and 4) is not desirable. Here, 
KaTiOP04 (KTP) single crystal lamellae are instead used because they exhibit 
a much simpler 180° stripe domain configuration. By incorporating patterned 
KTP single crystal lamella into a coplanar electrode geometry an in-situ PFM 
approach can again be used, as introduced in chapters 3 and 4, such that the 
influence of field-engineered FIBed patterns on domain nucleation and wall 
motion could be directly imaged.

Firstly, an overview of how single domain walls are controllably injected 
in magnetic systems is presented followed by a description of the 
multifunctionalities associated with ferroelectric domain walls which underpin 
the motivation for this study.
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(QUB), P. Sharma (UNL), and A. Gruverman (UNL).

6.1 Controlling domain wall nucleation in 
ferromagnets

In the previous chapter, ambitious domain wall based racetrack and logic 
concepts were introduced, with a focus on how domain wall propagation was 
controlled around these nanowire circuits. Equally important to their 
functionality is the means by which single domain walls can be created in a 
controllable way and injected into these nanowire devices. Developing a means 
to create single domain walls has been crucial for both fundamental dynamical 
studies in magnetic nanowires as well as for producing lab-level prototype 
devices.

Nonlinear shaped magnetic wires have proved to be useful for 
generating single domain walls under field application by exploiting the 
symmetry of the structure [1]. When considering a soft ferromagnet e.g. 
Ni81Fe19 (Permalloy), shape anisotropy causes the local magnetisation to orient 
axially along the wire. Taking a half-ring structure as an example, applying a 
saturating magnetic field (in the direction perpendicular to which wall motion 
is ultimately to be studied) leads to generation of a single domain wall upon 
relaxation of the wire magnetisation [2]-[4], This process is illustrated in Figure 
6.1a. Once generated, wall motion can be studied as intended by subsequently 
applying an axial magnetic field to drive the wall into the main wire structure 
for further study (see structure illustrated in Figure 6.1b). A variation of this 
method is to use an L-shaped nanowire instead [5],[6]. Here a saturating field is 
applied at 45° to both legs of the wire causing the local wire magnetisation to 
align with the field to an extent determined by competition between the 
external field and the wire shape anisotropy [7]. When the saturating field is 
removed the local magnitisation rotates back along the wire axis leaving a 
single domain wall near the nanowire bend.

A popular alternative approach is to use a large pad (typically square, 
diamond or elliptical in shape) that is connected to one end of a straight wire; 
here only a single axial field is required for both nucleation of the domain wall 
and subsequent study of its dynamics [8]-[12], The basic idea is that due its 
larger size and reduced shape anisotropy the field required for domain 
nucleation is lower in the pad than in the nanowire. Changes in the pad
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Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic evolution of the magnetisation in a ferromagnetic half-ring 
after poling with a magnetic field. The field aligns all magnetic poles (top), after the 
field is removed shape anisotropy causes the magnetisation to become axial (middle) 
leading to generation of a domain wall (bottom). Adapted from [2]. (b) A real 
patterned half-ring structure with additional notch structure which serves to trap 
domain walls nucleated by the poling process illustrated in (a). After [3].

Figure 6.2 (a) Remanent magnetic domain structures in a magnetic nanowire and 
elliptical injection pad. From left to right a magnetic field of increasing magnitude is 
applied then the remanent magnetic configuration imaged using Photoemission 
electron microscopy (a saturating reset field pulse is also applied before each field 
increment). A domain wall has been injected into the wire in the third image from the 
left. The contrast legend for magnetic field orientation is included bottom-left. 
Adapted from [13].
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magnetisation distribution will occur at lower fields than in the wire and a 
domain wall will be created in the vicinity of the wire/pad junction (Figure 
6.2). Since the entire wire will be immersed in the applied magnetic field 
during this nucleation phase, measures must also be taken to ensure additional 
nucleations do not happen at the other end of the narrow wire. For this reason 
the opposite end is tapered to a point (increasing the shape anisotropy) which 
is found to increase nucleation fields and favour the annihilation of domain 
walls [13],[14].

Instead of creating domain walls by global-field writing, such as in 
nonlinear wire and geometric pad approaches, an alternative local-field writing 
process can be used which utilises a conducting wire that passes immediately 
over/below the magnetic nanowire and is oriented perpendicular to it [15],[16]. 
When a current is sent along this ‘nucleation line’ the resulting magnetic field 
(the textbook ‘current carrying wire’ field pattern) switches the area 
immediately underneath in the magnetic nanowire resulting in a generation of 
a domain wall pair, illustrated in Figure 6.3a. The walls are separated under 
the influence of an axial magnetic field with the superfluous additional wall 
annihilated at the tapered wire end, leaving a single wall in the system. The 
advantage of this approach is that significant local fields can be generated with 
a repetition rate much higher than possible with an external electromagnet [7].

Recently, materials exhibiting perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 
(PMA) have become a focus in research because they exhibit very narrow 
Bloch-like domain walls, promising high domain densities for device 
applications [17] as well as low switching currents [18]. PMA is typically 
observed in multilayer devices based on transition metals e.g. Co, Fe, and 
CoFe, and noble metals e.g. Pt, Pd and An [19]. Whilst a geometric injection 
technique utilising pad structures can still be used for domain wall injection, in 
these materials the strong magnetic anisotropy (associated with the 
perpendicular easy axis) dominates over shape related effects such that the 
injection process is more stochastic than in soft nanowire systems (e.g. 
permalloy nanowires). A more robust approach involves irradiating the 
designated wall injection area with Ga or He ions using a FIB source [20]; this 
is also a solution when experimental constraints make the use of an ‘injection 
line’ configuration unfeasible. Ion irradiation reduces the anisotropy in the 
exposed area resulting in domain wall nucleations occurring at lower critical 
fields than in the pristine wire. Furthermore, the anisotropy step at the 
boundary of the irradiated area serves as a potential barrier to domain wall 
motion. Domain walls thereby become pinned at the interface providing a
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(a) (b)

Pulse
generator

Figure 6.3 (a) Schematic diagram showing the ‘injection-line’ setup where a current 
passed through the vertically running wire induces local switching in the magnetic 
wire underneath. The magnetic wire is first poled with a magnetic field (top) then a 
current pulse directed through the injection-line to locally generate a domain wall pair 
(white contrast in schematic). Finally magnetic field application flushes one domain 
wall out through the sharpened tip of the wire. After [7]. (b) Kerr microscopy images 
of an array of (10xl)pm2 Pt/Co/Pt multilayer nanowire structures, each have been 
irradiated with Ga ions in the dashed box region. After poling, each structure 
consistently exhibits a single domain wall at the edge of the irradiated region, 
identified as the boundary between dark and white image contrast. Adapted from [21].

reliable and repeatable means to generate a single domain wall at a specified 
location with nanometre precision, illustrated in Figure 6.3b. Because the 
pinning strength increases with the anisotropy difference across the boundary, 
pinning strength can be controlled via the irradiation dose [21].

6.2 Domain wall multifunctionality in 
oxides

As it stands, ferroelectric materials are unlikely to be technologically relevant 
for racetrack type devices. This is mainly because they are insulating 
materials, making them unsuitable for current driven device applications. 
Furthermore, complex nano wire logic circuits are unrealistic since operation by 
contactless field sources is not feasible; ferroelectric domain wall motion only
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.4 (a) PFM image of a written domain pattern in a BiFe03 thin-film with 
colour coded domain walls indicated, (b) cAFM image of the same area showing 
conduction through the 109° and 180° domain wall variants only. Bright contrast 
indicates larger local measured current. Adapted from [22]. (c) cAFM map obtained in 
a 30pm thick YMn();J crystal shows the opposite scenario to (b) where domain walls 
(dark contrast contours) are less conducting than surrounding domains. Adapted from
[29].

occurs within the confines of a fully electroded device (i.e. capacitor geometry) 
which leads to geometric constraints in device design that are much stricter 
than for magnetic systems. A different avenue of interest has emerged for 
ferroelectric devices based on observations of possible device-relevant 
additional functionalities associated specifically with domain walls, rather than 
domains.

The advent of the conductive AFM (cAFM) scan probe technique has 
led to the exciting recent discovery that certain types of domain walls in 
multiferroic BiFe03 thin films (180° and 109° variants) are more conducting 
than the surrounding domains themselves [22] (Figure 6.4a,b). Using atomistic 
simulations, and experimental scanning tunnelling spectroscopy investigation, 
the observed conductivity enhancement was shown to be correlated to 
alterations in the local electronic structure, causing a band-gap energy 
reduction in the domain wall region [23]. Additionally, a discontinuity in the 
normal polarisation component across certain domain wall types leads to an 
electrostatic potential step across the boundary [24]. A resulting accumulation 
of space charge layers either side of the boundary also likely contributes to the 
observed conductivity behaviour [25]. However, these conductivity properties 
are not determined solely by intrinsic properties of domain walls as oxygen 
vacancy density engineering has been shown to play an important role for 
tuning conductivity in La doped BiFeOa films [26]. Furthermore, Farokhipoor 
and Noheda [27] have shown that nominally insulating 71° domain walls (as
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inferred from Seidel et al’s study) can in fact exhibit significant conduction 
depending on substrate choice and processing conditions. Whilst it is clear that 
significant work remains to be done in understanding these wall conduction 
behaviours, it is reassuring that domain wall conduction has been 
demonstrated in pure ferroelectric PZT thin films [28] indicating that it may 
be a more general phenomenon than just a peculiarity of BiFe03 thin films. 
This is nicely complimented by observations of the converse behaviour in 
improper ferroelectric YMn03 thin films (Figure 6.4c) [29], and ferroelastic Ca- 
doped lead phosphate crystals [30], where domain boundaries are seen to be 
relatively insulating compared to the domains they delineate. From a purely 
phenomenological point of view, perhaps the most remarkable demonstration of 
domain wall conductivity is in bulk ferroelastic WO^ where domain walls 
become superconducting below temperatures of ~3K whereas the domains 
remain insulating [31].

As well as conductivity, domain walls may also exhibit characteristics of 
other ferroic orders not present in bulk domains. Nonpolar ferroelastic CaTi03 
is predicted to exhibit a finite polarisation (ferroelectricity) within domain 
walls [32] and the same is proposed to develop for domain walls in SrTi03 
under strain gradients [33]. Ferroelectric domain walls in BiFe03 thin films are 
expected to exhibit a net magnetic moment even though the domains are 
antiferromagnetic [25] whilst the converse scenario has been experimentally 
demonstrated in iron garnet films where magnetic domain walls are shown to 
exhibit a net electric polarisation [34].

Photovoltaic effects in ferroelectrics have been known for over 50 years 
but have not attracted much interest due to low power conversion efficiencies 
[35]. This view has changed recently with the observation of large above-band 
gap voltage generation in BiFe03 thin-films [36]. Accordingly, one of the most 
tantalising applications of BiFe03 is as the active photovoltaic element for 
solar energy harvesting; under visible light illumination open-circuited BiFe03 
crystals can register substantial voltages [37]. The method of current 
generation differs somewhat from conventional solid-state photovoltaics. In the 
conventional case optically generated electron-hole carrier pairs are separated 
by an electric field across a micrometre thick depletion region, limiting the 
maximum voltage output to the energy width of the semiconductor band gap 
[25]. In BiFe03 thin-films, however, the effect is attributed to strong local 
electric fields (potential step) occurring over a few nanometres that exist in the 
vicinity of ferroelectric domain walls that help separate electron-hole pairs. A 
small voltage increment is developed at each domain wall and macroscopically
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the open-circuit voltage is registered as their sum, concurrent with 
experimental measurements in BiFe03 thin-film devices (Figure 6.5) [36],[38]. 
Whilst this is an attractive picture, local scan probe measurements by Alexe 
and co-workers indicate that photovoltage generation is largely the same for 
both domains and domain walls, [39] as are the carrier generation and 
recombination lifetimes [40]. This is quite enigmatic since it completely 
contrasts with the domain-wall mediated mechanism inferred from device- 
integrated BiFe03 thin films [36]. The fact that local probe measurements were 
performed on bulk single crystals whilst the global electrical measurements 
were performed on substrate-grown thin-films could be a possible clue to this 
inconsistency.

(c)

Photo current

1 x 10-
Dark current

-15 -10
Voltage (V)

(d)

Photo current

Dark current

-15 -10
Voltage (V)

Figure 6.5 (a)-(b) Schematic illustration of BiFe03 thin films in a planar capacitor 
geometry exhibiting domain patterns with domain walls perpendicular and parallel to 
the electrodes respectively, (c)-(d) IV measurements for structure (a) and (b) 
respectively without/with white light illumination. Only for the case with domain 
walls parallel to the electrodes (a) is an open-circuit current registered in zero external 
voltage (c). After [36].
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6.3 Overview of KTiOP04 and device 
preparation

Whilst domain wall multifunctionalities in oxide materials are attractive for 
blue-sky research, their possible application relies on being able to control the 
number and position of domain walls (the active elements) in devices at thin- 
fdm dimensions. Currently the most robust method for writing precise domain 
patterns is through biased probe manipulation/writing of domains. However, 
this is a slow process which relies on the mechanical motion of a scan probe 
and is only effective for coupling to domains that have a polarisation 
component co-aligned with the probe tip-field (perpendicular to the scanned 
surface). This is unlikely to be a practical device solution. In the previous 
chapter it was demonstrated that engineered field inhomogeneities could affect 
domain wall motion in ferroelectric wire structures incorporated into a planar 
electroded device. Here this idea is taken further to see if the position and 
number of domain wall nucleations can be controlled by field engineered 
defects in single crystal lamellae.

To simplify later interpretation of PFM domain images KTiOP04 
(KTP) is used (instead of BaTi03) for fabricating lamella since it is well 
known for only displaying two anti-aligned 180° domain variants i.e. a non- 
ferroelastic ferroelectric. KTP is best known for its use in photonic applications 
where its significant non-linear response, high photorefractive damage 
threshold and low absorption makes it ideal for nonlinear frequency conversion 
of laser light [41], Its ferroelectric properties are exploited for ‘quasi-phase 
matching’ where the KTP optical element is periodically poled into a 180° 
stripe pattern [42],

KTP shows a phase transition at 936°C from a high temperature 
orthorhombic phase with symmetry mmm to a low-temperature ferroelectric 
phase, which is also orthorhombic, but of symmetry class mm2 [43]. Compared 
to BaTi03 it has a complicated crystal structure comprising of chains of TiOc 
octahedra linked at two corners by alternating long and short Ti-0 bonds and 
at other corners by P04 tetrahedral bridges [44], illustrated in Figure 6.6. The 
TiO0 octahedra form helical chains along the [001] direction with potassium 
ions located in channels formed by the linked polyhedra. Ferroelectricity arises 
primarily due to displacement of Ti in the Ti06 octahedra and of potassium
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Ti06 octahedra

P04 tetrahedra

Figure 6.6 (a)-(b) Schematic of KTP crystallographic structure. The red curved 
dashed line is a guide to the eye to identify the octahedra chains and the dashed box 
indicates the unit cell. After [48]. K, and K2 identify the two energetically degenerate 
positions that potassium ions can occupy.

ion displacement between two equivalent sites along the c-axis [45]. 
Stolzenberger and Scripstick [46] propose that this is accompanied by a 
rearrangement of the polyhedra network where the short (long) Ti-0 bonds 
become long (short) and the P04 tetrahedra and TiOG octahedra undergo a 
slight rotation with respect to each other. The high temperature phase of KTP 
is centrosymmetric, but as it is non-cubic it is not energetically degenerate to 
develop a spontaneous polarisation along any of the three primary unit cell 
axes (such as in BaTi03). From a symmetry point of view, the transition into 
the lower symmetry ferroelectric state is characterised by the loss of a single 
mirror plane operator; a bistable polarisation can therefore only develop along 
the axis perpendicular to this plane. As a result of possessing a unique polar 
axis, only anti-aligned 180° domain variants are observed in the ferroelectric 
phase (he. 90° domains cannot not form). Furthermore, KTP also has a highly 
anisotropic ionic conductivity by virtue of potassium ion migration via a
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Slow growth

20nxn

Figure 6.7 (a) Sideways growth of 180° domain walls in KTP as viewed along the 
c crystal face. Domains labelled Aj and A2 were etched after an initial field pulse 
(liquid electrodes in plane of page, field directed along c-axis). Domains labelled Bj 
and B2 were etched after subsequent application of an identical field pulse. Lateral 
growth is observed to be faster in the />axis direction than along the a-axis. Adapted 
from [48]. (b) Anisotropic domain wall velocities in the a-b plane makes KTP ideal for 
periodic poling due to the comparatively stunted growth rate of domains in the a- 
direction. Patterned electrodes are schematically illustrated as black strips separated 
by grey on top of crystal. After [51].

vacancy hopping mechanism through channels along the c-axis [47]. The 
resulting c-axis ionic conductivity is about four orders of magnitude larger 
than in the a-b plane [42].

KTP is also known for having highly anisotropic domain wall growth 
velocity along the principle axes. Growth along the polar c-axis (forwards 
needle propagation) is at least two orders of magnitude larger than in the a-b 
plane (sideways growth) [48]. Furthermore, lateral domain expansion is around 
30 times faster in the 6-direction than in the a-direction. The velocity 
discrepancy in the a-b plane can be explained by the crystal lattice anisotropy. 
In KTP the a and b lattice constants differ by a factor 2 (c.f. BaTi03 factor of 
1.01) where a=12.822A 6=6.4054A and <^=10.589A [49]. Domain walls expand 
quicker along the 6-axis since the minimum domain wall increment (i.e. lattice 
parameter) is much smaller than along a, implying a smaller activation energy 
for domain wall motion along the 6-axis [50]. This is substantiated in switching 
experiments by Canalias et al [48] investigated by domain etching, illustrated 
in Figure 6.7a. The highly anisotropic domain wall velocities characteristic of 
KTP make it ideal for producing periodically poled crystals for optical
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instrumentation by exploiting the preference for domain growth along the b- 
axis compared to along the a-axis (Figure 6.7b). Bulk KTP crystals have a 
coercive field of ~25kV/cm [52], about an order of magnitude higher than bulk 
single-crystal BaTi03 (~lkV/cm [53]).

Single crystal lamellae of KTP were produced from bulk c-faced single 
crystals of periodically poled KTP supplied to us by C. Canalias from the 
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm (Sweden). The same methodology as 
for preparing BaTiOa lamellae (detailed previously in chapter 2, section 2.4) 
was used to make KTP lamellae. The lamellae were then transferred onto 
prepatterned co-planar electrode structures using the micromanipulator liftout 
technique. These lamellae were found not to be as resilient to high temperature 
annealing as BaTiOa with marked changes in lamellar morphology observed for 
attempted anneals at 700°C. Structural integrity of lamellae was seen to be 
preserved by using a longer, cooler anneal (the conclusion of a study by 
Atuchin et al. [54]) at 300°C for 6 hours where gallium was visibly expelled to 
the surface (Figure 6.8a). A 3 minute room temperature etch in 3M 
concentration HC1 acid was found to remove the expelled oxidised gallium 
contaminants, improving surface quality for PFM investigation (Figure 6.8b). 
However, cross-sectional TEM analysis of lamellae produced by this means 
showed that recrystallisation up to the ferroelectric/air interface was 
incomplete (Figure 6.8c) with a ~20nm amorphous layer remaining.

(a) (b) (c)

2pm lOnm

Figure 6.8 (a) Derivative of AFM topography scan of a post-annealed KTP lamella 
exemplifying surface gallium platelets, (b) Derivative topography scan after Sminutes 
etching with 3M concentration HC1 acid leaves a comparatively smooth contaminant- 
free surface, (c) TEM inspection of the cross-section of a KTP lamella prepared such 
as in (b) shows a ~20nm thick amorphous layer remains at the ferroelectric/air 
interface. Region (i) is air, region (ii) is the amorphous FIB related damage layer, (hi) 
is recrystallised KTP. Images courtesy J. R. Whyte.
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6.4 Domain switching in KTP

Because of the known anisotropy in domain wall velocity different 
switching behaviour is anticipated for lamella FIB cut from different 
orientations perpendicular to the c-faced crystal surface. A lamella could be cut 
such that its face contains either the c- and a-axes, or c- and />axes, aligned 
with the edges of the FIBed specimen. In both cases lamellae were integrated 
into electroded devices such that the c-axis was parallel to the applied field 
direction (perpendicular to electrodes), enabling 180° switching between the 
two permitted anti-aligned domain variants. Examples of remanent switched 
states revealed by LPFM imaging are presented in Figure 6.9 for two lamellae 
cut from orthogonal sections of the r-faced bulk crystal. Lamellae FIBed to 
contain the c and a-axes (Figure 6.9a,b) are seen to switch by multiple 
nucleations of reverse polarised needle domains, presumably due to ineffective 
switching by lateral expansion of existing domains along the ‘slow’ a-axis. This 
contrasts strongly with the case for lamellae FIBed to contain the c- and b- 
axes; here switching is facilitated by the growth of a single reverse polarised 
domain (Figure 6.9c,d). In this case the domain wall orientation does not

2 pm

Figure 6.9 LPFM amplitude (a), (c) and phase (b), (d) of partially switched domain 
configurations in KTP lamella cut with different crystal orientations, (a) and (b) show 
multiple nucleations when the lamella face contains the a-axis oriented parallel to the 
electrodes. When the lamella face is cut such that the />axis is aligned parallel to the 
electrodes switching is seen to be carried out by expansion of a single domain. The 
ionic conductivity of KTP likely accounts for stabilising the head-to-head 
configuration observed in (c), (d). White bodied arrows indicate relative polarisation 
orientation across domain boundaries. The d.c. switching field is directed between the 
schematic electrodes in each case. Data for images (a), (b) courtesy J. R. Whyte.
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Figure 6.10 LPFM image sequence of remanent domain states observed after switching 
with fixed duration d.c. pulses (5 sec) of increasing amplitude for both reverse and 
forward poling regimes. The lamella is pre-poled into a monodomain state by 
+100V(1(, before applying the reverse poling bias sequence. Note the largely stochastic 
distribution of reverse polarised domains and domain nuclei in the -30V and +20V 
remanent images. Data for images courtesy J. R. Whyte.

adhere strictly to the primary crystallographic axes and a head-to-head 
configuration is observed. This energetically unfavourable charged domain wall 
is possibly stabilised by charge migration associated with ionic conductivity. 
For the purposes of attempting to control domain wall nucleation and 
positioning, lamellae cut to contain the c- and a-axes seemed more promising 
as they display numerous well-oriented domain walls (at least 8 domain walls
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can be identified in Figure 6.9a,b). In Figure 6.10 LPFM imaging has been 
used to intermittently image the remanent domain states that develop after 
delivering progressively increased magnitude switching field pulses for both the 
forward and reverse poling regimes. Switching between the two anti-aligned 
polarisation states is seen to be facilitated by the nucleation and growth of 
several reverse polarised nuclei. The simplicity of this process stands in 
contrast to the complex superdomain switching and relaxation behaviour 
observed in ferroelastic/ferroelectric BaTiOa single crystal lamella described in 
chapters 3 and 4. Perhaps the most important feature to note, by looking at 
the -30V and +20V remanent images in Figure 6.10, is that the position where 
reverse polarised nuclei develop could not have readily been predicted - there 
is a randomness to the nucleation events.

6.5 Field engineering in patterned KTP 
lamellae

6.5.1 Electric field distribution in lamellae with holes

Practical fabrication considerations need to be taken into account when 
designing field-engineered lamella patterns inspired by finite-element modelling 
(as introduced in the previous chapter for antinotched wire field models). The 
patterns must be realisable by FIB lithography and hence not be overly 
intricate or have detailed features finer than FIB resolution. These conditions 
are satisfied by a simple hole pattern which serves as a useful starting point for 
exploration. The modelled field-strength profile across a simple planar 
capacitor structure incorporating a KTP lamella is illustrated in Figure 6.11a 
under application of 60V(lc . As expected, for the ideal case, the field profile 
between the electrodes is homogenous throughout the lamella. Figure 6.11b 
shows how a through-depth hole of diameter 0.25pm introduced into the 
lamella affects the local field profile. To the left and right of the hole the local 
field amplitude is increased (relative to the homogenous field strength in an 
unpatterned lamella, Figure 6.11a), leading to local field ‘hot-spots’, whilst 
above/below the hole the relative field strength is decreased i.e. field ‘cold- 
spots’. Introducing two-holes in close proximity extends the spatial region over 
which the generated field hot-spot is seen to occur (between the holes) as 
illustrated in Figure 6.11c. The model in Figure 6.11c incorporates two pairs of 
neighbouring holes with inter-hole spacings of 1pm and 0.5pm respectively. A
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Figure 6.11 (a) Finite-element field modelling of a dielectric plate in a planar 
capacitor geometry subject to a 60V<lc switching voltage (field strength E0). The 
specified anisotropic permittivity values are those of KTP from reference [55]. A 
homogenous electric field results for the ideal case of an unpatterned KTP lamella 
where colour shading indicates the local field strength and contours denote 
equipotentials. (b) Left, the modelled field distribution modelled surrounding a single 
hole of 0.25pm diameter at the location indicated by the shaded circle in (a). Holes 
are modelled with a relative permittivity of air, sr=l. Right, field-strength vectors 
surrounding hole. Colour bar indicates field strength, (c) Modelled field distribution 
for the lamella geometry in (a) after introduction of two pairs of neighbouring holes. 
The left pair have a lateral separation of 1pm and the right pair 0.5pm. (d) A Id line- 
profile of the electric field amplitude taken along the line indicated in (c). The blue 
shaded regions denote the positions of the holes. Field amplification is seen to be 
greatest immediately adjacent to each hole.



Id line profile of the field amplitude across the four holes is presented in Figure 
6.lid. The amplification of the electric field on the either side of the holes is 
illustrated graphically showing firstly, that amplification is greatest 
immediately adjacent to the holes and secondly, that the amplification at the 
centre-point between neighbouring holes (relative to far away from the holes) 
is greater when the holes are closer together.

6.5.2 Switching observations in lamella with hole 
pattern

Figure 6.12 shows the realisation of the hole structure, modelled in Figure 
6.11c, by top-down FIB patterning of a lamella placed across the interelectrode 
gap of a pre-FIB-etched electrode structure. Two pairs of through-depth holes 
have been milled with inter-hole spacings of 1pm (left pair) and 0.5pm (right 
pair) respectively using a gentle mill current (50pA) to minimise damage from 
peripheral milling. After patterning, the lamella was annealed and etched

(a) (b)

4 pm

Figure 6.12 (a) Secondary electron image of a KTP lamella placed across the 
interelectrode gap of a FIB etched test-electrode structure. The lamella has not been 
annealed or etched yet. (b) The same lamella after direct top-down FIB milling of 
holes to realise the pattern design modelled in Figure 6.11c. Following this the lamella 
is annealed, etched and secured in place with e-beam deposited platinum electrodes. 
The red-dashed line explicitly identifies the lamellar region above the inter-electrode 
gap corresponding to that modelled in Figure 6.11c.
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Figure 6.13 (a) Derivative of AFM measured topography used to identify the location 
of patterned holes in subsequent PFM images, (b) PFM amplitude (left) and phase 
(right) of a resulting monodomain state from poling with a -100V(1(. pulse of Isec 
duration, (c) Forward poling with +100Vdc results in a domain pattern with domain 
walls running tangent to hole edges, (d) and (e) shows the same domain patterns are 
again observed after the same poling process.

according to the procedure detailed in Figure 6.8. Finally the lamella was fixed 
in place via local electron-beam deposition of platinum in a dual-beam FIB 
system.

The broad characteristics of switching behaviour are presented in Figure 
6.13 where the lamella is poled to -100V and then to +100V with intermittent 
LPFM imaging of remanent domain states. Application of more than ~100V<U. 
is not possible as this is close to the breakdown voltage of the device and
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Figure 6.14 (a) Rastering of cantilever over scanned surface sample during a standard 
PFM capture. Red dashed-lines indicate the trajectory over which data is acquired 
whilst blue represent the path taken to the next scan line, (b) This results in a spatial 
xy pixel display of topography or polarisation information, (c) The scanner is set to 
continuously retrace the same scan line collecting data each half-period, (d) The 
displayed pixel grid therefore shows the evolution of this single scan line as a function 
of time or as a monitor of voltage if switching pulses of increased magnitude are 
delivered during the scan.

voltages in excess can lead to significant irreversible damage. Figure 6.13 
shows asymmetry in character of oppositely poled domain states; application of 
-100V generates a monodomain state whereas +100V leads to a polydomain 
state. Remarkably, Figure 6.13c shows domain walls in the +100V poled 
remanent state are positioned such that they run tangentially along the edges 
of the milled holes i.e. the domain walls pass through the positions where field 
hot-spots are expected according to the models in Figure 6.11c,d. Again 
repeating the poling process of -100V followed by +100V, with intermittent 
domain imaging (Figure 6.13d,e), shows identical behaviour to before. This 
suggests the first implication of lamella defect engineering: domain walls 
appear to be pinned adjacent to the FIBed defects offering a mechanism to 
control {i.e. specify) the position of domain walls within the device. This 
stands in stark contrast to the comparatively stochastic switching pathways 
observed in unpatterned KTP lamella, illustrated previously in Figure 6.10. 
What is not so clear at this point is the precise mechanics of switching. Where
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are the domains nucleated? In generating the final remanent domain wall 
configuration seen for +100V were there only a few precisely nucleated 
domains, or lots of nucleated domains that have converged/been annihilated to 
leave the final observed pattern?

In order to identify where nucleations occur an in-situ switching 
approach was employed. PFM frame capture rates used in these experiments 
are typically slow however, taking up to 10-20 minutes. This makes conducting 
a systematic search for the precise nucleation voltage, using remanent domain 
states captured after each incremented voltage pulse (such as in Figure 6.13) 
highly impractical. Instead of raster imaging the whole lamella after each 
voltage increment (Figure 6.14a) the PFM scanner was set to continually 
rescan the same line just above the milled defects. This scheme is illustrated in 
Figure 6.14b. Since the domain walls are very straight the net boundary 
position can be extrapolated easily from the point of intersection of the 
nucleated boundary with the scan probe when the domain needles cross the 
scanned region. Because a single line scan takes only 10s (at a scan rate of 
0.1 Hz) voltage pulses can be quickly delivered to the device (on timescales of 
tens of seconds) and any changes in domain configuration (e.g. new reverse 
nucleations) will be quickly registered in the LPFM signal captured from the 
single scan line. Being able to monitor changes in the domain configuration 
with high resolution increments in the voltage pulse magnitude enables careful 
investigation of the precise voltage where nucleations first occur.

Figure 6.15a shows a PFM amplitude image captured according to the 
scheme illustrated in Figure 6.14c,d where the cantilever repeatedly scans the 
same line located above the milled holes. Is duration voltage pulses of 
increasing amplitude were delivered (at the indicated markers) to the KTP 
lamella prepoled into a monodomain state (by prior application of -100V). 
There are no changes in the domain configuration until a pulse of +60V(lc 
amplitude is delivered after which 6 narrow rectilinear depressions in the PFM 
amplitude are detected. These are reverse polarised domain needles that have 
been nucleated and crossed the cantilever’s scan path. This interpretation is 
consistent with the measured phase information (Figure 6.15b) which 
essentially still shows monodomain contrast, because the PFM resolution is 
insufficient to resolve distinct phase within the needle domains. Importantly, it 
highlights that the rectilinear depressions in amplitude are not single domain 
walls separating oppositely polarised domains otherwise an obvious change in 
phase would be expected across these boundaries. Therefore, the only 
conclusion is that these are needle domains that will each develop into two
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Figure 6.15 (a) LPFM amplitude scan of a single line according to the scheme 
illustrated in Figure 6.14c,d. The time axis flows from the top to the bottom of the 
panel. Voltage pulses of incrementally increasing magnitude are delivered until 
domain nucleations are observed at 60V. The milled holes are located beneath the 
scanned line and are schematically illustrated below the panel, (b) Corresponding 
captured LPFM phase map. (c) The LPFM amplitude line profile (red) across the 
nucleated domains is obtained along the arrowed line marked in (a) on the left. The 
modelled field distribution for the line profile across the centre of the milled defects is 
plotted in blue. The field profile in the hole regions is omitted since domain walls 
cannot enter this region.

separate boundaries when they reach the opposite electrode and enter the 
lateral growth mode. This is further supported by the behaviour of the 
nucleated needle labelled ‘4’ in Figure 6.15a; after nucleation it appears to be 
annihilated, perhaps due to being perturbed by the a.c. biased scan probe 
(domain walls cannot self-terminate in isolation).
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An extracted line profile of the LPFM amplitude across the nucleated 
domains, at the position labelled in Figure 6.15a, is presented in Figure 6.15c. 
The minima in amplitude are numbered corresponding to the observed 
nucleations in Figure 6.15a. Also plotted is a line-profile of the field amplitude 
through the milled hole defects. In order to produce the most meaningful field- 
model the precise geometry used is based on AFM measured topography of the 
real structure and is presented in Appendix 4. The most striking feature of this 
plot is that the positions where nucleations occur (the minima in PFM 
amplitude) coincide exactly with the modelled peaks in applied field amplitude 
immediately adjacent to the milled hole defects. This strongly suggests that 
the field augmentation associated with the engineered defects determines the 
nucleation positions compared to the rather stochastic nucleation behaviour 
observed in unpatterned lamellae. This behaviour also suggests another 
surprising result: domain nucleations appear to initiate at the defect edges 
rather than at the electrodes where inhomogenous nucleation classically occurs 
in ferroelectrics. This can be argued using the field model in Figure 6.11c. If 
the domain nuclei in fact initiated at the electrodes at the lateral (x) positions 
indicated in Figure 6.15a then they originated from field cold-spots. This seems 
unreasonable since nucleation probability would be expected to be greatest in 
regions of most intense field. Additionally, the absence of a nucleated needle 
between the rightmost hole pair, where a field hot-spot is modelled for an ideal 
sample, can be consistent with the defect-initiated nucleation picture for the 
following reason. In the AFM topography scans of the real structure (Appendix 
4) the small bridge of material linking the two milled holes is suspected to 
have suffered excess FIB damage than regions far from the holes. In the worst 
case scenario this region could possibly be non-ferroelectric in which case a 
nucleation cannot be initiated here (i.e. between nuclei 5 and 6). If nucleation 
instead initiated at the electrodes this would not be an issue (far away from 
the damage area) and there is no reason why a nucleation could not be 
expected.

Taken as a whole, the results are tantalising. Not only can milled 
defects fix the position of domain walls (Figure 6.13), giving a predictable and 
repeatable domain pattern, but they can also control the position where 
domain needles are nucleated. This brings us a step closer to controllably 
injecting domain walls into a ferroelectric system. The crucial experiment is 
therefore whether or not a patterned geometry can be designed (field- 
engineered) that has the capability of injecting a single domain wall, as is 
routine in magnetics research.
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6.6 Single needle-domain injection

The basic premise so far is that, because nucleation is a field-activated process, 
the probability of a local nucleation event can be increased by engineering 
regions of high field intensity. With this in mind, a field-engineered pattern has 
been deliberately designed exhibiting a well defined channel where the field is 
amplified. This is in the hope that needle domains will preferentially be 
nucleated here at a lower voltage before nucleation occurs elsewhere i.e. a 
single needle-domain injector. The field engineered geometry is presented in 
Figure 6.16a and comprises of four milled triangle features each with lateral 
edge of 1x0.5pm. Two field hot-spots are generated along the vertical channel 
between the triangles and perpendicular to the electrodes. This is elucidated in 
the field amplitude line-profile in Figure 6.16b. A nucleation event is 
anticipated to occur with high probability at one of these hot-spots before 
anywhere else in the lamella. Finally, secondary electron images of the real 
FIBed structure are shown in Figure 6.16c.

LPFM amplitude and phase images of planar field switching in the real 
structure are presented in Figure 6.17. In Figure 6.17a the patterned lamella 
has been pre-poled into a monodomain state exhibiting no domain walls. After 
application of +50V a single domain needle is indeed seen to be injected 
(Figure 6.17b) and appears to originate (or terminate) at one of the engineered 
field hot spots between milled triangles. This needle domain is seen to expand 
laterally slightly after further application of +60V (Figure 6.17c) but does not 
propagate further significantly towards the other electrode, even under 
application of -t-lOOV (Figure 6.17d). There is some ambiguity as to where the 
needle domain nucleated: did it initiate at the field-hot spot and then grow 
towards the top-electrode, or did it nucleate at the top-electrode and stop once 
it arrived at the patterned triangle region? Nucleation from the electrode seems 
unlikely considering that the location along the electrode/ferroelectric 
boundary where the needle is observed is actually a modelled field cold-spot, as 
illustrated in Figure 6.18. The alternative is that the needle domain instead 
nucleated at the field hot-spot located between the top two triangles and grew 
towards the top electrode. However, in either case it is not so obvious why the 
needle has not also elongated in the other vertical direction to reach the 
bottom electrode. Possibly needle growth is preferred in only one direction 
(relevant for nucleation being initiated at the triangles) or that the needle has 
difficulty in passing between the patterned triangles i.e. a sort of 
'bottlenecking' effect. The latter could be due to pinning effects in this region
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Figure 6.16 (a) Field-model for a KTP lamella with a set of four through-depth 
triangle features. Two-field hot spots are generated along the dotted black line profile. 
The modelled lamella region measures 2x14pm and each triangle has sides measuring 
1x0.5pm. (b) Line-profile of the field amplitude modelled between the electrodes along 
the dotted black line in (a). The two field hot-spots, located between the apexes of 
each triangle pair, are clearly observed, (c) Secondary electron images of the real 
FIBed structure with plan view, left, and inclined (52° viewing angle) view showing 
through-depth profile of triangles, right.

due to excess local FIB damage (associated with the triangle patterning) or 
because the needle domain walls become pinned at the apices of the triangle 
features. Even when a voltage pulse of +100V is delivered, the injected needle 
is seen to forwards propagate only as far as the second lower triangle set. By 
this point a significant portion of the lamella either side of the patterned
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Figure 6.17 (a) PFM amplitude, left, and phase, right, of a KTP lamella with four 
FIBed triangular holes poled into a monodomain state, (b) After application of a Is 
duration voltage pulse of +50V a nucleated needle domain appears (barely visible in 
phase map), (c) After an additional Is pulse of +60V the needle is seen to broaden 
slightly and clearly displays opposite phase, (d) After a further Is pulse of +100V 
amplitude the original injected needle is seen to extend down slightly, however, 
significant switching has also occurred away from the patterned region and several 
domain walls are observed.

region has also been switched by additional undesired nucleation and growth 
events. This is not unexpected, once the external field is increased to a 
sufficient magnitude even cold-spot regions will have a local field magnitude 
higher than the critical nucleation bias. By this means nucleations can readily 
occur away from the well defined field hot-spots. This notwithstanding, it 
seems that up to a certain field threshold, a single domain needle can be 
controllably injected into the system.
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Figure 6.18 (a) The field amplitude line-profile (bottom) is presented corresponding to 
the dashed line along the ferroelectric/electrode boundary in the field amplitude map 
(top). The central region where a needle domain is observed is actually a relative field 
cold-spot so nucleation seems unlikely to preferentially initiate here.

6.7 Field engineering influence on domain 
wall mobility

In order to probe how local variations in field intensity affect domain wall 
motion (as opposed to nucleation), attempts were made to monitor the 
movement of pre-established domain walls using in-situ PFM imaging whilst a 
planar d.c. switching field was continuously applied (instead of short pulses). 
Due to technical difficulties the technique was only successfully carried out for 
a single patterned lamella. This lamella pattern, illustrated in Figure 6.19a, 
consists of two adjacent pairs of triangular holes. The triangles are milled to 
the same dimensions as used for the pattern discussed previously in Figure 6.16 
and Figure 6.17 and the real FIBed structure is illustrated in Figure 6.19b. 
The broadbrush switching behaviour for this structure is similar to that of the 
circle pattern discussed in Figure 6.13 except that it is found to be less 
repeatable. In the case shown in Figure 6.20a the sample has been poled using 
a planar voltage of +110V (5s pulse) and the resulting remanent domain state
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Figure 6.19 (a) Field-model for a KTP lamella with a set of four through-depth 
triangle features. Two-field hot spots are generated along the dotted black line profile. 
The modelled lamella region measures 2x14pm and each triangle has sides measuring 
1x0.5pm. (b) Plan-view secondary electron images of the real FIBed structure.

appears quite regular. Next, using the same scheme as described in Figure 
6.14c,d, the PFM is used to scan just a single line passing over the two domain 
walls directly below the left-hand triangular hole, illustrated schematically in 
Figure 6.20b. The motion of these two walls, presented in Figure 6.20c, is 
monitored as a function of continuously applied d.c. bias which is incremented 
over the period of observation. The most striking feature of this image is that 
the right domain wall (initially aligned tangential to a straight edge of the 
triangle) shows much more dramatic field-driven motion than the left domain 
wall (positioned initially at an apex of the triangle). As emphasised in chapter 
3, where in-situ PFM was also carried out, the apparent curvature of the right 
hand boundary is not real wall distortion. The wall remains straight and the 
plot shows where the cantilever intersects the boundary upon each pass as 
function of time (vertical axis). The displacement for both walls as a function 
of d.c. bias is plotted in Figure 6.20d. The differing dynamics of the two walls 
appears to be well characterised by inspection of the altered field profile in the 
vicinity of the engineered defect. The line profile of the field amplitude across
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Figure 6.20 (a) LPFM phase of a prepoled KTP lamella with four patterned triangles 
exhibiting four domain walls, (b) 3d topography with LPFM phase information 
overlaid (graphic courtesy J. R. Whyte). The cantilever schematic illustrates the 
single-line scanning motion over the red line which crosses the two domain walls 
under study, (c) Single scan line as a function of time/voltage. The two domain walls 
are seen to achieve different displacements over the duration of the application of the 
incrementally increasing field, (d) Displacement of the domain walls (DW) as a 
function of applied d.c. voltage, (e) The modelled field amplitude line profile along the 
bottom of the triangle defects (along red dashed line in (a)) is plotted for +11V and 
+22V. The regions experienced by the two domain walls during their motion are 
highlighted in pink and green (colour scheme matches with (d)) with arrows denoting 
the direction of wall motion in each case. Schematic triangles are illustrated above the 
graph as references for the spatial locations of the field amplitude peaks.
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the milled triangle feature, where the walls are positioned, is shown in Figure 
6.20e. Additionally, the profile is shown for the initial applied voltage value of 
411V and the final voltage value of 422V to illustrate how the local field 
profile evolves with increasing voltage. The shaded areas correspond to the 
range of motion of each domain wall and illustrate the change in field profile 
sampled by each one. There are two features of this plot that can account for 
the differing dynamics of each wall. Firstly, the average absolute magnitude of 
the field experienced by the left domain wall is clearly less than that of the 
right throughout its motion. Secondly we must take note that during the wall 
motion the voltage is also being increased; the absolute magnitude increase in 
the modelled field experienced by the right wall is larger than that of the left. 
These two effects are coherent with the experimental observation of the right- 
hand domain wall having a higher average velocity (mobility) than the left. 
Therefore, it seems that designed defects can tune the domain wall mobility in 
a nominally fixed magnitude external field by virtue of altering the field 
amplitude profile local to the domain wall. We therefore see that not only can 
designed defects control the positions where domains are nucleated, but also 
the mobility of the resulting domain walls and the sites where they ultimately 
become pinned.

6.8 Summary and conclusions

How field engineered structures affect domain nucleation and dynamics in FIB 
patterned KTP lamella has been directly investigated using a simple 
ferroelectric system in conjunction with PFM domain imaging. This provided a 
much more direct method of investigation than possible with global dielectric 
measurements alone. In lamellae prepared with a FIB milled circle pattern, a 
repeatable domain configuration could be obtained where otherwise stochastic 
nucleation was observed in unpatterned lamellae. It was found that the 
presence of the FIB defined defects determined the nucleation locations in 
patterned lamellae and these were found to coincide with positions where the 
electric field was locally amplified. Nucleation of a single domain needle was 
successfully carried out in a lamella with four triangles that had a well defined 
channel where the field was amplified. However, it was only possible to sustain 
a single domain needle within the system within an applied voltage range 
before other uncontrolled nucleations started to occur. The influence of local 
field engineering on domain wall mobility was also investigated in patterned 
lamellae (with an alternative milled triangle pattern) where domain walls were
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found to be more mobile i.e. had a higher velocity, in regions where the field 
was locally amplified.

The possibility to incorporate this field engineered control of domain 
wall nucleation and dynamics into ferroelectric systems which display 
functionalities associated with the domain walls could be very exciting. In 
systems displaying conductive domain walls, field engineering could provide a 
way to control and quantise conductive states depending on the number of 
domain walls present in the system. A very similar principle could be used in 
systems which exhibit the above band gap photovoltaic effects where domain 
walls are seen to be core to the phenomenon. Further work needs to be carried 
out, however, in developing the domain wall injection technique. The present 
investigation shows it is possible but how the injected walls subsequently 
interact with the milled defects merits further exploration and optimisation. 
This is well exemplified by the observation of single domain needle injection 
where the injected wall appeared to be subsequently trapped by the very 
patterned structure that was responsible for its injection. Maybe a pattern of 
the type studied in Figure 6.20 could be more promising, where one domain 
wall could be weakly pinned and the other unwanted wall could be ‘flushed’ 
out of the system under applied field, leaving a single wall to be manipulated.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and further work

Here the investigations carried out in this thesis are summarised and 
suggestions are made for possible future studies that build upon this work.

T.l Summary and conclusions

The first main body of work presented in this thesis sought to map the 
fundamental dynamics of switching in the prototypical ferroelectric BaTiO^. A 
tried-and-tested FIB based approach was used to cut thin single crystal slices 
from bulk since previous research at QUB has shown specimens prepared in 
this manner to show bulk-like i.e. intrinsic, behaviour. By integrating 300nm 
thick lamellae into FIB pre-etched co-planar electrode geometries global 
switching experiments could be conducted. An in-situ PFM methodology was 
developed that allowed the position of domain walls within the lamella to be 
imaged in real-time under application of the planar switching field.

The first major observation using this approach was that switching was 
seen to occur within a highly ordered framework of 90° ac-domains rather than 
a much simpler expected striped 180° domain arrangement. Intermediate 
switched states were accommodated by packets of 90° domains, deemed 
‘superdomains’, that had an in-plane polarisation component (anti-)aligned 
with the planar switching field. Switching proceeded mainly by the motion of 
the boundaries between these superdomains, whilst the ferroelastic pattern 
remained largely the same.
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In-situ PFM imaging further showed that this superdomain switching 
mechanism followed the 3-stage picture proposed by Merz for simple 180° 
domains i.e. superdomain nucleation, forwards needle growth, and sidewards 
expansion modes. Using in-situ PFM, close inspection of the real-time 
movement of superdomain boundaries showed that they moved with a velocity 
that decreased dramatically in time after the switching field was activated. On 
this basis an attempt was made to identify an equation of motion for domain 
wall motion. This is the first time this has been attempted in ferroelectrics 
research using live in-situ domain imaging. The time-dynamics of the boundary 
bore a striking resemblance to the ballistic motion of a fired projectile in the 
scenario where it experiences no driving force after it is launched. However, 
this picture was found to be unphysical. The action of depolarising fields 
affecting the net effective driving force exerted on the boundary was proposed 
as the most likely origin for the apparent ballistic-type dynamics.

Following study of the dynamics of switching in these lamella, attention 
was focused on the long-term stability of these switched superdomain states. 
Flux-closure quadrant domain geometries were seen to develop on micrometre 
spatial scales over timescales extending from minutes to hours. This is the first 
time flux-closure domains have been unequivocally identified on these scales by 
using a vector-PFM approach. Superdomain boundary movement was observed 
to facilitate flux-closure with triangle superdomains growing along the 
boundaries from the electrodes towards the centre of the lamella. Two 
experimental features were seen to be key to facilitating this process. Firstly, 
the choice of electrodes, which are known to be poorly conducting, suggests 
that in-plane residual depolarising fields may still be supported in the system 
therefore favouring a flux-closed domain configuration. Secondly, the 
ferroelastic sub-structure within each quadrant serves to alleviate the 
mechanical stresses developed that would otherwise make such a large-scale 
quadrant domain geometry energetically unfavourable. A study of the 
dynamics of growth of these structures showed that the specific final closure 
configuration observed was largely determined by kinetics as well as 
thermodynamic stability. A significant part in the outcome was found to be 
played by the initial position and number of superdomain boundaries. This 
meant that sometimes relaxation into a double-closure pattern or large single 
closure pattern could be observed in the same lamella after switching.

The second major component in this thesis sought to investigate how 
engineered changes in the morphology of thin single-crystal slices of FIBed 
ferroelectric material, integrated into device geometries, would affect their
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functionality. Ultimately this bore out the first rigorous exploration of field- 
engineered morphologies designed to explicitly control domain wall dynamics 
in a ferroelectric system.

Building upon prior work at QUB, looking at the switching dynamics of 
FIBed ferroelectric wires with and without notches, a complementary study 
was undertaken to see how the presence of antinotches (protrusions) along the 
wire axis would affect switching. Subtle differences between capacitance- 
voltage hysteresis data measured for straight and antinotched wires tentatively 
suggested that the antinotched wires were more dificult to switch. This 
viewpoint was confirmed by Rayleigh measurements of capacitance as a 
function of a.c. bias at a range of temperatures. Specifically, Rayleigh analysis 
revealed that the irreversible (hysteretic) component of domain wall mobility 
was inhibited by the presence of FIB patterned antinotches. In previous work 
on ferroelectric wires, notches were seen to enhance ferroelectric switching. It 
was suggested that the change in switchability was due to a local amplification 
of electric field in the notch region, inferred through finite element field 
modelling. Here, finite-element electric field modelling of the wire geometry 
revealed that the antinotch was associated with a region of locally decreased 
field amplitude and this was proposed as the source of reduced domain wall 
mobility in these structures. Taking the data as a whole, it was therefore 
concluded that surface morphological perturbations in ferroelectric 
nanostructures affect domain wall mobility primarily by altering the local 
distribution of applied electric fields.

In order to develop the concept of field-engineering further it was 
realised that domain imaging would be a critical requirement to see precisely 
how domain nucleation and wall movement would be affected in patterned 
structures. Recognising that the complex superdomain structure in BaTi03 
lamella may make PFM image interpretation in patterned lamellae 
unnecessarily complicated, KTP was instead chosen as the material for study. 
This was because it is well known to display a relatively simple 180° domain 
structure. Electric field models were used to develop lamella pattern designs 
employing simple milled circle and triangle features by noting their influence 
on the modelled electric field distribution. In lamellae designed and fabricated 
with milled circle defects a stripe domain configuration could be repeatedly 
obtained where domain walls were found to align along the regions of large 
modelled field amplitude. Subsequent in-situ PFM measurements strongly 
implied that the domain nucleations initiated at the field hot spots adjacent to 
patterned holes rather than at the electrodes as typically expected. Finally, the
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influence of field engineering on domain wall mobility was directly investigated 
by monitoring simultaneously (by in-situ PFM) the real-time field driven 
motion of two domain walls positioned in regions of different modelled field 
intensity. As expected, the wall in the region of modelled higher field intensity 
was seen to travel with a higher velocity, lending further strength to the idea 
that field-engineering could be used to directly control switching pathways in 
ferroelectric materials.

7.2 Further work

Firstly, some additional experiments and considerations are offered that would 
lead to more complete understanding of the topics addressed in this thesis. 
After this, the potential broader impact of the work is discussed.

The first section of the thesis dealt with mapping the intrinsic dynamics 
of switching in BaTi03 lamella. Whilst the in-plane polarisation component 
developed during switching could be easily mapped using LPFM, the out-of- 
plane component of the stripe domains remained ambiguous. Unequivocal 
mapping of the out-of-plane domain polarisation across the superdomain 
boundary would reveal whether the boundary is truly a continuous composite 
180° boundary, or of a less intuitive segmented nature. Furthermore, out-of
plane polarisation mapping would allow the precise through-thickness 
boundary structure to be reconstructed. In the experiments performed so far, 
out-of-plane polarisation information has been obscured by flexural contrast in 
VPFM images. Using shorter, stiffer cantilevers can suppress this cantilever 
oscillation mode such that genuine out-of-plane deflections dominate the 
measured signal.

It would also be instructive to determine the precise nature of the 
depolarising field that is suspected to cause the rapid slow down of the field- 
driven superdomain boundaries. If the depolarising field is related to out-of
plane polarised stripe domains (which rely on adsorbed airborne charged 
species for surface charge compensation) then performing switching 
experiments in different atmospheres e.g. vacuum, should lead to different 
dynamical behaviours. In the absence of any speculated inertial effects, the 
boundary in this scenario may be envisaged to move with a constant velocity 
for the duration of field application. If however the relevant depolarising field 
is actually oriented in-plane then choosing different electrode materials (i.e. 
different levels of charge compensation) may reveal a different dynamical 
response if this is indeed the case.
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In this thesis redistribution of domains in FIBed BaTi03 lamellae have 
been studied as a function of globally applied electric fields only. One of the 
primary observations was that switching was facilitated in a domain system 
that had two levels of ordering, however, only the superdomain level was 
manipulated directly. In these experiments the ferroelastic domain 
substructure remained largely unaltered during bias cycling. It would be 
interesting to see how the dual-ordered system would react to applied stresses 
which should directly disrupt the ferroelastic ordering. Applying homogenous 
stresses in nanoscale systems is not as straightforward as global field 
application. However local straining is easily realisable by pressing an AFM 
probe onto the specimen surface. Recently this technique was in fact used to 
achieve pressure-induced switching in ultrathin films of BaTi03 [1]. In that 
case however, no strictly enforced ferroelastic ordering was present in the films 
and only pure 180° ferroelectric switching was observed under sufficiently high 
pressures. To explore superdomain switching by the same mechanism, a system 
which displays superdomain ordering at thicknesses of a few nanometres is 
required.

As with the superdomain switching experiments discussed in this thesis, 
the observations of flux-closure superdomain structures would also benefit 
greatly from unambiguous mapping of the out-of-plane domain polarisation 
component. Whilst in-plane flux-closure is seen to be facilitated by the net 
polar vector associated with each quadrant, it would be curious to see what the 
behaviour of the net 3d polar vector (out-of-plane polarisation included) 
around the closure circuit would be.

Because double closure patterns in this thesis were observed in lamellae 
with aspect ratios close to 2:1 it was suspected that the number of closure 
patterns that can be supported in these structures [i.e. the number required to 
‘cover’ all charge uncompensated surface) is related to the aspect ratio. Would 
a square shaped lamella promote stabilisation of a single closure structure and 
e.g. a 4:1 aspect ratio lamella increase chances of observing four closure 
structures?

The main drawback in the study of antinotched BaTi03 wires presented 
in this thesis was that all inferences made concerning domain dynamics were 
based solely on electrical measurements. An in-situ PFM approach such as 
that used for imaging switching in BaTi03 lamella would provide valuable 
insight to the precise switching mechanisms that occur within these patterned 
wires; especially with the likelihood of there being some form of superdomain 
structure present. In analogous magnetics studies the shape and size of a
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variety of notch/antinotch structures has been well mapped out whilst in 
ferroelectrics the studies conducted at QUB are the only ones reported to date. 
There is a lot of scope for investigating how size and shape alters the modelled 
field distributions in patterned ferroelectric wires and it would be interesting to 
probe the interplay between field augmented switching and the effects of 
geometric pinning associated with any designed morphological variations. It 
would be particularly novel to look at asymmetric notch (or antinotch) designs 
to achieve domain wall ‘diode’-like behaviour where domain wall motion is seen 
to be effective in one direction only. For these experiments domain imaging by 
in-situ PFM or in-situ TEM, would be vital.

Now the more far reaching consequences of the work presented in this 
thesis are considered. Although this was the first time an attempt was made to 
identify an equation of motion for domain wall motion based on live-imaging, a 
satisfactory description could not be obtained. Nonetheless, flawed descriptions 
of the time-dynamics of ferroelectric domain wall motion were highlighted and 
it seems that the true equation of motion remains unknown. Whether or not 
ferroelectric domain walls carry momentum still remains as an issue to be 
solved. This could be vitally important for identifying the maximum intrinsic 
switching speed in devices; if domain wall motion is inertial in nature then 
upper limits are placed on domain wall velocities. Despite the backswitching 
effects in the samples studied in this thesis that clouded any observation of 
true inertial overshoots, in-situ domain imaging is still a promising 
experimental approach to the problem. If in-situ PFM could be repeated in a 
system which has negligible backswitching then any (subtle) inertial effects 
may be observed directly. This would be a key observation in resolving the 
issue of domain wall inertia surrounding ferroelectrics and ferromagnets. 
Additionally, the nm/s velocities measured for samples in this thesis means the 
studied dynamics are almost certainly in the creep regime. Studies in the high- 
velocity ‘free-flow’ regime would be much more relevant to real device 
switching and would benefit from identifying an equation of motion.

Two core aspects of the work in this thesis, namely superdomain 
structure and field-engineering, are directly relevant to current studies 
surrounding domain wall multifunctionality. For superdomains, it could be 
very exciting to see if superdomain boundaries carry additional functionalities 
not observed in the constituent subdomains. McGilly [2] has already noted 
that superdomains themselves can serve as distinct entities and can be 
distributed according to their net vector polarisation in order to offset 
depolarising fields. Conductive-AFM could provide a useful means to
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investigate the local charge transport properties in the vicinity of superdomain 
boundaries and compare these to both the subdomain boundaries and domains 
themselves. Characterisation of the core vicinity in flux-closure superdomain 
structures could be equally exciting. This is especially so since Balke et al [3] 
have shown that the core of a (four-domain) flux-closure structure in BiFe03 is 
significantly more conducting than both the surrounding domains and 
quadrant domain walls, thereby forming a conductive Id wire through the 
sample thickness. An excellent candidate for looking at domain wall 
multifunctionality in superdomain ordered structures would be the BiFeOa thin 
films studied by Wang and co-workers [4]. At a glance, the switched domain 
topology looks identical to that identified for BaTiOa lamellae in this thesis, 
and exhibits an obvious subdomain and superdomain structure (see Figure 
3.8c-e in chapter 3). Exploring domain wall conduction and photovoltaic 
phenomena in this system could be very interesting.

Much of the current research into domain wall multifunctionality is 
carried out with a vision for creating new device concepts. However, realisation 
of these devices requires a means to precisely control the behaviour of the 
active elements, namely the domain walls. The concept of field-engineering 
explored in this thesis provides exactly a means to achieve this level of control. 
The ability to determine the number and position of domain walls via field 
engineered structures, was demonstrated for the first time in this thesis in 
patterned KTP lamellae. Crucially, this should in principle be transferrable to 
any other ferroelectric system. The next step is to extend this approach to 
systems with known multifunctionalities such as BiFeOa (domain wall 
conduction, anomalous photovoltaic effect) or PZT (domain wall conduction) 
thin films. For example, introducing domain walls controllably into these 
systems can provide a means to control conduction (resistance) states for 
transistor or memristor type device concepts. In fact, Paruch et al [5] suppose 
that ferroelectric materials in general have domain walls that are intrinsically 
more conducting than bulk. This means that the even the patterned KTP 
lamellae studied in this thesis can be candidates for an exploratory study 
combining domain wall multifunctionality with explicit control of the active 
elements. Much work still remains to be done however in identifying field 
engineered structures that can reliably perform single domain wall injection. 
Whether or not control of domain wall injection and dynamics can ever be 
realised to the same level as in ferromagnets is a serious factor in determining 
how much devices based on domain wall functionalities can offer.
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Appendix 1

A 1.1 aa-subdomain structure in BaTiOs 
superdomain switching experiments

In the main text the emergence of a superdomain structure based on an ac- 
subdomain framework is discussed. On rare occasions, however, superdomain 
switching is seen to occur within a ferroelastic aa-subdomain framework. The 
native domain configuration for a lamella showing such behaviour is shown in 
Figure Al.l. The lamella is cut with crystallographic axes identical to the 
lamellae discussed in the main text. Noting this, and the fact that the domain 
walls are at 45° to the presumed in-plane polar orientations i.e. along <110>pc 
directions, an aa-domain pattern having all polar components in-plane can be 
assumed. Furthermore, knowing that in LPFM strong amplitude signals 
originate from polarisation components orthogonal to the cantilever axis, we 
can identify the polarisation orientation within specific domain stripes. Bright 
(strong) amplitude domains have polarisation orthogonal to the cantilever 
whilst dark (weak) amplitude domains have polarisation approximately parallel 
to the cantilever. Hence polarisation directions can be allocated to the domain 
stripes in Figure A 1.1 a.

Figure Al.l LPFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) of a lamella exhibiting a native state 
composed of aa-domains. Strong amplitude stripes in (a) are identified as having 
polarisation perpendicular to the cantilever axis (black arrows). Alternate stripes are 
identified with an orthogonal polarisation (green arrows) where an energetically 
preferred head-to-tail configuration across neighbouring domains has been assumed.
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(a) +10V,.

3 Jim

Figure A1.2 (a) LPFM amplitude, left, and phase, right, of the remanent domain state 
after application of +10V(i<. across the planar electrodes. A needle shaped switched 
area has appeared (purple phase), (b) The needle area is subsequently seen to laterally 
expand during relaxation. Black arrows denote the local stripe polarisation 
orientations using phase information, (c) Further lateral expansion of the switched 
region.

Figure A 1.2 shows the remanent domain configuration after application 
of a planar switching voltage of +10Vdc . The image is somewhat distorted due 
to cantilever drift during the frame capture but changes in the domain 
configuration are nonetheless apparent. The ferroelastic aa-domain pattern 
observed in the native scan (Figure A 1.1) can again be identified but on top of 
this two meandering boundaries are superimposed. The accompanying phase
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Figure Al.3 (a) LPFM amplitude, left, and phase, right, showing a superdomain 
boundary crossing a ferroelastic domain, (b) Flexural contrast confirms that boundary 
is indeed continuous through the central ferroelastic stripe and turns through ~90°.

map indicates that these boundaries are 180° walls and are analogous to the 
180° superdomain boundaries discussed in the main text for lamellae exhibiting 
an ac-subdomain structure. Figure Al.2b,c show that switching in the aa- 
subdomain ordered system is also mediated entirely by motion of superdomain 
boundaries. Taking these three PFM snapshots together, an advancing 
switched needle is apparent in Figure Al.2a which appears to subsequently 
expand laterally in Figure A 1.2b and c. This suggests that superdomain 
switching by Merz’s proposed scheme of nucleation, forwards growth and 
lateral growth modes, is also relevant here, as well as for the ac-subdomain 
ordered system described in the main text.

Because there are no out-of-plane polar components to be considered 
here, it is relatively straightforward to identify the precise superdomain 
boundary structure. Figure Al.3 shows a close-up PFM scan looking at the 
region where the superdomain boundary crosses an orthogonally polarised
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ferroelastic domain. Slight relative misrotation of the cantilever to the lamella 
crystallographic axes betrays the presence of a horizontal boundary crossing 
the dark amplitude ferroelastic domain (with polarisation almost parallel to 
cantilever). This is made clear in the phase image. Complimentary VPFM 
phase information confirms the presence of this horizontal boundary 
component through flexural image contrast. This unambiguously determines 
that the superdomain boundary in this case is continuous and rotates 90° 
through each ferroelastic domain to maintain charge neutrality. It also explains 
the meandering nature of the boundary observed in Figure A 1.2. In ferroelastic 
domains with polarisation parallel to the electrodes the incident superdomain 
boundary also travels in this direction until it reaches the next domain on the 
other side. This precise process has been observed in switching experiments in 
bulk BaTi03 by Callaby [1] in the 60s for c-needle domains propagating 
through a-domains, illustrated in Figure Al.4.

(c)

Figure Al.4 Callaby’s schematic illustration showing how nucleated ‘c’ domain needles 
intersect and grow through an ‘a’ domain in bulk BaTi03 crystals. Electrodes are 
along top and bottom long edges in each panel. Adapted from [1].

As a final aside, Figure Al.5 shows a further fine structure inside a 
single ferroelastic domain near the bottom electrode. Several needle like 
domains can be identified although it is ambiguous whether their polarisation 
is oriented perpendicular or parallel to the electrodes. Could this be evidence 
for domain nucleation iniating from fixed ferroelastic domain walls?
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The reason for development of an aa-subdomain substructure instead of 
an ac-subdomain structure is not obvious. When preparing the lamella 
presented in this appendix a gentle 5kV beam was used for final polishing of 
the lamella during fabrication. Possibly the reduced gallium contamination, 
and therefore reduced damage layer thickness, associated with using a lower 
energy ion beam may have led to different kinetic evolution of the domain 
pattern during the recovery anneal. Another possible reason is that the lamella 
orientation across the interelectrode gap is seen to be orthogonal to those 
presented in the main text i.e. the lamella long edge lies perpendicular to the 
electrodes in this case. Could this have an influence on the switched domain 
configuration in a non-intuitive manner?

Ijim

Figure A1.5 LPFM amplitude, bottom left, and phase, bottom right, of the dashed 
box area, top. Needle structures can be identified in the vicinity of the bottom 
electrode.
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Appendix 2

A2.1 Origin of stripe contrast in LPFM 
images: cantilever misalignment

In section 4.2 it was proposed that for an ac-domain configuration to be 
consistent with the LPFM images presented, a zero-amplitude response is 
anticipated in two of the quadrants where a relatively low-amplitude stripe 
contrast was in fact observed. In these quadrants, neighbouring stripes are 
expected to alternate between being polarised out-of-plane and polarised 
parallel to the cantilever. This interpretation is based on LPFM information 
and the observed domain wall orientations of the stripes. However, only in
plane polarisation components that are perpendicular to the cantilever scan 
direction should be detected (in LPFM mode), therefore zero signal is 
anticipated in the ‘striped’ quadrants. The small amplitude stripe contrast 
probably arises from a combination of misrotation of the cantilever with 
respect to the <100>p(. type direction and/or FIB miscut of the lamella with 
respect to the host bulk crystal’s crystallographic axes. Figure A2.1a illustrates 
how cantilever misalignment may give rise to stripe contrast in the quadrants 
labelled 1 and 3 but not in quadrants 2 and 4. The out-of-plane component 
should remain rotationally invariant and yield a zero amplitude response in 
lateral mode. However, a small component from the in-plane domains that are 
orthogonal to the cantilever scan axis, arising due to misrotation, yields a non
zero response. In our experiments this misrotation is small (a few degrees 
maximum); the angle d in the schematic is therefore small and PsinO (the 
detected misaligned polarisation component) << P (the angle is exaggerated 
for Figure A2.1b). A low amplitude corrugation in signal can be expected and 
is commensurate with that observed.

The amplitude corrugation in stripes in quadrants 2 and 4 is however 
barely perceptible. Here, the in-plane component of polarisation detected by 
the cantilever remains large for small 0 i.e. P ~ PcosO (Figure A2.1b). It is 
reasonable that, since the domain widths involved are on the order of lOOnm, 
the decrease in amplitude associated with out-of-plane domains is obscured by 
the dominant signal from neighbouring in-plane domains on either side; hence 
the observed corrugation in amplitude is subtle.
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(a) (b)

Figure A2.1 (a) Black arrows indicate schematically the native in-plane domain 
orientation in each quadrant whilst red arrows indicate the detected component in the 
misrotated system (misrotation exaggerated for emphasis). A lateral mode PFM 
amplitude image of a quadrant geometry is displayed in the top left for reference, (b) 
Vector analysis of the detected in-plane polarisation components for each quadrant set 
under a misrotation angle 0.

A2.2 Origin of stripe contrast in LPFM 
images: lamella miscut

For a perfectly cut lamella the tetragonal crystallographic axes are orthogonal 
to each of the bounding surfaces; this is not the case if the lamella is miscut 
during FIB machining. If the lamella is miscut such that the in-plane <100>p(. 
directions are not parallel to the geometric edges of the lamella then effects 
analogous to that of misrotation are observed, as described above. 
Additionally, miscut may be such that the in-plane domains exhibit a small 
out-of-plane polarisation component and out-of-plane domains may have a 
small in-plane component. This is illustrated schematically in Figure A2.2 and 
may contribute to generating the observed stripe contrast through detection of 
polarisation components arising from lamella miscut.
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Figure A2.2 (a) Blue arrows label domain polarisation orientations for lamella with no 
miscut, red arrows for the case with an arbitrary miscut. The relative orientation of 
the orthogonal axes before and after miscut is inset as an example.
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Appendix 3

A3.1 Interpreting VPFM information from 
quadrant structures

The complimentary vector-VPFM image set for the vector-LPFM images 
presented in Figure 4.8 are shown in Figure A3.1. As with the vector-LPFM 
analysis described in the main text it is tempting to rely on the block phase 
regions of dominating amplitude for allocation of the out-of-plane polarisation 
stripe component within each quadrant. Interpreting Figure A3.1 as is, this 
would suggest that the out-of plane polarisation component (into/out of the 
plane of the page) is oppositely oriented in opposing quadrants (Figure A3.1e). 
However, the regions of block phase also display an in-plane polarisation (a- 
subdomain) component that is parallel to the cantilever axis, as determined by 
vector-LPFM analysis. This means that the large amplitude signal in these 
regions may not uinequivocally be attributed to the out-of-plane c-subdomains 
but may in fact be flexural in origin i.e. from in-plane domains. In order to test 
for flexural contributions, VPFM phase information should be compared 
before/after a 180° sample rotation. In both cases any phase contrast 
associated with real out-of-plane polarisation signals should remain unchanged, 
however, any signals originating from in-plane polarised domains will reverse 
phase by 180°. Figure A3.2 compares VPFM scans of a quadrant structure in a 
different sample (measured in Queen’s University Belfast) before/after 90° 
rotation of the cantilever scan axis. For the orthogonal scans, different 
opposing pairs of quadrants are seen to have block phase contrast (Figure 
A3.2b and d). The test for flexural signal contributions was then performed 
where, for each of these otthogonal scans, a complimentary scan was obtained 
with the sample rotated by an additional 180° (Figure A3.2c and e). 180° 
rotation clearly leads to a reversal of block phase regions for both orthogonal 
scan orientations, therefore this large amplitude signal can be attributed to the 
in-plane polarisation component parallel to the cantilever (confirmed by LPFM 
measurements). Unfortunately this means that the block contrast regions in 
VPFM phase maps are unable to unequivocally identify the out-of-plane 
polarisation component. Although this check for flexural contributions was not 
carried out on the sample presented earlier, in Figure 4.8, and here, in Figure 
A3.1, it is reasonable to expect the same behaviour. Unfortunately this
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Figure A3.1 VPFM amplitude maps (obtained on UNL system) of sample with 
relative scan orientation of 90° are shown in (a) and (c). Complimentary phase maps 
are displayed in (b) and (d). If block phase regions (top/bottom quadrants in (b), 
left/right quadrants (d)) are literally interpreted as out-of-plane domain information 
then the out-of-plane domain schematic in (e) results (all polarisations inverted by 
180° is also equivalent).

Figure A3.2 (a) VPFM amplitude map (on QUB system) from a different quadrant 
structure observation. Complimentary phase contrast is presented in (b) and upon 
180° rotation in (c). (d) and (e) show VPFM phase maps at 90° relative rotation to 
(b) and (e). Arrows in (c) and (e) indicate allocated in-plane polar vector directions 
attributed to block phase regions inferred through flexural detection. No out-of-plane 
domain polarisations can be unequivocally assigned as a result.
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prohibits any conclusions about the relative out-of-plane domain orientations 
in each quadrant to be made. Furthermore, the PFM data in Figure 4.8 and 
Figure A3.1 were obtained on a different AFM system (Asylum MFP-3D), 
although using the same tips (Nanosensors PPP-EFM variety), so this check 
should really be performed on that system also.
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Appendix 4

A4.1 Refined finite-element field model 
geometry of circle patterned KTP 
lamella

In the main text an attempt is made to correlate the position where 
nulceations first occur in circle patterned KTP lamella with the modelled field 
distribution. In order to provide the most accurate model of the field profile an 
effort is made to best represent the real geometry of the patterned lamella that 
is used to generate the model. A line profile across the holes extracted from 
AFM topography (Figure A4.1a,b) suggests that the outer edges of the holes 
(diameter) to be separated by ~ 1.4pm which is much larger than the 0.5pm 
design specification. Secondary electron imaging of the same lamella (Figure 
A4.1c) provide a more conservative estimate with hole diameters extracted at 
around 1pm. Both estimates are still substantially larger than the desired

(d)
2(im

—P

Figure A4.1 (a) 3d representation of AFM measured topography of the real sample to 
be field modelled, (b) Extracted topography line profile along the red dashed line in 
(a). The leftmost measured hole width is marked, (c) Secondary electron image of the 
same lamella (viewing angle 52°) with measured hole width marked, (d) The field 
model geometry generated using measurements from secondary electron imaging data.
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0.5(im and this is almost certainly due to peripheral milling of the holes 
because of the FIB beam Gaussian profile. It is possible that this extensive 
peripheral milling can cause the region immediately surrounding the hole to 
become amorphous i.e. non-ferroelectric. This would result in a low dielectric- 
constant glassy region that may be expected to respond to applied field in an 
analogous fashion to the (low dielectric constant) air gap within the hole (high 
field intensity). Because AFM measured topography can suffer from tip-sample 
convolution effects and tip degradation, the SEM measured hole widths are 
considered more reliable and used for generating the field-model geometry 
which is presented in Figure Lid. As a result, the gap between the right-hand 
milled circles (specified at 0.5pm) is subsumed into the effective hole diameters 
i.e. there is no longer a gap separating the holes. This field-model is used to 
extract the field amplitude line profiles presented in Figure 6.15 in chapter 6.
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